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1. Introduction 
 
A satellite account is a term developed by the United Nations (UN), the World Bank, 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) to measure the size of economic sectors not 
defined as industries in national accounts. All indications are that tourism plays a 
significant role in the South African economy. However, unlike output-defined 
industries such as agriculture or manufacturing, the primarily demand-defined tourism 
industry is not measured as a sector in its own right in national accounts. Tourism, 
globally, is not a clearly defined industry in the System of National Accounts (SNA) 
but it is an amalgamation of industries such as transportation, accommodation, food 
and beverage services, recreation and entertainment, and travel agencies. 
 
The 1993 SNA does, however, provide for the development of tourism satellite 
accounts (TSAs) for the explicit study of tourism-related industries and products. A 
TSA is a statistical instrument used to measure the size of the tourism industry’s 
contribution to the economy of a country according to international standards of 
concepts, classifications and definitions which will allow for valid comparisons with 
other industries and, eventually, between individual countries and between groups of 
countries. 
 
Given the difficulties of defining and measuring the size of tourism and the need to 
have accurate information about its size and structure, the UN recommends the 
development of a TSA. Satellite accounts involve the rearrangement of existing 
information in the national accounts1 so that an area of particular economic or social 
importance, such as tourism or natural resources, can be analysed more closely. 
Typically, satellite accounts or systems allow for: 
• The provision of additional information on particular social concerns of a 

functional or cross-sector nature; 
• The use of complimentary or alternative concepts, including the use of 

complementary and alternative classifications and accounting frameworks, 
when needed to introduce additional dimensions to the conceptual framework 
of national accounts; 

• Extended coverage of costs and benefits of human activities; 
• Further analysis of data by means of relevant indicators and aggregates; and 
• Linkage of physical data sources and analysis to the monetary accounting 

system. 
 
It is important to recognise that a variety of basic statistics and/or more elaborate 
data than those provided by the national accounts are involved in the development of 
a TSA. The supply and use framework is a pivotal integration tool for all of this 
information2. The United Nations World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) document 
‘General guidelines for developing the Tourism Satellite Account (TSA): Measuring 
tourism supply’ also stresses the benefits and importance of using Input-Output 
tables (based on the supply and use tables (SU-tables)) in the TSA context. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Usually supplemented by additional information. 
2 General guidelines for developing the Tourism Satellite Account (UNWTO). 
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The aim of this discussion document is to give an overview of the basic data 
requirements needed to compile a TSA, as well as to do an assessment of the data 
sources that are currently available in South Africa. This discussion document is also 
a follow-up on the discussion document ‘Status of the tourism satellite account in 
South Africa’ (D0405.3) published on the Stats SA website (www.statssa.gov.za) in 
April 2005. 

 
2. Basic Statistics for the compilation of a Tourism 

Satellite Account 
 
2.1 System of Tourism Statistics 
 
According to the UNWTO, the system of tourism statistics (STS) is the system that 
provides reliable, consistent and appropriate statistical information on the socio-
economic structure and the developments of tourism, integrated within all the 
economic and social statistics related to other fields, at different territorial levels. The 
STS is thus the basic framework of all the information produced by all stakeholders in 
tourism and provides information on concepts, definitions, classifications and 
indicators. It is thus one of the elements that are necessary for the development of a 
TSA for any country. Figure 1 shows the main elements of an STS. 
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Figure 1:Elements of a system of tourism statistics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: South Africa’s System of Tourism Statistics, SAT/DEAT 
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Tourism consumption3 explains the concepts and definitions (e.g. domestic 
tourism, domestic tourism consumption, inbound tourism, inbound tourism 
consumption, etc.) and tourism units (e.g. country of residence, duration of the visit, 
purpose of the visit, etc.) relating to tourism consumption (demand), while tourism 
supply explains the concepts and definitions and tourism units (e.g. establishment, 
industry, etc.) relating to the supply of tourism-related and tourism-specific products 
and services. Production factors deal with statistics of the labour force (e.g. 
employment, job, labour units, etc.), capital and technical innovations for the tourism 
industry. 
 
Tourism-specific products and Standard Industrial Classification of all 
Economic Activities (SIC) of tourism industries provide a description (list) of 
products and services that are specific to tourism, as well as the standard 
international classification of tourism activities (SICTA) (see Annexures A and B). 
 
TSA concepts describe the concepts and definitions (e.g. consumption products, 
package tours, tourism demand, tourism industries, etc.) for the compilation of TSA. 
TSA aggregates deal with tourism aggregates for the TSA, e.g. internal tourism 
consumption, tourism value added, total tourism demand, etc. Classifications for 
TSA explain the classifications used for TSA compilation, namely tourism 
characteristic activities and tourism characteristic products (see Annexures A and B). 
TSA tables of results is the presentation of the TSA compiled for a country. 
 
The UNWTO provides a standard framework to guide the formulation of definitions4. 
This allows for comparability across different countries. The development of the 
South African STS5 began with defining the concepts and definitions and tourism 
units of tourism consumption, namely: 
• Usual environment 
• Visitor 
• Country of residence 
• Tourist 
• International tourist 
• Domestic tourist 
• Same-day visitor 
• Purpose of visit 
• Tourist accommodation 
 
The STS comprises three aspects, namely6: 
• Tourism Satellite Accounts (TSAs) 
• Balance of Payments for Tourism (BoPT) 
• Labour Accounts for Tourism (LAT) 
 
Of these, the TSA is the most well known. It is structured around the general balance 
existing between the demand and supply of products related to the tourism industry. 
The aim of a TSA is threefold, namely: 
• Analysis of the demand for commodities related to tourism; 
• Analysis of the resulting supply of commodities; and 
                                                 
3 Text refers back to elements listed in Figure 1. 
4 Stats SA has developed a list of tourism definitions through an internal process and consultation with tourism data 
providers and users (Stats SA concepts and definitions document). 
5 It is important to note that all of the above-mentioned definitions have been explained and communicated about at 
an STS workshop organised by SAT and DEAT in 2005, and is might still be subject to modification. 
6 Refer to Figure 1. 
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• Description of the interaction of the tourism industry with the rest of the economy. 
 
The construction of partial STS further ensures international comparability as well as 
complete integration into the 1993 SNA through the use of the concept of ‘satellite 
accounts’. 
 
 
Why is a system of tourism statistics needed? 
 
The information on tourism has historically included only statistics obtained from the 
BoPT as well as arrival, departure and overnight accommodation data. This is not 
sufficient to inform policy- and decision-makers in government and other 
stakeholders. It is evident that the role that tourism can play in respect of the 
generation of value added (VA), income and employment, whether directly, indirectly 
or through induced effect, can only be adequately measured through the 
development of an STS. 
 
The data required for the development of an STS are extremely resource intensive, 
and there are numerous methodological issues that need to be addressed. Data 
collection should thus be seen as a longer-term goal, requiring a well-planned and 
structured approach. The initial phase of an STS should focus on the (partial) 
development of a TSA, since this will provide: 
• macro-economic aggregates describing the size and economic importance of 

tourism; 
• detailed data on visitor consumption and whether such consumption is met 

through domestic production and/or imports; 
• detailed production accounts of tourism-related industries; 
• information necessary for the development of models to assess the impact of 

tourism; and 
• links between economic data and non-monetary information relevant to the 

tourism industry and the market. 
 
Given the above information, the full importance and impact of the tourism industry can 
be accurately described to assist informed decision-making. 
 
 
2.2 Basic data on tourism – what is needed?7 
 
In the past, the description of tourism focused on the characteristics of visitors, on the 
conditions in which they travelled and stayed, the purpose of their visit, etc. Today 
there is an increasing awareness of the role that tourism is playing and can play, 
whether directly, indirectly or through induced effects in the economy in terms of 
generation of value added (VA), employment, personal income, government income, 
etc. 
 
Thus, the type of data on tourism required by the both the public and private sector 
has changed in nature. In addition to quantitative information, countries now need 
robust information and indicators to enhance the credibility of the measurements 
concerning the economic impact of tourism. These should have the following 
characteristics: 
 
                                                 
7  Tourism Satellite Account Recommended Methodological Framework (TSARMF). UNWTO, 2001. 
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• They should be statistical in nature and be produced on a regular basis (an 

ongoing statistical process), combining the compilation of benchmark 
estimations with more flexible uses of indicators to enhance the usefulness of 
the results; 

• Estimates must be based on reliable statistical sources, where visitors and 
producers of services are both observed, possibly using independent 
procedures; 

• Data should be comparable over time within the same country, comparable 
among countries and comparable with other fields of economic activities; and 

• Data should be internally consistent and presented with macroeconomic 
frameworks recognised at the international level. 

 
The data that are required cover the following main areas: 
• Analysis of the demand generated by the different forms of tourism (inbound, 

domestic and outbound), classified according to the characteristics of the 
visitors themselves, of their trips and of the goods and services acquired; 

• The impact of such supply on the basic macroeconomic variables of the 
country of reference, in particular production functions and the 
interrelationship between activities, which provide the basis for impact 
analysis; 

• Descriptions of the nature of employment and jobs, of capital formation and of 
non-financial assets; 

• Imports and exports and impacts on BoP; and 
• Effects on government revenues, generation of personal income and business 

income. 
 
Although tourism is by nature a demand phenomenon, it is necessary, from an 
economic point of view, to observe the interplay between demand and supply and the 
impacts of such supply and the basic macroeconomic variables of the country of 
reference. Within the context of macroeconomic analysis, the relationship between 
supply and demand is best studied within the general framework of national 
accounts, and more specifically within the framework of SU-tables. 
 
 
1993 System of National Accounts8 
 
Macroeconomic aggregates for the economy are estimated according to the 
recommendations of the 1993 SNA. The 1993 SNA was developed under the 
auspices of the Inter-Secretariat Working Group on National Accounts (ISWGNA). 
Membership of ISWGNA included the IMF, the World Bank, Eurostat, OECD and the 
United Nations Statistics Division (UNSTAT). The 1993 SNA comprises numerous 
integrated and consistent macroeconomic accounts as well as internationally agreed 
upon concepts, definitions and accounting rules. It presents the detailed activities 
within an economy in such a way as to assist in, inter alia, decision-making and policy 
analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
8 System of National Accounts, 1993. Eurostat, IMF, OECD, World Bank and UNSTAT. 
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The central framework of the 1993 SNA is an integrated system, giving each 
transaction, unit, product and purpose a specific place in its classifications and 
accounts. This ensures consistence and coherence throughout the system. The 1993 
SNA is also flexible in that it provides for the emphasis to be placed to a greater or 
lesser degree on specific areas of interest, without allowing for simultaneous 
inclusion of conceptually conflicting approaches. 
 
The 1993 SNA provides concepts, definitions, classifications, accounting rules, 
accounts and tables in order to present a comprehensive, integrated framework for 
the estimation of production, consumption, capital investment, income, stocks and 
flows of financial and non-financial wealth and other related economic variables9. 
 
Countries measure economic activity – gross domestic product (GDP) – on the basis 
of internationally agreed standards for national accounts. As part of the overall 
economy, tourism is already represented in national accounts; the respective 
commodities produced by suppliers and purchased by visitors are also included in the 
core accounts. They are, however, not visible as such, because tourism is not 
identified as a separate activity, and the commodities produced and consumed by 
tourism demand are buried in other elements of the core accounts. 
 
 
In the overall national accounts framework there is little room for analysis by function. 
In order to overcome this problem, satellite accounts are proposed, which are 
conceptually based on some core accounts, and at the same time are able to 
highlight a particular aspect of the economy. 
 
In the TSA, the basic concepts of national accounts are applied to tourism, taking into 
account industries supplying tourism output, which are identified in the production 
accounts. At the same time these industries determine the demand characteristics of 
tourism (e.g. visitors), which are identified by function. In particular, TSAs integrate 
supply and demand sides in such a way that the share of tourism demand related to 
total value added can be calculated and made internationally comparable. 
 
The satellite account (i.e. TSA) outlined above differs from the 1993 SNA in terms of 
the presentation of data, rather than conceptual differences. It is therefore not 
possible to rely purely on direct links between published or unpublished national 
accounts data and the TSA. It is necessary to do transformation and partitioning of 
transactions as well10. 
 
This process consists of– 

• the extraction of tourism-specific products and activities from supply and use 
tables (see Annexure A); 

• the separation of the various margins and basic prices from the goods 
acquired by visitors, e.g. tour operators and package tours; 

• the identification of visitor and non-visitor consumption (according to all its 
components), e.g. visitor consumption will include consumption of visitors for 
business, leisure and other tourism purposes; 

• the dual classification of business tourism expenses; 
• the extraction of the value of travel agency services from the costs of the 

services where they are currently included; and 
• the net valuation of package tours. 

                                                 
9 Tourism Satellite Account Recommended Methodological Framework (TSARMF). UNWTO, 2001. 
10 General guidelines for developing the Tourism Satellite Account (UNWTO). 
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The latter two adjustments differ from the first four as they have an effect on the 
valuations and classifications of flows within the different concepts of visitor 
consumption. 
 
Apart from other new aspects, the 1993 SNA includes a consistent and integrated set 
of SU-tables, which provide a detailed analysis of the process of production, the use 
of goods and services (products) and the income generated in the production 
process. In other words, the role of the  
SU-tables in the 1993 SNA is primarily related to the goods and services, production 
and generation of income accounts. This ensures that the information contained in 
the SU-tables (final supply and use tables for the latest reference year 2002 (Report 
no. 04-04-01 (2002)) was published on the Stats SA website (www.statssa.gov.za) in 
October 2005) and other components of national accounts, such as the GDP and 
expenditure on the GDP, are reconciled. 
 
It is important to recognise that a variety of basic statistics and/or more elaborate 
data than those provided by the national accounts are involved in the development of 
a TSA. The supply and use framework is a pivotal integration tool for all of this 
information11. The UNWTO document ‘General guidelines for developing the Tourism 
Satellite Account (TSA): Measuring tourism supply’ also stresses the benefits and 
importance of using Input-Output tables (based on the SU-tables) in the TSA context. 

                                                 
11 General guidelines for developing the Tourism Satellite Account (UNWTO). 
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2.2.2 Supply and Use tables 
 
The SU-tables are often regarded as one of the cornerstones of the 1993 SNA. The 
SU-tables provide a co-ordinating framework for checking both the accuracy and the 
consistency of the data contained in national accounts. One of the many other uses 
of the SU-tables is that these tables can be extended to satellite accounts (accounts 
linking the 1993 SNA with specific fields of enquiry). The intent is to make apparent 
and to describe in more depth aspects that are hidden in the accounts of the 
framework or surface only in a limited number of points, e.g. tourism. Tourism as 
such is not an industry and cannot be classified separately. Various aspects of 
tourism may appear in detailed classifications of activities, products and purposes 
(see Annexures A and B). 
 
However, specific tourism transactions and purposes appear separately only in a few 
cases. In order to measure and describe tourism in a national accounts framework, 
use must be made of satellite accounting. 
 
The supply table shows the source or the origin of the goods and services produced 
within the economy for a given year in a matrix format. The supply of products and 
services is measured at basic prices, which is the preferred method of valuing output 
in the 1993 SNA. The basic price is the amount receivable by the producer from the 
purchaser for a unit of a good or service produced as output minus any tax payable 
plus any subsidy receivable on that unit as a consequence of its production or sale. 
Basic prices exclude any transport charges invoiced separately by the producer. 
 
The use table displays the demand of various goods and services, which may be 
used as intermediate inputs (products and services that are purchased by an industry 
from other industries to produce its outputs) or for final consumption by households, 
government, etc. The 1993 SNA recommends that intermediate and final 
consumption expenditure be valued at purchasers’ prices. The purchasers’ price is 
the amount paid by the purchaser, excluding any deductible value added tax (VAT) or 
similar deductible tax, in order to take delivery of a unit of a good or service at the 
time and place required by the purchaser. The purchasers’ price of a good includes 
any transport charges paid separately by the purchasers’ to take delivery at the 
required time and place. 
 
The SU-tables have both statistical and analytical functions. As a statistical tool they 
provide a coordinating framework for checking the consistency of economic statistics 
on flows of goods and services obtained from quite different kinds of statistical 
sources such as industrial surveys, household surveys, investment surveys and 
foreign trade statistics. Furthermore, the SU-tables serve as a basis for calculating 
the economic data contained in national accounts and for detecting their 
weaknesses. 
 
Tables A and B show that the structure of the SU-tables (2002) is explained by 
means of an aggregated set of tables. In order to simplify references to these tables, 
the columns of the supply table have been numbered SC and the rows numbered 
SR, while the columns of the use table have been numbered UC and the rows 
numbered UR. The two applicable numbers separated by a colon, e.g. SC1:SR1, 
denote the intersection of a row and a column. The economy is divided into three 
industries or sectors: primary, secondary and tertiary, as shown in columns SC5 to 
SC7 and UC4 to UC6. The sum of these three industries is found in columns SC8 
and UC7. 
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Table A: Framework of the supply of products at basic prices, 2002 (R million) 
 
 

 SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 SC7 SC8 SC9 SC10 

  (SC2+SC3+ 
SC4) 

  (SC8+ 
SC9+ 
SC10) 

 
Output of industries 

(SC5+ 
SC6+ 
SC7) 

  

. Supply of 
products 

Total supply 
at purchasers’ 

prices 

Taxes less 
subsidies on 

products 

Trade and 
transport 

margins 

Total 
supply at 

basic 
prices 

Primary 
industry 

Secondary 
industry 

Tertiary 
industry 

Total 
industry 

Imports c.i.f./ f.o.b. 
adjustment 
on imports 

SR1 Primary 
products 308 361 1 892 13 509 292 960 247 155 187  247 343 45 618 

 

SR2 Secondary 
products 1 503 426 73 631 222 227 1 207 568 6 785 961 900  968 685 238 883 

 

SR3 Tertiary 
products 1 130 508 29 375 (235 736) 1 336 870 481 53 055 1 247 094 1 301 440 56 162 (20 732) 

SR4 c.i.f./f.o.b. 
adjustment on 
imports 

 
 

– 

   
 

– 

     
 

(20 732) 

 
 

20 732 

SR5 Direct 
purchases 
residents 

 

19 601 

   

19 601 

     

19 601 

 

SR6 Total output 
at basic prices 

 
 

2 961 897 

 
 

104 898 

 
 

– 

 
 

2 856 999 

 
 

245 421 

 
 

1 015 142 

 
 

1 247 904 

 
 

2 517 467 

 
 

339 532 

 

 
Table B: Framework of the use of products at purchasers’ prices, 2002 (R million) 

  UC1 UC2 UC3 UC4 UC5 UC6 UC7 UC8 UC9 

  (UC7+UC9)   Intermediate consumption by 
industries 

(UC4+ 
UC5+ 
UC6) 

(UC2+ 
UC3+ 
UC7) 

 

 Supply of products Total supply 
at purchasers’ 

prices 

Taxes on 
products 

Subsidies on 
products 

Primary 
industry 

Secondary 
industry 

Tertiary 
industry 

Total 
industry 

Total 
economy 

Components 
of final 

demand 

UR1 Primary products 308 361   3 992 129 882 1 851 135 725  172 637 

UR2 Secondary products 1 503 426   65 698 509 977 214 683 790 358  713 068 

UR3 Tertiary products 1 130 508   48 439 115 514 363 552 527 505  603 004 

UR4 Direct purchases 
residents 

19 601        19 601 

UR5 Direct purchases non 
residents 

–        – 

UR6 Total uses at 
purchasers’ prices 

2 961 897   118 129 755 372 580 086 1 453 588  1 508 309 

UR7 Gross value added/ 
GDP 

  ) 136 292 259 770 667 818 1 063 879 1 168 777  

UR8 Total output at basic 
prices 

   254 421 1 015 142 1 247 904 2 517 467   
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The supply table (see Table A) shows the origin of the resources of goods and 
services, depicting products in rows (SR) and industries in columns (SC). In the rows, 
the various types of products are presented according to a product classification. In 
the columns, information on the output of each industry according to an industrial 
classification, imports, taxes less subsidies on products and trade and transport 
margins are shown. Furthermore, in the supply table, goods and services produced in 
the economy are measured at basic prices. A basic price is the preferred method of 
valuing output in the 1993 SNA. The basic price is the amount receivable by the 
producer from the purchaser for a unit of goods or services produced as output minus 
any tax payable plus any subsidy receivable on that unit as a consequence of its 
production or sale. Basic prices exclude any transport charges invoiced separately by 
the producer. The c.i.f./fob adjustment to import data is shown in column SC10 and 
row SR4. 
 
The use table (see Table B) shows the uses of goods and services and supplies 
information on the cost structures of the various industries. It is divided into three 
different sections, each with its own characteristics. The transactions are valued at 
purchasers’ prices. The purchasers’ price is the amount paid by the purchaser, 
excluding any deductible VAT or similar deductible tax, in order to take delivery of a 
unit of goods or services at the time and place required by the purchaser. The 
purchasers’ price of a good includes any transport charges paid separately by the 
purchaser to take delivery at the required time and place. 
 
The first section shows the goods and services used as intermediate consumption at 
purchasers’ prices by industry in columns (UC4–UC6) and by product in rows (UR1–
UR5). The total row (UR6) shows intermediate consumption by industries at 
purchasers’ prices. The second section shows the components of final demand 
(column UC9), namely exports, household consumption expenditure, general 
government consumption expenditure, fixed capital formation, changes in inventories 
and the residual item at purchasers’ prices. The third section elaborates on the 
production costs of producers other than intermediate consumption expenditure 
(columns UC2–UC7 and row UR7), namely compensation of employees, taxes less 
subsidies on production and imports, consumption of fixed capital and net operating 
surplus/mixed income. 
 
As an analytical tool, the tables are conveniently integrated into macroeconomic 
models in order to analyse the link and interaction between final demand and 
industrial output levels. This type of analysis, which is also known as impact analysis, 
enables users at universities and research institutions to use the tables for 
sophisticated analysis, including market and productivity analysis. 
 
In addition to their major statistical and analytical functions, the SU-tables have, many 
additional uses, which include the derivation of the GDP as well as the construction of 
symmetric input-output tables, social accounting matrices (SAMs) and various 
satellite accounts. 
 
 
2.3 Tourism satellite account: Recommended methodological 

framework 
 
In the case of tourism, efforts for the development of a TSA have led to the 
publication of the Recommended Methodological Framework for the development of 
a TSA (TSARMF).  
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The TSARMF was jointly defined by the commission of the European Communities 
(Eurostat), the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), 
the World Tourism Organisation (WTO) and the United Nations Statistics Division 
(UNSD) and published in 2001. The manual provides the basic guidelines for regular 
national production of statistical data on the effects of tourism on the economy on an 
annual basis in a way that is internationally comparable, internally consistent and 
presented within widely recognised macro-economic frameworks. 
 
The main purposes of the TSAs are to: 
• analyse in detail all the aspects of demand for goods and services which 

might be associated with tourism within the economy; 
• observe the operational interface with the supply of such goods and services 

within the same economy of reference; and 
• describe how this supply interacts with other economic activities. 
 
To fulfil this aim, the TSARMF presents reference definitions and classifications for 
the identification of the scope of the TSA as well as the tables and aggregates that 
constitute the satellite account itself. 
 
As for any specific field in a satellite account framework, the starting point for the 
statistical representation of the tourism sector is – according to the SNA 
recommendations – the analysis of its uses in order to find an answer to the question: 
‘How many resources are devoted to the specific field under examination?’ These 
uses, e.g. the expenditure for the specific function, are already included in the core 
framework of the SNA, but need to be separately identified by specifying the scope of 
the TSA. This scope will be covered by: 
• defining tourism as ‘activities of persons travelling to and staying in places 

outside their usual environment for not more that one consecutive year for 
leisure, business and other purposes not related to the exercise of an activity 
remunerated from within the place visited’; persons belonging to this definition 
are called ‘visitors’; 

• identifying and classifying goods and services that are specific to the field, i.e. 
products of which the supply would cease to exist in meaningful quantity in 
the absence of visitors, which might significantly affect tourism consumption. 
Due to measurement difficulties, the proposed list of tourism-specific products 
includes (up to now) only services (see Annexure A). Tourism characteristic 
and tourism-connected products are grouped separately. The first group 
covers specific products that can be considered characteristic for purposes of 
the international comparability of results in TSA compilation. Connected 
products are ‘a residual category, including those that have been identified as 
tourism specific in a given country but for which this attribute has not been 
acknowledged on a worldwide basis’; and 

• identifying and classifying the characteristic activities, i.e. activities that are 
typical of the TSA. These are productive activities that produce a principal 
output which has been identified as characteristic of tourism. 

 
A list of tourism characteristic products (see Annexure A) and a list of tourism 
characteristic activities (see annexure B) are recommended for the development of 
the TSA basic set of tables. 
 
In relation to the concept of ‘visitor consumption’ and the place where this occurs, as 
well as the need to distinguish between resident and non-resident visitors, the 
following concepts are defined in the TSARMF: 
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• Domestic tourism is the tourism of resident visitors within the economic 

territory of the country of reference. 
• Domestic tourism consumption comprises the consumption of resident visitors 

within the economic territory of the country of reference. 
• Inbound tourism is the tourism of non-resident visitors within the economic 

territory of the country of reference. 
• Inbound tourism consumption comprises the consumption of non-resident 

visitors within the economic territory of the country of reference and/or that 
provided by residents. 

• Outbound tourism is the tourism of resident visitors outside the economic 
territory of the country of reference. 

• Outbound tourism consumption comprises the consumption of resident 
visitors outside the economic territory of the country of reference and provided 
by non-residents. 

• Internal tourism is the tourism of visitors both resident and non-resident, within 
the economic territory of the country of reference. 

• Internal tourism consumption comprises the consumption of both resident and 
non-resident visitors within the economic territory of the country of reference 
and/or that provided by residents. 

• National tourism is the tourism of resident visitors, within and outside the 
economic territory of the country of reference. 

• National tourism consumption comprises the consumption of resident visitors 
within and outside the economic territory of the country of reference. 

 
On the basis of these concepts, definitions and classifications, which indicate the 
boundaries of the tourism industry, the TSARMF recommends the development of 
ten main accounting tables that allow for the analysis of the economic features of 
tourism, encompassing demand, supply, impact on employment, etc. Table C 
presents the tables of the TSA in a condensed format. Each table places the focus on 
a different aspect of the tourism industry, but they are not completely independent as 
there are obvious links between them, especially when used for analysis. 
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Table C: Set of ten tables constituting the TSA 
Table Comment 

1 Inbound tourism consumption by products 
and categories of visitors 

2 Domestic tourism consumption by 
products and ad hoc sets of resident 
visitors 

3 Outbound tourism consumption by 
products and categories of visitors 

Tables 1 to 3 focus on the demand perspective 
and analyse visitor final consumption 
expenditure in cash, treating ‘inbound’, 
‘domestic’ and ‘outbound’ tourism separately. 
Although the product breakdown is shared, the 
aim is to distinguish between the types of 
visitors. 

4 Internal tourism consumption by products 
and types of tourism 

Table 4 also focuses on the demand perspective 
and combines all visitor final consumption 
expenditure in cash associated with inbound 
(Table 1) and domestic (Table 2) tourism with 
other components of visitors’ consumption. 

5 Production accounts of tourism and other 
industries 

Table 5 focuses on the supply perspective and 
analyses the production of tourism characteristic 
industries as well as other industries. The 
production accounts (output and intermediate 
consumption by product) are shown in a format 
similar to the information included in a set of 
supply and use tables. 

6 Domestic supply and internal tourism 
consumption by products 

Table 6, which includes the confrontation 
between supply and internal tourism 
consumption, is regarded as the core of the TSA 
as it allows for the computation of tourism value 
added/ GDP and its components. 

7 Employment in the tourism industries Table 7 provides a detailed description of 
employment in the tourism sector, although this 
will be supplemented by the LAT. 

8 Gross fixed capital formation of tourism 
industries and other industries 

The tourism gross fixed capital formation still 
needs development. 

9 Tourism collective consumption by 
functions and levels of government 

Focuses on the involvement of government 
sector needs to be tied more closely with 
COFOG. 

10 Non-monetary indicators The 1993 SNA provides for physical indicators 
as part of satellite accounts. Table 10 therefore 
presents a number of non-monetary (physical) 
indicators related to tourism such as the number 
of trips and overnight stays, the number of 
establishments in tourism-characteristic and 
connected activities. 

 
 
The data intensiveness of the tables makes it impossible and unadvisable for 
countries to implement them simultaneously. The 10 tables can be grouped into two 
different sets according to their degree of priority. Specifically, Tables 1 to 7 and 
Table 10 are regarded as being high priority as they include the minimum set of 
accounts needed to pursue a comparative analysis of tourism within a satellite 
framework. By contrast, Tables 8 and 9 have a lower priority level because of their 
complex nature not only from a data perspective, but also from a conceptual 
approach. It is therefore recommended that they are done last. 
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2.4 Establishing an inter-institutional committee for the compilation 

of the Tourism Satellite Account 
 
During 2002, South Africa recognised that the preparation of a TSA is important, but 
it is not the responsibility of a single institution. It should best be approached as a 
collaborative effort under the auspices of the National Statistics System (NSS). Apart 
from other public institutions that have important administrative sources and various 
private-sector representatives, seven institutions are playing pivotal roles to ensure 
that the introduction of TSAs is successful in South Africa. These are Statistics South 
Africa (Stats SA), the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEAT), the 
Department of Home Affairs (DHA), the South African Reserve Bank (SARB), the 
South African Revenue Services (SARS), South African Tourism (SAT) and the 
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI). 
 
An interim inter-institutional working group, consisting of members nominated by the 
heads of Stats SA, SARB, SAT, DTI, DHA and DEAT has been established during 
2002. The longer-term working group should include SARS12, National Treasury as 
well as these six institutions. 
 
A higher level TSA steering committee was formed in 2004, consisting of the heads 
of the above-mentioned departments. Each institution has a permanent member on 
the steering committee, convened and chaired by Stats SA. The steering committee 
meets quarterly with the aim of driving the processes required for the development of 
TSAs in South Africa. In addition, a working group meets on a quarterly basis with the 
aim of developing and populating TSAs. The working group reports to the steering 
committee on a regular basis. 
 
 

3. Assessment of data sources related to tourism 
available in South Africa 

 
This section will provide and overview of the tourism-related data sources that are 
currently available in South Africa. 
 
3.1 Tourism-related data sources available at Statistics South Africa 
 
This section assesses the data sources, relating to tourism statistics, that are 
currently available in Stats SA. Stats SA produces and disseminates official statistics 
supporting policy-making in South Africa. Various surveys have been and are still 
being conducted. These range from the annual household surveys to monthly 
indicators of economic activity in specific sectors, such as the accommodation 
survey. However, very few of the existing surveys were developed with the STS in 
mind, leading to a weak linkage between a potential data source and the TSA. In 
addition, very few surveys are tourism-specific or related, especially on the supply 
side. In most cases, if tourism is covered, there is a problem pertaining to the period 
of that coverage (different periods of reference). 
 
 
 

                                                 
12 SARS is currently represented on the TSA steering committee. SARS does not actively participate at the working 
group level yet. 
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Stats SA has embarked on a strategy to improve the quality of its range of economic 
statistics, leading to more robust estimates of national accounts13. This will lead to 
improvement in the basic statistics required for the compilation of TSA.  Given that 
the aim of the strategy was not to develop TSA, it will not necessarily address all 
relevant issues. In addition, TSA development is also reliant on information collected 
as part of the social statistics programme.  
 
Table D lists the datasets that are currently collected by Stats SA. 

                                                 
13 Process started in 1997. 
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Table D: Current datasets related to tourism at Stats SA 
 

Survey/Administrative data 
Conducted in 

the past? 
 

Latest publication14 
 

Frequency 

Demand side date    

Arrivals and departures statistics Yes December 2006 
(reference period – 
September 2006) 

Monthly and 
annually 

General household survey Started in 2003 May 2006 (reference 
period – July 2005) 

Annually 

Income and expenditure survey Yes November 2002 
(reference period – 

2000) 

Every 5 years 

Supply side data 
 

  

Government statistics Yes November 2006 
(reference period – 

2004/2005 

Annually 

Survey of enterprises with branches: 
Accommodation15 

Started in 2003 N/A Periodically 

Tourism accommodation survey Started in 2004 November 2006 
(reference period – 
September 2006) 

Monthly 

Survey of food and beverages 
Started in Nov 
2004 December 2006 

(reference period – 
September 2006) 

Monthly 

Large sample survey on 
accommodation 

Started in Nov 
2004 November 2005 

(reference period – 
2004) 

Periodically 

Large sample survey on personal 
services 

Started in Nov 
2004 November 2005 

(reference period – 
2004) 

Periodically 

Large sample survey on the transport 
industry 

Started in 2002 December 2004 
(reference period – 

2002) 

Periodically 

Economic activity survey Yes September 2006 
(reference period – 

2005) 

Annually 

Income and expenditure survey Yes November 2002 
(reference period – 

2000) 

Every 5 years 

                                                 
14 As on 30 March 2007. 
15 Research document. Results were not published. 
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Table E shows the life cycle of upcoming Large Sample Surveys (LSS). 
 
 
Table E: Life cycle of the Large Sample Surveys (LSS): 2007–200916 

 
LSS: Industry 

 
Results available 

Relationship to tourism and the TSA (SIC) 

Mining 2008 None 
Manufacturing 2008 None 
Electricity, gas and water 2007 None 
Construction 2009 None 
Wholesale and retail trade 2009 SIC 62201 – Retail trade in food, beverages and tobacco in 

specialised stores 
SIC 62310 – Retail trade in pharmaceutical and medical goods, 
cosmetic and toilet articles 
SIC 6232 – Retail trade in textiles, clothing, footwear and leather 
goods 
SIC 6239 – Other retail trade in specialised stores 

Motor trade 2007/2009 SIC 63500 – Retail trade in automotive fuel 
Accommodation, food and 
beverages 

2009 SIC 64101 – Hotels, motels, boatels and inns registered with the SA 
Tourism Board 
SIC 64102 – Caravan parks and camping sites 
SIC 64103 – Guest houses and guest farms 
SIC 64109 – Other accommodation 
SIC 64201 – Restaurants or tearooms with liquor licence 
SIC 64202 – Restaurants or tearooms without liquor licence 
SIC 64203 – Takeaway counters 
SIC 64204 – Caterers 
SIC 64209 – Other catering services 

 

                                                 
16  Correct as on 30 March 2007. 
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Table E: Life cycle of the Large Sample Surveys (LSS): 2007–200917 
LSS: Industry Results available Relationship to tourism and the TSA (SIC) 

Transport 2007 SIC 71111 – Inter-urban railway transport 
SIC 71112 – Railway commuter services 
SIC 71211 – Urban, suburban and inter-urban bus and coach 
passenger lines 
SIC 71221 – Taxis 
SIC 71222 – Safaris and sightseeing bus tours 
SIC 71229 – Other passenger transport, including the renting of 
motor cars with drivers 
SIC 72111 – Coastal shipping 
SIC 72112 – Ocean shipping 
SIC 72200 – Inland water transport 
SIC 74131 – Parking garages and parking lots 
SIC 74134 – Operation of airports, flying fields and air navigation 
facilities 
SIC 74135 – Operation of roads and toll roads 
SIC 74140 – Travel agency and related activities 

Post and telecommunication 2007 SIC 75200 – Telecommunication 
Real estate and business services 2007 SIC 84110 – Property owning and letting 
Other community, social and 
personal services 

2008 SIC 96121 – Motion picture projection by cinemas 
SIC 96122 – Motion picture projection by drive-in cinemas 
SIC 96140 – Dramatic arts, music and other arts activities 
SIC 96190 – Other entertainment activities 
SIC 96310 – Library and archives activities 
SIC 96320 – Museum activities and preservation of historical sites 
and buildings 
SIC 96330 – Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserve 
activities 
SIC 96410 – Sporting activities 
SIC 96490 – Other recreational activities 

 

                                                 
17  Correct as on 30 March 2007. 
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3.1.1 Arrivals and departures statistics 
 
Legal movements across the South African borders as well as legal immigration fall 
under the jurisdiction of the Department of Home Affairs (DHA). Information on 
travellers is obtained from all ports of entry. Information on arrivals into and 
departures from South Africa is captured by DHA and loaded onto the mainframe at 
the State Information Technology Agency (SITA). Stats SA accesses this data 
remotely, which are then used as the input data for the monthly statistical release 
P0351: Tourism and migration. The latest information available for P0351 is for 
September 2006 (published in December 2006). In addition to the statistical release, 
an annual report on tourism is also published. 
 
The information on the total number of arrivals and departures of South African 
citizens and permanent residents is collected from the scanning of passports. 
However, data on country of final destination and purpose of visit will be available 
when DHA re-introduces the completion of departure forms by South African citizens 
and permanent residents at the three international airports (Johannesburg, Cape 
Town and Durban). 
 
The statistical release contains information on: 
• the number of arrivals and departures of foreign travellers by purpose of visit, 

i.e. business, holiday, study, work, contract workers, border traffic 
concessions, transit, and unspecified; and 

• the number of arrivals and departures by foreign travellers by mode of travel, 
namely air, rail, road, sea and unspecified. 

 
However, there are concerns about the availability of this information, namely: 
• Detailed information on South Africans leaving or arriving in South Africa is 

not available. 
• Data on ‘country of reference’ are not always reliable, as it has been found 

that this is sometimes captured by the immigration officers as the country of 
passport. 

• Data on ‘same-day’ visitors are not available. 
• The length of stay equals the length of the visa, instead of the actual length of 

stay. 
 
The importance of arrival and departure statistics is that they serve as a population 
for other surveys (dealing with monetary values). 
 
3.1.2 Government statistics 
 
The following government statistics related to tourism are published on an annual 
basis: 
• Statistical release P9121: Financial Statistics of Provincial Government, which 

includes economic and functional classifications of transactions of provincial 
governments from the provincial revenue funds. The information is processed 
from the bookkeeping systems of provincial departments, and the total 
expenditure for each province corresponds with the totals in the audited financial 
statements as published by the Auditor-General. The latest information available 
is for the 2004/2005 financial year (published in September 2006). 
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• Statistical release P9119.4: Financial Statistics of consolidated General 

Government, which includes economic and functional classifications of 
transactions of consolidated general government. This statistical release contains 
financial statistics of the different levels of the general government sector and 
include: 
• National revenue fund; 
• Extra-budgetary accounts and funds of the national and provincial 

governments; 
• Provincial revenue funds; 
• Universities, universities of technology and technikons; and 
• Municipalities. 
 
The latest information available is for the 2004/2005 financial year (published in 
November 2006). 

• Statistical release P9119.3: Financial Statistics of National Government, which 
includes economic and functional classifications of the expenditure from the 
National Revenue Fund and donor funds. The National Revenue Fund refers to 
the votes of the national departments as well as fixed statutory appropriations on 
standing appropriations. The information is processed from the bookkeeping 
systems of national departments, and the total expenditure for each department 
corresponds with the totals in the audited financial statements as published by the 
Auditor-General. The latest information available is for the 2004/2005 financial 
year (published in June 2006). 

 
However, there are concerns: 
• Although tourism collective consumption is available by the levels of government, 

it is not available (at Stats SA) by the functions of government. 
• Uncertainty exists on the different variables that need to be included in the 

calculation of tourism’s collective consumption by the levels of government. 
 
 
Business Sampling Frame 
 
A brief explanation of the Business Sampling Frame (BSF) of Stats SA is provided, 
as most of the surveys discussed below make use of the BSF to draw their respective 
samples from. 
 
The business register is a list containing enterprises that are registered for Value 
Added Tax (VAT) with SARS. VAT is based on the turnover that an enterprise 
generates per annum and for VAT registration an enterprise is required to generate 
R300 000 or more turnover per annum18. Turnover is in turn utilised as a measure of 
size (MOS) to determine cut-off points for size-groups or enterprises. The list is 
constructed in such a manner that enterprises are reflected as active, reactivated, 
birthed and ceased. This is also referred to as the life cycle of the enterprise. The list 
is maintained on a monthly basis with information obtained from administrative 
sources, such as SARS. Maintenance of the BSF is also done monthly. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
18 However, if an enterprise generates less than R300 000 turnover per annum, it is allowed to voluntarily register for 
VAT. 
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The BSF is all the statistical units (enterprises) that are available for selection during 
a process of sampling. The survival and status of enterprises assists in determining 
which enterprises are eligible for selection into the BSF after data have been 
collected by the Methodology and Standards (M&S) division of Stats SA. Table F 
shows the reasons for statistical units or enterprises to be given a certain status in 
the BSF. 
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Table F: Survival and status of statistical units (enterprises) 
 

Status Interpretation Reason 
Birthed Registered for VAT but 

not yet started 
• Automatic updates 
• Creation of new 

statistical units 
• Completely new 
• Merger 
• Break-up 
• Split-off 

Activated Started • Automatic updates 
• Creation of new 

statistical units 
Deactivated Suspended • Automatic updates 

• File for 
liquidation/sequestration 

• Temporarily stopped 
trading 

Reactivated Restarted • Automatic updates 
• Offer of compromise 
• Restarted after 

temporarily stopped 
trading 

Ceased Closed and deregistered 
for VAT 

• Automatic updates 
• Deactivated for >= 18 

months 
• Take over 
• Merger 
• Break-up 
• Duplication 
• Re-delineation of 

statistical unit 
• Finally liquidated/ceased 

operation/sequestrated/ 
deregistered/estate 

Source: Business Register Maintenance and Operations, System of Registers 
 
3.1.3 General Household Survey 
 
The General Household Survey (GHS) is an annual survey conducted by Stats SA. 
Its purpose is to measure different aspects of living conditions of South African 
households. This survey covers several broad areas including education, health, 
activities related to work and unemployment, housing and household access to 
services and facilities19. 
 
The GHS was first conducted in 2002 as a replacement survey for the October 
Household Survey (OHS). Its aims to fulfil the need for statistical information as a 
measure of the progress and success of government projects implemented to 
improve living conditions of South Africans.  
 

                                                 
19  Stats SA – GHS, July 2005 (P0318). 
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It provides national indicators to other government departments including the 
departments of Health (DOH), Education (DoE), Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF), 
Social Development (DSD), Trade and Industry (DTI) and the National Treasury.  The 
information released by the GHS is also used by Non-governmental Organisations 
(NGOs) and academic institutions. The GHS has since become an annual survey. 
 
A sample size of just over 30 000 households was obtained for both the 2004 and 
2005 GHS through systematical sampling. The samples drawn for the GHS have a 
target population of households from all nine provinces and are a fair representation 
of the entire population. 
 
Tourism-related questions first appeared in the 2003 GHS and the latest year of 
reference is 200520. This module was introduced into the GHS to fulfil the growing 
need for tourism statistics internally by Stats SA and externally by other government 
departments such as the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEAT). 
The private sector will also benefit from the tourism statistics whereby businesses 
affected by tourism will be able to make informed decisions. Stats SA will benefit as 
information gathered on tourism could be linked to the TSA for South Africa which is 
in the process of being developed. The TSA is a statistical instrument used to 
measure the size of the tourism industry’s contribution to the economy of a country 
according to international standards of concepts, classifications and definitions which 
will allow for valid comparisons with other industries and eventually between 
individual countries and between groups of countries. 
 
Each captured question from the questionnaire was weighted. Weighting of data is a 
process whereby raw data received in the field are transformed to represent the 
entire population. Weights are calculated from midyear estimates for the relevant 
year. These midyear estimates are derived from population census data. The 
weighted information allows for tables to be drawn that represent specific questions 
and variables required. 
 
The GHS only captures the expenses from South African households travelling 
domestically; expenses on tourism items by foreigners are not collected. Questions 
on the GHS cover the following issues: 
• number of trips undertaken; 
• main reason for the trip; 
• length of the trip; 
• expenditure during the trip; and 
• type of accommodation used during the trip. 
 
However, there are concerns that – 
• the tourism module of the GHS has not been published as yet; and 
• the sample of this survey is not directed at tourism. 
 
The GHS is a valuable survey with the opportunity to collect immense quantities of a 
wide variety of data directly from households to assess the living circumstances of 
South Africans. The questions are broad enough to cover, with some detail, the trips 
undertaken during the last 12 months. As more GHSs are undertaken and more 
tourism information is collected there will be an improvement in the reliability and 
accuracy of the figures. There will also be more opportunities to compare figures with 
previous figures in order to identify significant changes and errors in the data. For the 
2005 tourism module in the GHS, refer to Annexure C. 
                                                 
20 The results of the GHS for reference year 2006 are currently being processed by Stats SA. 
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3.1.4 Survey of enterprises with branches: Accommodation, 2003 
 
Stats SA undertook a unit survey of enterprises with branches during 2003. The 
objectives of the survey were to: 
• determine branches with geographical units (GEOs) for each of the 400 sampled 

enterprises; and 
• determine the location, type of establishment, number of stay units, contact 

details and turnover for each branch. 
 
The information obtained from the unit survey improved the business register for, 
inter alia, the drawing of samples for the two new tourism surveys which started in 
2004: Tourism accommodation, and food and beverages surveys. 
 
 
3.1.5 Survey of Tourist Accommodation21 
 
The survey of Tourist Accommodation is a relatively new monthly survey that was 
introduced by Stats SA starting from April 2004, and covers a sample of private and 
public enterprises involved in the short-stay accommodation industry22 in South 
Africa. The information is published quarterly. This survey is based on a sample 
drawn from the 2006 BSF and contains businesses registered for value added tax 
(VAT) and income tax (IT). The first information was available in July 2005. 
 
The enterprises are divided into four size-groups according to turnover. The DTI cut-
off points (size-groups), namely large, medium, small and micro-enterprises, were 
used. The survey is conducted by mail, fax and telephone. The 2006 sample of 
approximately 850 enterprises was drawn from a population of approximately 6 100 
enterprises using stratified simple random sampling. The enterprises were first 
stratified at 5-digit level according to the SIC and then by size of enterprises. All large 
enterprises are completely enumerated. Turnover was used as the measure of size of 
stratification. Table G shows the DTI cut-off points used for defining the size-groups. 
 
Table G: Size-groups for the tourist accommodation industry 

Size-group Turnover Population Sample
Large > R13 000 000 158 158
Medium R6 000 000 to < R13 000 000 188 44
Small R5 100 000 to < R6 000 000 54 30
Micro >R5 100 000 5 713 612
Total  6 110 841
 
This survey covers the following tax registered private and public enterprises that are 
mainly involved in the short-stay accommodation industry: 
6410123  – Hotels, motels and inns; 
64102  – Caravan parks and camping sites; 
64103  – Guest houses and guest farms; and 
64109  – Other accommodation. 
 
 

                                                 
21 Survey is enterprise based.  
22 All surveys explained in this document are industry-based. Investigation work is underway to move away from 
industry-based surveys to activity-based surveys for the measurement of tourism activities. 
23 Refers to SIC classification. 
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It collects information on: 
• type of establishment; 
• relevant grading of establishment; 
• number of stay units24 available on the last night of the month; 
• number of stay units sold for the month; 
• income from accommodation for the month; 
• income from restaurant and bar sales for the month; 
• other income for the month; 
• total operating expenses excluding capital for the month; 
• total number of employees at the end of the month; and 
• total gross basic salaries and wages paid at the end of the month. 
 
The results of this survey are used to compile estimates of the TSA and the GDP and 
its components, which are used, inter alia, to develop and monitor government policy. 
However, employment data collected through this survey do not provide sufficient 
detail for the TSA. These statistics are also used in the analysis of comparative 
business and industry performance. For the questionnaire of the survey on tourism 
accommodation, see Annexure D. 
 
 
3.1.6 Food and Beverages survey25 
 
The Food and Beverages survey is also a relatively new monthly survey that was 
introduced by Stats SA starting from April 2004, and covers a sample of private and 
public enterprises involved mainly in the preparation of meals and drinks for 
immediate consumption in South Africa. The information is published quarterly. The 
sample is drawn from Stats SA’s BSF which contains businesses registered for VAT 
and IT. The first information was available in July 2005. 
 
The enterprises are divided into four size-groups according to turnover. The DTI cut-
off points (size-groups), namely large, medium, small and micro-enterprises, were 
used. The survey is conducted by mail, fax and telephone. A sample of approximately 
900 enterprises was drawn from a population of approximately 8 200 enterprises 
using stratified simple random sampling. The enterprises were first stratified at 5-digit 
level according to the SIC and then by size of enterprises. All large enterprises are 
completely enumerated. Turnover was used as the measure of size of stratification. 
Table H shows the DTI cut-off points used for defining the size-groups. 
 
Table H: Size-groups for the food and beverages survey 

Size-group Turnover Population Sample
Large > R13 000 000 172 172
Medium R6 000 000 to < R13 000 000 367 71
Small R5 100 000 to < R6 000 000 161 48
Micro >R5 100 000 7 567 621
Total 8 267 912
 
This survey covers the following tax registered private and public enterprises that are 
mainly engaged in providing food and beverages for immediate consumption: 

                                                 
24 A stay unit describes the unit of accommodation that is available to be charged out to guests, for example, a 
powered site in a caravan park or a room in a hotel. 
25 Survey is enterprise based. . 
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6420126  – Restaurants or tearooms with a liquor licence; 
64202  – Restaurants or tearooms without a liquor licence; 
64203  – Take-away counters; 
64204  – Caterers; and 
64209  – Other catering services. 
 
It collects information on: 
• Type of enterprise; 
• Income from food sales; 
• Income from bar sales; 
• Other income;  
• Total income; and 
• Total number of employees at the end of the month. 
 
One of the uses of the results of this survey is to compile estimates of the TSA and 
the GDP and its components, which are used to develop and monitor government 
policy. However, employment data collected through this survey do not provide 
sufficient detail for the TSA. These statistics are also used in the analysis of 
comparative business and industry performance. For the questionnaire of the survey 
on food and beverages, see Annexure E. 
 
 
3.1.7 Large Sample Survey: Accommodation industry 
 
The accommodation industry large sample survey is a periodic survey which 
measures economic activity in the accommodation industry of the South African 
economy. This survey is based on a sample of private and public enterprises 
operating in the accommodation industry. The latest sample (2004) was drawn from 
the BSF, which is based mainly on the IT and VAT databases. Results of this survey 
are used within Stats SA for compiling South Africa’s National Accounts, e.g. the 
GDP and gross fixed capital formation. These statistics are also used by the private 
sector in analyses of comparative business and industry performance. 
 
The enterprises are divided into four size-groups according to turnover. The DTI cut-
off points or defining the size-groups, namely large, medium, small and micro-
enterprises, were used. The survey is conducted by mail, fax, telephone and personal 
visits. A sample of approximately 2 531 enterprises was drawn using stratified simple 
random sampling. The enterprises were first stratified at 5-digit level according to the 
SIC and then by size of enterprises. All large enterprises are completely enumerated. 
Turnover was used as the measure of size of stratification. Table I shows the DTI cut-
off points used for defining the size-groups. 
 
Table I: Size-groups for the accommodation industry 

Size-group Turnover
Large > R13 000 000
Medium R6 000 000 to < R13 000 000
Small R5 100 000 to < R6 000 000
Micro >R5 100 000
 
 

                                                 
26 Refers to SIC classification. 
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The last large sample survey for the accommodation industry was done in November 
2004 and the information is for the financial year ended on any date between 1 July 
2003 and 30 June 2004. It was published in November 2005. 
 
Information collected includes: 
• location of the establishment; 
• type of ownership or organisation; 
• main type of establishments under the enterprise, e.g. bed and breakfast, 

guest house and hotel; 
• number of stay units available on the last night of the month; 
• number of stay units sold; 
• number of employees who received salaries and wages for the pay period 

ended on or before 30 June 2003, disaggregated into gender, full-time and 
part-time employment; 

• income items from accommodation, restaurants and bar sales, services 
rendered, rental and leasing of land, buildings and other structures and 
interest received; and 

• expenditure items such as purchases, interest paid, total gross salaries and 
wages paid, travelling, accommodation and entertainment, and staff training. 

 
For the questionnaire of the large sample survey on accommodation, see Annexure 
F. 
 
 
3.1.8 Large Sample Survey: Personal services industry 
 
The personal services industry large sample survey is a periodic survey which 
measures economic activity in the personal services industry of the South African 
economy. This survey is based on a sample of private and public enterprises 
operating in the personal services industry. The sample was drawn from the new 
BSF, which is based mainly on the IT and VAT databases. Results of this survey are 
used within Stats SA for compiling South Africa’s National Accounts, e.g. the GDP 
and its components, which are used to develop and monitor government policy. 
These statistics are also used by the private sector in analyses of comparative 
business and industry performance. 
 
The enterprises are divided into four size-groups according to turnover. The DTI cut-
off points for defining the size-groups, namely large, medium, small and micro-
enterprises, were used. The survey is conducted by mail, fax, telephone and personal 
visits. A sample of approximately 5 514 enterprises was drawn using stratified simple 
random sampling. The enterprises were first stratified at 2-digit level (except 
recreational, cultural and sporting activities which were stratified at 3-digit level) 
according to the SIC and then by size of enterprise. All large enterprises are 
completely enumerated. Turnover was used as the measure of size of stratification. 
Table J shows the DTI cut-off points used for defining the size-groups. 
 
Table J: Size-groups for the personal services industry 

Size-group Turnover
Large > R13 000 000
Medium R6 000 000 to < R13 000 000
Small R1 000 000 to < R6 000 000
Micro >R1 000 000
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The last large sample survey for the personal services industry was done in 
November 2004 and the information is for the financial year ended on any date 
between 1 July 2003 and 30 June 2004. It was published in November 2005.  
 
Information collected includes: 
• location of the establishment; 
• type of ownership or organisation; 
• main type of establishments under the enterprise; 
• number of employees who received salaries and wages for the pay period 

ended on or before 30 June 2003, disaggregated into gender, full-time and 
part-time employment; 

• income items; and 
• expenditure items. 
 
Motion picture, radio, television and other entertainment activities (SIC 961), library, 
archives museums and other cultural activities (SIC 963) and sporting and other 
recreational services (SIC 964) are applicable from the TSA side. The main concern, 
however, is that the level on which the sample is drawn does not provide enough 
detail for purposes of the TSA. For the questionnaire of the large sample survey on 
personal services, see Annexure G. 
 
 
3.1.9 Large Sample Survey: Transport industry 
 
The transport industry large sample survey is a periodic survey which measures 
economic activity in the transport sector of the South African economy. This survey is 
based on a sample of private and public enterprises operating in the transport 
industry. The sample was drawn from the new BSF, which is based mainly on the IT 
and VAT databases. Results of this survey are used within Stats SA for compiling 
South Africa’s National Accounts, e.g. the GDP and gross fixed capital formation. 
These statistics are also used by the private sector in analyses of comparative 
business and industry performance. 
 
The survey covers private and public transport enterprises (excluding transport 
activities undertaken by enterprises in other industries such as retail and wholesale 
trade) conducting activities in: 
 
(i) Land transport: 
• Railway transport; 
• Other land transport; 
• Other non-scheduled passenger land transport; 
• Freight transport by road; and 
• Transport via pipelines. 
 
(ii) Water transport: 
• Sea and coastal water transport; and 
• Inland water transport. 
 
(iii) Air transport 
 
(iv) Supporting services and auxiliary activities: 
• Cargo handling; 
• Storage and warehousing; 
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• Other supporting transport activities; 
• Travel agency and related activities; and 
• Activities of other transport agencies. 
 
The enterprises are divided into four size-groups according to turnover namely large, 
medium small and micro enterprises. The survey is conducted by mail, fax and 
telephone. A sample of approximately 2 500 enterprises was drawn from a population 
of approximately 6 700 enterprises using stratified simple random sampling. The 
enterprises were first stratified at 2-digit level according to the SIC and then by size of 
enterprises. All large enterprises are completely enumerated. VAT turnover was used 
as the measure of size of stratification. Table K to Table N show the cut-off points 
used for defining the size-groups for land transport, water transport, air transport and 
supporting and auxiliary services. 
 
Table K: Size-groups for land transport 

Size-group Turnover
Large > R55 000 000
Medium R20 672 779 < VAT turnover < R54 999 999
Small R6 073 071 < VAT turnover < R20 672 780
Micro R300 000 < VAT turnover < R6 073 072
 
 
Table L: Size groups for water transport 

Size-group Turnover
Large > R55 000 000
Medium R21 605 056 < VAT turnover < R54 999 999
Small R10 023 254< VAT turnover < R21 605 056
Micro R300 000 < VAT turnover < R10 023 255
 
 
Table M Size-groups for air transport 

Size-group Turnover
Large > R55 000 000
Medium R26 025 126 < VAT turnover < R54 999 999
Small R9 526 272< VAT turnover < R26 025 127
Micro R300 000 < VAT turnover < R9 526 271
 
 
Table N Size-groups for supporting and auxiliary activities 

Size-group Turnover
Large > R55 000 000
Medium R23 635 251 < VAT turnover < R54 999 999
Small R8 251 898< VAT turnover < R23 635 252
Micro R300 000 < VAT turnover < R8 251 897
 
The last large sample survey for the personal services industry was done in 2002 and 
the information is for the financial year ended on any date between 1 July 2001 and 
30 June 2002. It was published in December 2004. 
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Information collected includes: 
• location of the establishment; 
• type of ownership or organisation; 
• main type of establishments under the enterprise; 
• number of employees who received salaries and wages for the pay period 

ended on or before 30 June 2002, disaggregated into gender, full-time and 
part-time employment; 

• income items; and 
• expenditure items. 
 
The main concern, however, is that the level on which the sample is drawn does not 
provide enough detail for purposes of the TSA. For the questionnaire of the large 
sample survey on transport, see Annexure H. 
 
 
3.1.10 Economic Activity Survey27 
 
The Economic Activity Survey (EAS) is an annual survey, measuring overall activity 
in the South African economy. The EAS project started in 1998 and the first results 
was published in 2001. The EAS contains estimates of financial data on the following 
industries: 
• Forestry and fishing (SIC 1); 
• Mining and quarrying (SIC 2); 
• Manufacturing (SIC 3); 
• Electricity, gas and water supply (SIC 4); 
• Construction (SIC 5); 
• Trade (SIC 6); 
• Transport, storage and communication (SIC 7); 
• Other business services (excluding financial intermediation and insurance, but 

including activities auxiliary to financial intermediation) (SIC 8); and 
• Community, social and personal services (excluding government institutions) 

(SIC 9). 
 
The only industries not covered in the EAS 2005 are the purely agricultural sector, 
financial intermediation, insurance and all government institutions. The EAS is 
designed to provide information on selected income and expenditure items, capital 
expenditure on new assets and existing assets and the book value of fixed and 
intangible assets at the end of the financial year, for the South African-based 
activities of the enterprise surveyed. This statistical release contains information 
regarding: 
 
• Income and expenditure items; 
• Inventories; 
• Net profit before providing for company tax and dividends; 
• Company tax paid or provided for during the financial year; 
• Dividends received and dividends paid or provided for during the financial 

year; 
• Net profit after tax; 
• Capital expenditure on new assets; 
• Capital expenditure on land and existing assets; 

                                                 
27 The title of the Economic Activity Survey will be changed to Annual Financial Statistics (AFS) as from the 2007/08 
financial year. 
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• Book value of fixed and intangible assets at the end of the financial year; and 
• Selected operating ratios. 
 
The survey is conducted annually. A stratified random sample design, based on 
business turnover as recorder on the BSF is used and a sample of about 17 000 
enterprises was drawn for the EAS 2005. For the EAS 2006, 14 177 enterprises were 
sampled28. All enterprises are first stratified by the predominant type of activity 
according to the SIC, then by size using turnover as the measure of size. Four size-
groups are specified for each industry. All enterprises in the size-group representing 
the largest enterprises according to turnover were selected. These large enterprises 
accounted for about 54.0% of the total sample for the EAS 2005. For medium and 
small enterprises, samples were drawn by randomly selecting the allocated number 
of enterprises within the other size-groups and each industry. The data reported by 
the enterprises in the sample are weighted to represent all enterprises in the 
population. Table O shows the cut-off pints or the various size-groups by industry, 
based on the National Small Business Amendment Bill (DTI). 

                                                 
28 With SIC 7 and SIC 8 the total number sampled was 24 348 enterprises but these industries are covered by LSS. 
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Table O: Size-groups for the Economic Activity Survey 

Industry Large enterprises Medium enterprises Small Enterprises
Forestry and fishing Turnover > R5 m Turnover > R3 m

Turnover < R5 m
Turnover < R3 m

Mining and quarrying Turnover > R39 m Turnover > R10 m
Turnover < R39 m

Turnover < R10 m

Manufacturing Turnover > R51 m Turnover > R13 m
Turnover < R51 m

Turnover < R13 m

Electricity, gas and water supply Turnover > R51 m Turnover > R13 m
Turnover < R51 m

Turnover < R13 m

Construction Turnover > R26 m Turnover > R6 m
Turnover < R26 m

Turnover < R6 m

Wholesale trade Turnover > R64 m Turnover > R32 m
Turnover < R64 m

Turnover < R64 m

Retail and motor trade Turnover > R39 m Turnover > R19 m
Turnover < R39 m

Turnover < R19 m

Accommodation and catering 
trade 

Turnover > R13 m Turnover > R6 m
Turnover < R13 m

Turnover < R6 m

Transport, storage and 
communication 

Turnover > R26 m Turnover > R13 m
Turnover < R26 m

Turnover < R13 m

Real estate and other business 
services (excluding financial 
intermediation and insurance) 

Turnover > R26 m Turnover > R13 m
Turnover < R26 m

Turnover < R13 m

Community, social and personal 
services (excluding government 
institutions) 

Turnover > R13 m Turnover > R6 m
Turnover < R13 m

Turnover < R6 m

Source: EAS 2005 (P0020) 
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The purpose of the EAS is to derive a set of measures of industry performance based 
on information available from the financial accounts of enterprises. Results of this 
survey are used to compile estimates of the annual GDP and its components. The 
statistics from the EAS can also be used by government departments and the private 
sector in the analyses of the comparative performance of industries. The results are 
published annually in statistical release P0020: Economic Activity Survey. The latest 
results were published in September 200529. 
 
However, the sample is not detailed enough to give a breakdown of tourism-related 
activities. We must therefore rely on fixed structures (except the industry for which 
the information is available on a more detailed level) until the next large sample 
survey starts. A decision was made that from the 2005 EAS (starting with the 
transport industry) one industry will be targeted, on a rotating  basis, for which a 
sample at a lower level SIC will be drawn. This is to ensure that information for the 
tourism industry is collected. For the questionnaire of the large sample survey on 
personal services, see Annexure I. 
 
3.1.11 Income and Expenditure Survey 
 
The Income and Expenditure Survey (IES) of households has been conducted every 
5 years30. The latest available results are for the IES 200031. The IES for reference 
year 2005/6 has been collected and the data are currently being processed by Stats 
SA. The main purpose of the survey was to determine the income and average 
expenditure patterns of households in the different areas of the country in order to 
derive weights for the CPI. The average, regular and other incomes in the release are 
based on the data as recorded. However, the income categories in the release are 
based on an estimated income, which was estimated as follows:  
 
If the total recorder expenditure exceeded the total recorded income, or where no 
income was recorded, the total income was estimated as being equal to the total 
expenditure. 
 
This survey also forms the basis for the determination of the ‘basket’ of consumer 
goods and services used for the calculation of the Consumer Price Index (CPI). 
 
The survey is done by means of an interview with the household head or a 
responsible adult, and the questionnaire is completed by the enumerator during this 
interview. It covers 30 000 households and is published in statistical release P0111. 
The information obtained through this survey was weighted according to the 1996 
population census figures in order to represent all households in South Africa. The 
2000 IES collected information regarding approximately 1 000 different goods and 
services groups. Stats SA made a further breakdown of these groups using 
supplementary sources (list of approximately 1 500 goods and services). The 
following factors might have an effect on the direct comparability of the 2000 IES with 
the 2005 IES: 
 
• Income data – The 2005 IES does not have good income data, mainly 

because income data are based on individuals while most expenditures are 
pure household data. Income is also regarded as a personal issue. 

 

                                                 
29 Correct as on 30 March 2007. The expected date of release of the EAS 2006 is 31 October 2007. 
30 In future the survey will take place every 3 years. 
31 Correct as on 30 March 2007. 
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• New approach to the IES – The 2005 IES was conducted based on the 

acquisition approach, while the 2000 IES was conducted using the payment 
approach. 

• Information regarding gifts and maintenance received – Households do 
not provide full information on all items that they acquired without payment. 

• Classification of Individual Consumption by Purpose (COICOP) coding 
used in the 2005 IES – In previous IESs no specific classification system was 
used. The data in the 2005 IES were classified strictly according to COICOP 
classifications. 

• New diary method used in the 2005 IES – Data in the 2005 IES were 
collected by means of actual (diary keeping) as well as recall (for the past 11 
months) reporting. For the 2000 IES, only the recall method was used. 

• Sampling problems negatively impact response rates and 
representativity – because of the time lapse between the sampling for the 
2005 IES (2004) and the start of data collection, the listing did not necessary 
reflect what was on the ground and was in many cases already outdated. The 
IES was also a user of and already-existing master sample, which was 
fundamentally designed for social indicators. 

 
Its main aim is not to collect tourism-related information but a few tourism-related 
topics were included namely: 
 
• annual holiday expenditure on accommodation; 
• cost of meals and snacks purchased and consumed away from home or 

purchased as takeaways; 
• cost of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages purchased and consumed in cafes, 

restaurants, hostels, bars, etc.; 
• cost of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages purchased in shops, cafes, bottle 

stores, from off-sales, etc. but consumed elsewhere; 
• insurance paid for holiday purposes; and 
• net income from letting of fixed property for holiday purposes. 
 
The spending patterns on tourism-related products and services in the IES can be 
compared to those of the General Household Survey. However, ‘distribution ratios’ for 
the TSA will have to be developed in order to use this information. For the 
questionnaire of the 2005 IES, see Annexure J. 
 
 
3.2 South African Tourism 
 
In addition to the data available at Stats SA, the information collected through the 
surveys of South African Tourism (SAT)32 is used in the compilation of the TSA (see 
Table P). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
32 Stats SA is busy verifying the methodology of the SAT collection methods. 
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Table P: Current datasets related to tourism at South African Tourism 

Survey/administrative data Frequency
Last reference 

year Coverage
Departure survey Monthly 2005 26 400

Domestic survey Monthly 2005 22 800

 
3.2.1 Departure Survey 
 
SAT conducts surveys of departing foreign tourists to gain an understanding of their 
spending, travel behaviours, perceptions, buying process and travel patterns in South 
Africa. These surveys are designed to provide marketing information to South African 
Tourism. 
 
The surveys are conducted at the three major international airports, i.e. 
Johannesburg International (now OR Tambo International), Cape Town International 
and Durban International, as well as 10 land border posts. This survey has been 
expanded and the methodology revised since 2002 to enable the collection of data to 
allow detailed analysis with regard to travel patterns and a deeper understanding of 
the seasonality of the priority segments of SAT. For the Departure Survey, refer to 
Annexure K. For more information about the methodology, sampling etc., contact 
Bashni Muthaya at bashni@southafrica.net or on telephone number (011) 895 3082 
(see Annexure K). The survey is being improved with the certification process33 being 
done by the NSSD of Stats SA. 
 
3.2.2 Domestic Survey 
 
A monthly household survey was introduced in 2004 to understand the spending, 
travel behaviour, perceptions, buying process and travel patterns of South Africans. 
Like the departure survey, this survey is designed to provide marketing information to 
SAT and the provincial tourism authorities. 
 
This survey is an expansion of a national household survey conducted in 2001 and a 
subsequent survey conducted in 2003. The methodology has been revised to ensure 
that the key metrics of the size and value of the domestic market are tracked. 
 
SAT is consistently expanding the coverage and refining the methodologies of its 
surveys to ensure that they are representative of the population. Although the 
methodology used by SAT has gone through a first phase of quality checks at Stats 
SA, it still does not represent official statistics. For the Domestic Survey, refer to 
Annexure L. For more information about the methodology, sampling etc., contact 
Bashni Muthaya at bashni@southafrica.net or on telephone number (011) 895 3082 
(see Annexure K). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
33 The end result of this process will be the certification of SAT data as ‘official’. 
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3.3 South African Reserve Bank 
 
The South African Reserve Bank (SARB) compiles and publishes the Balance of 
Payments (BoP) for South Africa. The compilation of the Balance of Payments for 
Tourism (BoPT) has, however, not started yet. Work has already started in 2006 to 
harmonise the BoP with the required concepts for TSA. 
 
 
3.4 Future developments 
 
The following processes are currently underway or will in future be undertaken to 
improve and develop tourism-related information in South Africa: 
 

• The National Statistics System Division (NSSD) of Stats SA is currently 
working on a project to verify the information that is published by SAT 
(departure and domestic survey). This entails the verification34 of the sample 
methods, sample size, questionnaire, field operations, methodology, etc. 

• Stats SA has been given funding to start a tourism-specific household survey 
in 2006 which will be conducted by the Social Statistics Division. Consultation 
with stakeholders and the drawing up of the pilot questionnaire is the first 
step. The pilot survey will run during the 2007/2008 financial year. 

• A process was started through the Data Management and Information 
Delivery (DMID) to standardise the concepts and definitions related to tourism 
within Stats SA and SAT. A final draft list of concepts and definitions was 
distributed and discussed within Stats SA and with SAT in January 2006. The 
final list is scheduled to be finalised by end January 2006. 

• The UNWTO is currently bust with a process of updating and revision relating 
to the compilation of TSA. Stats SA is ensuring that it stays updated with al 
new developments and the recommendations/way forward coming out of the 
UNWTO process will be taken into consideration in the future compilation of 
the TSA for SA. 

• Stats SA has developed a model for TSA compilation through a supply and 
use framework in 2005. An internal discussion document describing the model 
and all the assumptions and ratios involved was circulated to all members of 
the TSA working group in February 2006. As new tourism-related information 
becomes available or current tourism-related information is updated, this 
information is also added and updated in the model. 

• BoP data from SARB are currently being compared with the SAT departure 
survey ‘foreign direct spend’ to see if the two data sources are complementing 
each other, and if not, where the differences are located and why (definitions, 
methodologies etc.). If there are major differences between BoP and the SAT 
departure survey, then adjustments would be needed. 

                                                 
34 The outcome of this process will be that SAT tourism-related information will have an ‘official’ status. 
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4. Summary 
 
The discussion document aimed to give an overview of the basic data requirements 
needed to compile a TSA, as well as to do an assessment of the data sources that 
are currently available in South Africa. 
 
However, there are still some very important data gaps that do exist. The following 
data challenges exist for the development of the TSA in South Africa; 
• Package tours (for inbound, outbound and domestic tourism) – Package tours 

combine one or more travel service, and there is currently no information to 
separate the individual elements of the package tour, as required by the 
UNWTO framework. SAT aims to include package trips for outbound travel in 
March 2007. Stats SA has already included package travel for domestic 
tourism in the General Household Survey (GHS), but some respondents are 
having difficulty with completing the tourism section of the GHS.. 

• Housing services provided by second homes on own account or for free – 
This constitutes a difficulty within national accounts, as the payment for the 
product (whether rented or mortgaged) is not related to the duration nor the 
frequency of trips which utilise the facility. It might also be used by members 
of the household free of charge, which constitutes a transfer of economic 
value, which is very difficult to identify in national accounts. To account for this 
activity in the TSA, would therefore require imputation, and this is an area for 
future investigation. 

• Same-day visitors35 – There are currently no data on same-day visitors for 
South Africa, making it very difficult to split the tourism consumption 
expenditure (for inbound, outbound and domestic tourism) between same-day 
visitors and tourists. SAT/DEAT partnership will start introducing same-day 
visitor surveys to the domestic and inbound survey of SAT, when it is a 
funded activity in 2006/7 and 2007/8. A challenge in this regard is the 
definition of the ‘usual environment’.  

• Tourism supply side data – Very little to no tourism supply side data currently 
exist in South Africa. This has a particular effect on the compilation of Table 5 
of the TSA. This is an area where the DTI might be of assistance in the future 
as well as an area for future investigation and improvement. Stats SA is also 
implementing the rotation of the EAS, to collect more tourism supply side 
data. The rotation started with the transport sector (2006/07). 

• Data on outbound tourism (and the domestic portion of outbound expenditure) 
– Very little to no outbound tourism consumption expenditure data currently 
exist for South Africa (including the domestic portion of consumption 
expenditure for outbound tourism). SAT will be amending the outbound 
tourism section of the domestic tourism survey to capture more detailed data 
on outbound trips and include questions on consumption expenditure made 
by outbound tourists on goods and services in South Africa prior to their 
departure in the domestic tourism survey by March 200736. 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
35 Stats SA will be introducing a tourism specific survey in 2007/08 that will help to address this concern. 
36 Stats SA will be conducting a tourism specific survey in the 2007/08 financial year. This survey will be conducted 
every 3 years (starting 2007/08). 
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Challenges pertaining to the compilation of Table 3 (Outbound Tourism) of the 
TSA include: 

• There are not sufficient data to measure outbound tourism. 
• Theory/Methodology to compile Table 3 is not that well developed. 
• No international experience to learn from, as no country has compiled 

Table 3 of the TSA in detail. 
• Outbound tourism only contributes a small percentage towards total 

tourism consumption. 
• SARB BoP and SAT foreign direct spend - BoP data from SARB are currently 

being compared with the SAT departure survey foreign direct spend to see if 
the two data sources are complementing each other, and if not, where the 
differences are located and why (definitions, methodologies etc.). If there are 
major differences between BoP and the SAT departure survey, then 
adjustments would be needed. It should also be investigated whether BoP 
can further be broken down into tourism products such as transport, meals, 
accommodation, etc. South Africa can also learn from a country such as New 
Zealand for the use of BoP to estimate the international visitor expenditure.  

 
The SAT departure survey accreditation process by the NSSD of Stats SA is aimed 
to be concluded in 2007. The risks of using the departure survey data in the current 
form relates mainly to the frequency and the difficulty of splitting same-day visitors 
and tourists. Similarly, the GHS has its limitations, as its sample is not focused on 
tourism and the results of the tourism module has never been published. 
 
The upcoming tourism-specific household survey is a positive step forward. It needs 
to be kept in mind though that this will be the first time that such a survey will be run, 
and that the information from the survey will likely only be available in the middle of 
2008. 
 
The TSA is a time consuming process, and this could imply that there will be a lag in 
the year of reference. This could cause problems for policymakers and industry, who 
require timeous and relevant information to aid the decision-making process. The 
compilation of tourism indicators for South Africa as an interim measure to fill the gap 
that exists until the TSA for South Africa is developed is a way forward37. 
 
Feedback on this discussion document can be send to Riaan Grobler at 
RiaanG@statssa.gov.za. 
 
 
 

                                                 
37 Process currently led by DEAT. 
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Annexures38 
Annexure A: Tourism characteristic products 
The list of tourism characteristic products is provisional and corresponds to products 
considered characteristic for purposes of the international comparability of results.  
Consequently, it is meant to serve as a proposal of how, in the future, the various 
international organisations could present, in a comparable way, the results of 
countries that have developed a TSA. 
 
In coding the various items, six-digit codes, with a point between the fifth and sixth 
digits, were used.  The first five digits correspond to the central product classification 
(CPC), Version 1.0 code, and the sixth digit is used exclusively for the present list. If 
the sixth digit is a zero, it means that this item is the same as the one presented in 
CPC, Version 1.0 and has been drawn from it, but if the sixth digit is not a zero the 
item corresponds only partly to the CPC code. For example, code 63110.0, ‘Hotel 
and motel lodging services’, is identical to CPC code 63110, whereas code 63199.1, 
‘Sleeping car….’, corresponds only in part to CPC code 63199. 
 
1. Accommodation services 
1.1 Hotels and other lodging services 
63110.0 Hotel and motel lodging services 
63191.0 Holiday centre and holiday home services 
63192.0 Letting services of furnished accommodation 
63193.0 Youth hostel services 
63194.0 Children's training and holiday camp services 
63195.0 Camping and caravanning site services 
63199.1 Sleeping-car and similar services in other transport media; residence of students 
 
1.2 Second homes services on own account or for free 
 
This subclass includes the imputed rent on owned second homes or for-free and 
time-share apartments. There is no code in CPC with this information. 
72211.1 Support services to time-share activities 
 
2. Food and beverage serving services 
63210.0 Meal-serving services with full restaurant services 
63220.0 Meal-serving services in self-service facilities 
63290.0 Other food-serving services 
63300.0 Beverage-serving services for consumption on the premises 
 
3. Passenger transport services 
3.1 Interurban railway transport services 
64111.1 Scheduled rail services of passengers 
64111.2 Non-scheduled rail services of passengers 
 

                                                 
38 Source: Discussion document (D9106) ‘Status of the tourism satellite account in South Africa’. 
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3.2 Road transport services  
64213.0 Interurban scheduled road transport services of passengers 
64214.0 Interurban special purpose scheduled road transport services of passengers 
64219.1 Scheduled ski-hills services  
64219.2 Teleferic-funicular services  
64221.0 Taxi services 
64222.0 Rental services of passenger cars with operator 
64223.0 Rental services of buses and coaches with operator 
 
3.3 Water transport services 
65111.0 Coastal and transoceanic water transport services of passengers by ferry 
65119.1 Scheduled transport services of passengers 
65119.2 Non-scheduled transport services of passengers 
65119.3 Cruise ship services 
65130.1 Personal passenger vessel services  
65211.0 Inland water transport services of passengers by ferries 
65219.1 Other scheduled Inland water transport services of passengers 
65219.2 Sightseeing excursion services  
65219.3 Cruise services  
65230.0 Rental services of inland water vessels with operator 
 
3.4 Air transport services 
66110.0 Scheduled air transport services of passengers 
66120.1 Non-scheduled air services of passengers 
66120.2 Sightseeing services, aircraft or helicopter 
66400.0 Rental services of aircraft with operator 
 
3.5 Supporting passenger transport services 
67300.0 Navigational aid services 
67400.0 Supporting services for railway transport 
67510.0 Bus station services 
67530.1 Parking of passenger terminal transport 
67610.0 Port and waterway services (excluding cargo handling)  
67690.1 Vessel fuelling services  
67690.2 Maintenance and upkeep services to private recreation passenger services 
67710.0 Airport operation services (excluding cargo handling) 
67790.0 Other supporting services for air or space transport 
 
3.6 Passenger transport equipment rental 
73111.0 Leasing or rental services concerning cars and light vans without operator 
73114.1 Leasing or rental services concerning campers/motor without operator 
73115.1 Leasing or rental services concerning passenger vessels without operator 
73116.1 Leasing or rental services concerning passenger aircraft without operator 
 
3.7 Maintenance and repair services of passenger transport equipment 
87143.0 Maintenance and repair services of trailers, semi-trailers and other motor 

vehicles not elsewhere classified. 
87149.1 Maintenance and repair services of leisure vessel of own use 
87149.2 Maintenance and repair services of leisure aircraft of own use 
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4. Travel agency, tour operator and tourist guide services 
4.1 Travel agency services 
67811.0 Travel agency services 
 
4.2 Tour operator services 
67812.0 Tour operator services 
 
4.3 Tourist information and tourist guide services 
67813.0 Tourist information services 
67820.0 Tourist guide services 
 
5. Cultural services 
5.1 Performing arts 
96230.0 Performing arts facility operation services 
96310.0 Services of performing artists  
 
5.2 Museum and other cultural services 
96411.0 Museum services except for historical sites and buildings 
96412.0 Preservation services of historical sites and buildings 
96421.0 Botanical and zoological garden services 
96422.0 Nature reserve services including wildlife preservation services 
 
6. Recreation and other entertainment services 
6.1 Sports and recreational sport services  
96510.0 Sports and recreational sports event promotion and organisation services 
96520.1 Golf course services   
96520.2 Ski fields   
96520.3 Race circuit 
96520.5 Recreation park and beach services  
96590.1 Risk sport and adventure 
 
6.2 Other amusement and recreational services 
96910.1 Theme park services 
96910.2 Amusement park services 
96910.3 Fair and carnival services  
96920.1 Casino services 
96920.2 Slot machine services 
 
7. Miscellaneous tourism services 
7.1 Financial and insurance services 
 71100.1 Travel card services  
71100.2 Travel loan services  
71311.1 Travel life insurance services 
71320.1 Travel accident insurance services 
71320.2 Travel health insurance services 
71334.1 Passenger’s aircraft of own use insurance services 
71334.2 Passenger’s vessel of own use insurance services 
71339.1 Travel insurance services 
71552.0 Foreign exchange services 
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7.2 Other rental services 
73240.1 Non-motorised land transport equipment leasing or rental services  
73240.2 Winter sports equipment leasing or rental services  
73240.3 Non-motorised air transport equipment leasing or rental services 
73240.4 Water sports and beach equipment leasing or rental services  
73240.5 Camping equipment leasing or rental services  
73240.6 Saddle horse leasing or rental services  
73290.1 Photographic camera rental services  
 
7.3 Other tourism services 
85970.0 Trade fair and exhibition organisation services  
97230.4 Spa services  
91131.1 Fishing licence services  
91131.2 Hunting licence services  
91210.1 Passport issuing services 
91210.2 Visa issuing services 
96620.2 Guide services (mountain, hunting and fishing) 
97910.0 Escort services 
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Annexure B: List of tourism characteristic activities 
Tourism characteristic activities can be identified as those productive whose principal 
output is characteristic of tourism. As the set of these activities does not comprise a 
single industry conforming to 1993 SNA definition, the TSA defines tourism industries 
as all establishments whose principal productive activity is a tourism characteristic 
activity. 
 
The following table reveals the similarity between the 12 items of the provisional list 
used in the TSA tables and their corresponding codes in International standard 
industrial classification of all economic activities (ISIC), Rev. 3 and SICTA.  
 

Activities description ISIC, Rev. 3 SICTA 

1. Hotels and similar 5510 5510 
2. Second home ownership 

(imputed) 
Part of 7010 Part of 7010 

3. Restaurants and similar 5520 5520 
4. Railway passenger transport 

services 
Part of 6010 6010-1, 6010-2 

5. Road passenger transport 
services 

Part of (6021 and 6022) 6021-1, 6021-2, 6021-3, 6022-1, 
6022-2, 6022-3, 6022-4 

6. Water passenger transport 
services 

Part of (6110 and 6120) 6110-1, 6110-2, Part of 6110, 
6120-1, 6120-2, 6120-3, Part of 
6120 

7. Air passenger transport services Part of (6210 and 6220) 6210-1, 6220-1, 6220-2 
8. Transport supporting services Part of 6303 6303-1, 6303-2, 6303-3 
9. Transport equipment rental Part of (7111, 7112 and 

7113) 
7111-1, 7111-2, 7111-3 
Part of 7112, 7113-1 

10. Travel agencies and similar 6304 6304 
11. Cultural services 9232, 9233 9232-1, 9232-2, 9233-1, 9233-2 
12. Sporting and other recreational 

services 
Part of 9214 
Part of 9241 
Part of 9219 
Part of 9249 

Part of 9214 
Part of 9241 
9219-1 
Part of 9249 
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Annexure C: Tourism module: 2005 GHS 
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Annexure D: Questionnaire for the Monthly Survey of Accommodation 
 
 

 
 
 

Fax: (012) 310 8697 / 4614 / 4693 6410-E
E-mail: rikam@statssa.gov.za

Abridged Questionnaire for faxing purposes  (Excluded tax (VAT)  )
       Monthly Survey of Accommodation

EN Number

Name of Establishment: 

Month:          …………………. 200…..
PART 1 - Establishment and Grading

1 Indicate the type of establishment
Bed and breakfast, Guest house, Hotel, Lodge 
Self-catering, Caravan park and camping site, Other(specify) --------------------------

2 Indicate the relevant grading of your establishment by Tourism Grading Council
5* 4* 3* 2* 1* Ungraded

PART  2 - Stay Units
Definition: Stay units describes the unit of accommodation that is available to be charged
 out to guests, a powered site in a caravan park or a room in a hotel.

Number
3  Total number of stay units available PER DAY -----------------------------------------------

4 Total number of stay units sold in THE MONTH ----------------------------------------------

PART 3  - Employment
Number

5 Total number of employees on the last day of the month ---------------------------------

PART 4  - Trading Income and Operating Expenses Rands
6 Income from accommodation for the month -------------------------------------------------

7 Income from restaurant and bar sales for the month -------------------------------------

8 Income from telephone services for the month ---------------------------------------------

9 Income from casino/gambling activities for the month (if applicable) ----------------

10 Other income for the month  --------------------------------------------------------------------

11 Total Income excluding VAT(add up question 6 to 10):

12 Total operating expenses excluding capital for the month -------------------------------

PART 5 - Reasons

13 Please provide reasons for the difference in income between this month and the previous month

PART 6 - Your Contact Details

NAME

Telephone number

Fax number

E-mail
Enquiries-- Rika Meyer: (012) 310 8455 / Ally Madisa: (012) 310 2159 / Azam Khan: (012) 310 8985
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Annexure E: Questionnaire for the Monthly Survey of Food and 

Beverages 
 
 
 
 

 

Fax: (012)  310 8697 / 8309 / 4614 / 4693 6442-E
E-mail: petermak@statssa.gov.za

Abridged Questionnaire for faxing purposes  (Excluded tax (VAT) )
       Monthly Survey of Food And Beverages

Reference Number:

Name of Establishment: 

 Month:   ……………………. 200…..
PART 1 - Establishment

1 Indicate the main type of establishments under this enterprise
Restaurant or tearoom with liquor license, Restaurant or tearoom

without liquor license, Take-away counters, Caterers,

Drinking places, Other catering services(specify)

PART 2 - Employment
Number

2 Total number of employees on the last day of the month

PART 3- Trading Income Rand
3 Income from catering sales for the month ------------------------------

4 Income from bar sales for the month -------------------------------------

5 Income from off-sales for the month --------------------------------------
 

6 Other income for the month -------------------------------------------------

7 Total Income excluding VAT(add up question 3 to 6):

PART 4 - Reasons

8 Please provide reasons for the difference in income between this month and the previous month

Contact Details
NAME

Telephone number

Fax number

E-mail
Enquiries-- Peter Makota: (012) 310 8455 / Ally Madisa: (012) 310 2159 / Azam Khan: (012) 310 8985
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Annexure F: Questionnaire for the Large Sample Survey: Accommodation 
 

ACCOMMODATION LARGE SAMPLE SURVEY, 2004 
 
↓ When contacting Stats SA please quote this number 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stats SA’s enquiries: 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  

↑ Please correct any errors in the above address label 
 

Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) is a government department, responsible for the collection, processing, analysis and 
interpretation of official statistics. 
 
Purpose of the survey 
The Accommodation Large Sample Survey is a periodic survey. It examines the accommodation activities within both private 
and public enterprises in the South African economy. Results of the survey are used to compile estimates of the Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) and its components such as the Tourism Satellite Account (TSA), as well as private consumption 
expenditure, which are used to monitor and develop government policy. These statistics are also used by the private sector in 
the analyses of comparative business and industry performance.  
 
Collection authority 
The information required is collected under Section 16 of the Statistics Act, 1999 (Act No. 6 of 1999).  Your co-operation is 
sought in completing and returning this questionnaire by the due date. The provision of the information sought is 
compulsory. 
 
Confidentiality 

According to Section 17 of the Statistics Act, 1999 (Act No. 6 of 1999), your completed questionnaire remains confidential to 
Statistics South Africa (Stats SA). All results to surveys are anonymous and presented in an aggregated format. 

 
Due date 
Please complete this questionnaire and return it in the business reply service envelope or fax it to Stats SA by 30 November 
2004. Stats SA recommends that you retain a copy for you to consult in the event of a query. 
 
Help available 
If you have problems completing this questionnaire, or find that it will be difficult for you to meet the due date, please contact us 
at: 
 
Telephone number: (012) 310-8171/2980 � Postal address: Statistics South Africa 
     310-8644/8912/2173       Private Bag X44 
Fax number:  (012) 310-2121/8301� Pretoria 
         
     0001 
Email address  Accommodationlss@statssa.gov.za 
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Person whom Stats SA should contact if any queries arise regarding the completed questionnaire 

Name   Office use only 

     Position or title   Status Name Date 
   Telephone number (           )  Received   
   Fax number (           )  Checked   
   Email address   Captured     
   Signature   Edited   
      Date    

 
 

Please note 

• All figures should exclude value added tax (VAT). 
• Report all monetary values in thousands of rands 

(R’000). Where the values in your accounts are not 
expressed in thousands of rands, please round them off to 
the nearest thousand rand. 

• Only the South African-based activities of the enterprise 
shown on the address label should be included on the 
questionnaire. 

• If exact figures are not available, please provide careful 
estimates. 

• An enterprise is a legal unit or a combination of legal units 
that includes and directly controls all functions necessary to 
carry out its production activities. 

• The items listed under ‘Include’ and ‘Exclude’ are only 
examples and should not be taken as a complete list of 
items to be included or excluded. 

• Information reported in this questionnaire should comply 
with South African accounting standards. 

 

 
Part 1 – General information 
 
1. Location of the enterprise or head office (if operating more than one branch or establishment) 
 

Registered/legal name ................................................  

 
Trading name ..............................................................  

  
Company registration number .....................................  

  
Street number .............................................................  

  
Street name ................................................................  

  
Municipality or city/town...............................................  

  
Postal code .................................................................  
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2. Indicate your type of ownership or type of organisation  
 

 Individual    

  
 Partnership  .................................................................................   

  
 Public company  .................................................................................   

 
 Private company  .................................................................................   

 
 Public corporation  .................................................................................   

  
 Close corporation  .................................................................................   

  
 Co-operative society  .................................................................................   

 
 Government enterprise  .................................................................................   

 
 Non-profit institution  .................................................................................   

 
 Other (specify)  .................................................................................   

 
3. Period covered by this questionnaire 
 

Note 
 
• This questionnaire should be completed for the financial year of the enterprise which ends on any date between 1 July 

 2003 and 30 June 2004, according to your reporting schedule. 
 
Example 
 
• 01 October 2002 – 30 September 2003 
• 01 January 2003 – 31 December 2003 
• 01 February 2003 – 31 January 2004 
• 01 March 2003 – 29 February 2004 
• 01 April 2003 – 31 March 2004 

 From To 
Indicate the period covered by this questionnaire .................................. / /   / /  

 
 
 
 

Indicate any changes in this enterprise that 
has occurred since  
1 July 2003, e.g. change of financial year, 
takeover, merger, new location, expansion 
or closure.  
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4. Indicate the main type of establishment under this enterprise (please tick one box only)  
 
 Bed and breakfast    
  
 Guest house    
  
 Hotel    

 
 Lodge    

  
 Self-catering    

  
 Caravan park and camping site    
  
 Other (specify)    
 
5. Indicate the main type of grading under this enterprise (please tick one box only) 
 

Definitions 
 
• Star grading refers to the grading of an establishment according to the Tourism Grading Council of South Africa. 
• Ungraded refers to an establishment not graded by the Tourism Grading Council of South Africa. 

 
 Five star    
  
 Four star    
  
 Three star    
 
 Two star    
  
 One star    
  
 Ungraded    
  
Stay units and beds 
  

Definition 
 

• Stay unit describes the unit of accommodation that is available to be charged out to guests, for example
powered site in a caravan park or a room in a hotel. 

                        Number  

6. Total number of stay units available on 30 June 2004 ............................................................................   
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 Number  

7. Total number of stay units sold on 30 June 2004 ...................................................................................   

 Number 

8. Total number of bed nights available on 30 June 2004 (where applicable)...........................................   

 Number 

9. Total number of bed nights sold on 30 June 2004 (where applicable)...................................................   

 
Part 2 – Employment 
 
10. Number of employees who received salaries and wages for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2004 

 
Definitions 
 
• Employees are those people employed by the business/organisation who received payment (in salaries, wages, commission, 

piece rates or payments in kind) for any part of the reference period (excluding independent contractors). 
• Full-time employees are those employees (permanent, temporary or casual) who usually work for the agreed-upon hours for 

a full-time employee in a specific occupation. If agreed hours do not apply, employees are regarded as full-time employees if 
they work 35 hours or more per week. 

• Part-time employees are those employees (permanent, temporary or casual) who are not full-time employees as defined 
above or who normally work less than 35 hours per week. 

 
Gender Full-time Part-time Total 
Male    
Female    
Total    

 
Include 
  
• Directors (who received a salary, who did not receive a salary, or who 

received a fee). 
• Executive, managerial, casual and any other employee who received 

payment but who are not included on the main payroll. 
• Employees who were absent for part or all of the reference period but 

who received payment through the payroll, and those who 
commenced or terminated employment. 

• Employees absent on paid leave or on leave without payment. 
• People paid by commission only, with no salary or wage component. 
• Employees who received payment through the payroll from the 

Compensation Commissioner’s Compensation Fund. 
• Employees based abroad but paid from South Africa. 

 Exclude 
 
• Subcontractors and consultants who are 

self employed. 
• Any employees who were not paid during 

the reference period.  
• Employees based in South Africa but paid 

from abroad. 

 
Part 3 – Income items 
  
 R’000 

11. Income from accommodation ...................................................................................................................   

 
Include  
 
• Only amounts charged per stay unit  

 Exclude 
 
• Meals (include in Question 12) 
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 R’000 

12. Income from restaurant and bar sales .....................................................................................................   

 
Include  
 
• Meals 
• Liquor sales and tobacco products 
• Banqueting 
• Cocktail bar  

 Exclude 
 
• Stay unit income  

(include in Question 11) 

 
 R’000 

13. Income from services rendered (report net value after discounts given) .............................................   

 
Include 

 
• Conference facilities 
• Laundry service 
• Telephone calls 
• Internet or email services 
• Spa facilities 
• Functions 
• Tours 

 Exclude 
 
• Rental leasing and hiring income (included in 

Question 14, 15 or 16) 
• Interest received 

(include in Question 18) 
• Value added tax (VAT) 

 
 R’000 

14. Income from the rental and leasing of land, buildings and other structures .......................................   

 
 R’000 

15. Income from operational leasing and hiring of plant, machinery and equipment .................................  
 

 
Exclude 
  
• Payments received under hire purchase arrangements 

 
 R’000 

16. Income from operational leasing and hiring of motor vehicles and other transport equipment .........  
 

 
Exclude 
  
• Payments received under hire purchase arrangements 

 
 R’000 

17. Dividends received .....................................................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

18. Interest received .........................................................................................................................................   
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Include 
  
• Interest on finance leases 
• Earnings on discounted bills 
• Interest from deposits in banks and non-bank 

financial institutions 
• Interest on decentralisation benefits 

 Exclude 
 
• Capital repayments received  

(include in Question 67) 

 
 R’000 

19. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and trade and patent rights received ...................   

 
Include 
 
• Payments received under licensing arrangements 

  
 R’000 

20. Subsidies and incentives received from government ............................................................................   

 
  R’000
  

21. Insurance claims received ............................................................................................................................   

 
Include 
 
• Claims on damages, theft or loss of office equipments and property 

 
 R’000 

22. Net profit on foreign loans as a result of variations in foreign exchange rates or transactions .........  
 

 
 R’000 

23. Profit from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities, at a value lower than the book 
value, if credited...........................................................................................................................................  

 

 
Include 
 
• Foreign exchange profits  

  Exclude 
 
• Foreign denominated loans 

 
 R’000 

24. Profit from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets at a value higher than book 
value, if credited ..........................................................................................................................................  

 

 
 

Include 
 
• Net profit on share trading 
• Other capital profit 
• Bad debts recovered 
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 R’000 

25. Other income ..............................................................................................................................................   

 
Include 
 
• Sundry income 

 
 Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other income’ 
 

  R’000 
  
  
 

 

 
  
 
 R’000 

26. Total income (Question 11 to Question 25) .............................................................................................   

 
Part 4 - Inventories 
 
Opening values 
 R’000 

27. Total opening values ..................................................................................................................................   

 
Closing values 
 R’000 

28. Total closing values  ..................................................................................................................................   

 
Part 5 – Expenditure items 
 

29. Purchases  

 
 R’000 

 29.1   Materials, components and consumables .....................................................................................   

 
 
 R’000 

 29.2   Food and beverages .........................................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

 29.3   Fuel, gas, electricity and water .......................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

 29.4   Other goods ......................................................................................................................................   
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 R’000 

30. Total purchases  (Question 29.1 to Question 29.4) ..................................................................................   

 R’000 

31. Total gross salaries and wages paid during the financial year .............................................................   

 
Definition 
 
• Gross salaries and wages are payments for ordinary-time, standard or agreed hours and overtime hours 

during the financial year for all permanent, temporary, casual, managerial and executive employers and 
employees, before taxation and other deductions 

 
 

Include 
 
• Salaries and/or fees paid to directors, executives and 

managers 
• Net entrepreneurial income to the labour input of the 

self-employed 
• Commissions paid 
• Employer’s contribution to pension, provident, medical 

aid, sick pay and other funds, e.g. Unemployment 
Insurance Fund and the Commissioner’s Compensation 
Fund 

• Payments made from South Africa to employers or 
employees based abroad 

• Payments for all types of leave 
• Payments for piecework, incentives or profit-sharing 

schemes 
• Fringe benefits paid in cash, e.g. housing, mortgage and 

rent subsidies, and transport and cell phone allowances 
• Allowances and penalty payments 
• Value of any salary sacrificed 
• Bonuses 
• Payments that were made during the reference period 

but relate to other pay periods, e.g. annual leave, 
thirteenth cheque and leave gratuity payments 

 Exclude 
 
• Severance, termination and 

redundancy payments  
(included in Question 32) 

• Payments to subcontractors and 
consultants who are self-employed 
and not part of this enterprise  
(include in Question 59) 

• Payments paid from abroad to 
employers or employees based in 
South Africa 

• Reimbursement of expenses, e.g. 
travel, entertainment, meals and other 
expenses 

• The imputed value of fringe benefits 
• Fringe benefits tax 
 

 
 R’000 

32. Severance, termination and redundancy payments ................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

33. Rental of land, buildings and other structures.........................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

34. Insurance premiums paid............................................................................................................................  
 

 
 R’000 

35. Interest paid .................................................................................................................................................   
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Include 
 
• Interest on bank loans 
• Interest on loans made to this enterprise from related 

and unrelated enterprises 
• Interest paid in respect of finance leases 
• Interest paid on loans from partners 
• Expenses associated with discounted bills 
• Interest on debentures 
• Interest on derivatives 

 Exclude 
 
• Other bank charges 

(include in Question 36) 
• Capital repayments 

(include in Question 67) 

 
 R’000 

36. Bank charges ...............................................................................................................................................   

 
 R ‘‘000 

37. Depreciation provided for during this financial year ...............................................................................   

 
Note 
 
• Report depreciation or provision for depreciation as recorded in your financial management accounts on 

buildings, machinery, equipment, office equipment, computers, motor vehicles and other transport 
equipment 

 
 R’000 

38. Property tax paid .........................................................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

39. Regional service council levies .................................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

40. Railage and transport-out (including shuttle services, game drives) ....................................................   

 
 R’000 

41. All repairs and maintenance expenditure..................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

42. Postal, courier and telecommunication services .....................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

43. Skill development levy ................................................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

44. Paper, printing and stationery expenditure ..............................................................................................   

 R’000 

45. Travelling expenditure ...............................................................................................................................   
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 R’000 

46. Accommodation expenditure ....................................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

47. Entertainment expenditure ........................................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

48. Advertising expenditure (including marketing and promotions) ...........................................................   

 
 R’000 

49. Marketing levy..............................................................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

50. Security services (including IT security services) ...................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

51. Staff amenities .............................................................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

52. Subscriptions to magazines and news papers.........................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

53. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and trade and patent rights paid  

 
 R’000 

54. Payments to outside organisations for staff training ..............................................................................   

 
Include 
 
• Staff bursaries and sponsors 

 R’000 

55. Excise and customs duties paid.................................................................................................................   

 
Include 
 
• Only the tax portion of docking costs, harbour 

costs, landing fees and other import costs  

 Exclude 
 
• Company tax  

(include in Question 62) 
 

 
R’000 

56. Operational leasing and hiring of plant, machinery, equipment and vehicles.......................................  
 

 R’000 
57. Losses from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities at a value higher than book 

value, if debited, e.g. foreign exchange losses.........................................................................................  
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 R’000 

58. Losses on assets or investments sold or revalued  
(not related to normal trade activities).......................................................................................................  

 

 
Include 
 
• Losses from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets or investments at a value lower than 

book value, if debited, and stock losses (inclusive of foreign exchange losses) 
• Assets written off 
• Losses on share trading 
• Provision for bad debt and bad debt written off 

 
 R’000 

59. Other expenditure........................................................................................................................................   

 
Include 
 
• Donations, bursaries and sponsorships to non-employees 
• Motor vehicle running expenditure, including parts and fuel 
• Containers and packaging material 
• Subcontract and commission expenses 
• Professional services, e.g. audit services, legal expenses and data processing services 
• Subscriptions and membership fees 

 
 Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other expenditure’ 
 

  R‘000 
  
  
 

 

 
 
 R’000 

60. Total expenditure (Question 30 to Question 59, exclude Question 29)..................................................   

 
Part 6 – Profit or loss, company tax and dividends 
 R’000 

61. Net profit or loss before tax  
(Question 26 minus Question 27 plus Question 28 minus Question 60) ...............................................   

 
 R’000 

62. Company tax paid or provided for during this financial year .................................................................   

 
 R’000 

63. Cash dividends paid or provided for .........................................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

64. Other dividends (capitalisation issues, scrip dividends or capitalisation shares) ...............................   

 
 R’000 

65. Total dividends paid or provided for during this financial year  
(Question 63 plus Question 64) .................................................................................................................   
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Part 7 – Assets and liabilities  
 

Note 
 
� Report the total book value of assets and liabilities as at the end of the financial year 

 
 R’000 

66. Current assets and investments ................................................................................................................   

 
Include 
 
• Debtors, cash and shares 
• Closing stocks 

 Exclude 
 
• Fixed assets and intangible assets (include in 

Question 67) 
 
 R’000 

67. Fixed assets and intangible assets ...........................................................................................................   

 
Note 
  
• Fixed assets and intangible assets must correspond with total of column (g) in Question 71  

 
 R’000 

68. Total assets (Question 66 plus Question 67)............................................................................................   

 
 R’000 

69. Liabilities (excluding owners' equity or shareholders' funds) ................................................................   

 
 R’000 

70. Owners' equity (total book value of shareholders' funds) ......................................................................   

 
 
Part 8 - Book value of assets and capital expenditure 
 

71. Book value of assets and capital expenditure on fixed assets and intangible assets  

 
 

Notes 
 
• The value of land and buildings must be shown separately and should be estimated, if necessary (Exclude own private 

dwelling or living unit thereof).  
• Purchases of land and existing buildings and used plant, machinery and vehicles which were not imported, should be included 

in column (d).  
• The value of used plant, machinery and vehicles imported by your enterprise or on your behalf, should be included in column 

(c).  
• Major improvements, additions or extensions to fixed assets, machinery, transport equipment and structures, which improve 

their performances and increase their capacity or prolong their expected working lives, count as fixed capital formation and 
should be included in column (c). 

• Intangible fixed assets are non-financial produced fixed assets that mainly consist of mineral exploration, computer software, 
entertainment, literary or artistic originals intended to be used for more than one year. 

• Intangible non-produced assets are assets that entitle their owners to engage in certain specific activities or to produce certain 
specific goods or services and to exclude other institutional units from doing so, except with the permission of the owner, e.g. 
patented entities or purchased goodwill. 
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Type of asset 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) 
 

  
 

Book value at the beginning of 
financial year according to 

balance sheet 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) 
R'000 

 Plus 
 

Capital expenditure on the erection of 
new buildings and works; additions to 

and alterations of existing buildings and 
works; work in progress capitalised; 

new plant and machinery; used plant 
and machinery if imported by you or on 

your behalf (whether paid to outside 
contractors or concerns or done by 

your enterprise itself) 
 

(c) 
R'000 

     
1. Land .......................................................     

     
2. Residential buildings ..............................     

     
3. Non-residential buildings .......................     

     
4. Computers and other IT equipment........     

     5. Motor vehicle and other transport 
equipment...............................................

    

     6. Plant, machinery and other office 
equipment ..............................................

    

     7. Intangible fixed assets     

 7.1  Computer software .........................     

         
 7.2  Other  ..............................................     

     8. Intangible non-produced assets 
(goodwill, patented entities, etc.) ...........

    

     
Total (Column (g) must correspond with 

Question 67) 
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Plus 
 

Capital expenditure on the 
acquisition of land; existing 
buildings and works; used 

plant, machinery and 
vehicles; and transfers-in 

 
(d) 

R'000 
 

 Plus or minus 
 

Sales of assets(-), and 
revaluation and other 

adjustments to book value 
 
 
 

(e) 
R '000 

 

 Minus 
 

Depreciation or 
amortisation during the year 

(not accumulated 
depreciation) 

 
 

(f) 
R '000 

 

 Equals 
 

Book value at the end of 
the financial year 

according to balance 
sheet 

 
 

(g) 
R '000 

 

        
 

      

        
 

      

              

        
 

      

        
 

      

        
 

      

              
 
 

      

        
 

      

        
 

      

        
 

      

 
 
Part 9 - Geographical distribution of the activities of this enterprise 
Number 

72. How many accommodation establishments does the enterprise have? ...............................................   

 

73. In the table below indicate the name of establishment, type of establishment, in which town or city and province 
each establishment is situated, number of stay units available, star grading per establishment, salaries and 
wages, bonuses, grants, fringe benefits, distribution of employment, income and expenditure of this enterprise on 
an establishment level. 
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Notes 
 
• Show the number of employees as on the last pay period of the reporting period to which this questionnaire relates. 
• If exact figures are not available, provide estimates on a percentage basis. 
• This part must be completed for all the establishments of your enterprise.  
• If your number of establishments exceeds the space provided, please duplicate these pages and attach them 

the questionnaire.  
 
Definition 
 
• Stay unit describes the unit of accommodation that is available to be charged out to guests, for example, a powered site in 

a caravan park or a room in a hotel. 
 

Name of establishment 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) 

Type of establishment 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) 

Nearest town or city 
 
 
 
 
 

(c) 

Province 
 
 
 
 
 

(d) 

Number of stay units 
available for 

accommodation on 
30 June 2004 

 
 

(e) 
 

e.g. Hanes hotel hotel George WC 10 

 

 Kwara lodge lodge Pretoria Gauteng 12 

 

 1.     
 

 

 2.     

 

 3.     

 

 4.      

 

 5.     

 

 6.      

 

 7.      

 

 8.     

 

 9.      

 

 10.      
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Accommodation 

star grading 
(if applicable) 

 
 
 
 

(f) 

Number of employees 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(g) 

Salaries, wages and 
employee benefits 

 
R’000 

 
 
 

(h) 

Total income 
 
 

R’000 
or 
% 
 

(i) 

Total expenditure 
 
 

R’000 
or 
% 
 

(j) 
 
 5* 6 500 1580 980 

 
 3* 15 800 1900 1200 

 

 1.      

 

 2.      

 

 3.      

 

 4.      

 

 5.      

 

 6.      

 

 7.      

 

 8.      

 

 9.      

 

 10.      
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Annexure G: Questionnaire for the Large Sample Survey: Personal Services 
 

PERSONAL SERVICES LARGE SAMPLE SURVEY, 2004 
 
↓ When contacting Stats SA please quote this number 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 

  
↑ Please correct any errors in the above address label 
 

Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) is a government department, responsible for the collection, processing, analysis and 
interpretation of official statistics. 
 
Purpose of the survey 
The Personal Services Large Sample Survey is a periodic survey that examines the personal activities within both private and 
public businesses/organisations in the South African economy. Results of the survey are used to compile estimates of the 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and its components, which are used to monitor and develop government policy.  These 
statistics are also used by the private sector in analyses of comparative business and industry performance.   
 
Collection authority 
The information required is collected under Section 16 of the Statistics Act, 1999 (Act No. 6 of 1999).  Your co-operation is 
sought in completing and returning this questionnaire by the due date. The provision of the information sought is 
compulsory.   
 
Confidentiality 

According to Section 17 of the Statistics Act, 1999 (Act No. 6 of 1999), your completed questionnaire remains confidential to 
Statistics South Africa (Stats SA). All results to surveys are anonymous and presented in aggregated format. 
 
Due date 
Please complete this questionnaire and return it in the business reply service envelope or fax it to Stats SA  
by 15 DECEMBER 2004. Stats SA recommends that you retain a copy for you to consult in the event of a query.   
 
Help available 
If you have problems completing this questionnaire, or find that it will be difficult for you to meet the due date, please contact us 
at: 

 
� Telephone number: (012) 310 - 8639/8629  � Postal address: Statistics South Africa 
            310 - 8914/8627                Private Bag X44 
� Fax number:     (012) 310 - 8366/                    Pretoria 
             
     0001  
 
• Email address  PersonalServicesLSS@statssa.gov.za 
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Person whom Stats SA should contact if any queries arise regarding the completed questionnaire 
Name   Office use only 

     Position or title   Status Name Date 
   Telephone number (           )  Received   
   Fax number (           )  Checked   
   Email address   Captured     
      Signature   Edited   
      
Date  

 
Please note 

� All figures should exclude value added tax (VAT) 
� Report all monetary values in thousands of rands (R’000).  

Where the values in your accounts are not expressed in 
thousands of rands, please round them off to the nearest 
thousand rand 

� Only the South African-based activities of the enterprise 
shown on the address label should be included on the 
questionnaire 

� If exact figures are not available, provide careful estimates 
� The items listed under ‘Include’ and ‘Exclude’ are only 

examples and should not be taken as a complete list of 
items to be included or excluded    

h An enterprise is a legal unit or a combination of legal units that 
includes and directly controls all functions necessary to carry 
out its production activities  

 

 

Part 1 - General information 
 
1. Location of the business or head office (if operating more than one branch or establishment) 
 

Registered/legal name ................................................  

 
Trading name...............................................................  

  
Company registration number .....................................  

  
Street number .............................................................  

  
Street name ................................................................  

  
Municipality or city/town...............................................  

  
Postal code .................................................................  

 
2. Indicate your type of ownership or type of organisation  
   

 Individual    

  
 Partnership  .................................................................................   

  
 Public company  .................................................................................   
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 Private company  .................................................................................   

  
 Public corporation  .................................................................................   

  
 Close corporation  .................................................................................   

  
 Co-operative society  .................................................................................   

 
 Government enterprise  .................................................................................   

 
 Non-profit institution/company/organisation..   

 
 Joint venture  .................................................................................   

 
 Other (specify)  .................................................................................   

 
 
3. Period covered by this questionnaire. 
 
Note 
   
• This questionnaire must be completed for the financial year of the enterprise which ends on any date between 1 July 

2003 and 30 June 2004, according to your usual reporting schedule 
 
Example 
 
• 1 October 2002 – 30 September 2003 
• 1 January 2003 – 31 December 2003 
• 1 February 2003 – 31 March 2004 
• 1 March 2003 – 29 February 2004 
• 1 April 2003 – 31 May 2004 
 
 From To 
Indicate the period covered by your financial year………         /         /          /           / 

 
Indicate any changes in this enterprise that  
have occurred since 1 July 2003, e.g. 
change of financial year, takeover, merger, 
new location, expansion or closure. 

 
……………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………… 
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4. Indicate the activity from which this enterprise derives its main income. (Mark one block) 
 

Educational services ................................................................................................................................................ 
 

 
Include 
 
• Pre-primary education and activities of after-school centres 
• Primary and secondary education 
• Special education and training of mentally retarded children 
• Education by technical colleges and technical institutions 
• Education by technikons 
• Education by teacher’s training colleges and colleges of education for further training 
• Education by universities 
• Education by correspondence and private vocational services – own account teachers, motor vehicle driving 

schools/tutors and music, dancing and other art schools, etc. 
 

Health and social work ............................................................................................................................................. 
 

 
Include 
 
• Human health activities such as general hospitals, maternity homes, tuberculosis hospitals, psychiatric 

hospitals, detached operation theatres 
• Medical and dental practice activities such as medical practitioner and specialists activities, dentist and 

specialist dentist activities 
• Other human health services activities such as supplementary health services or paramedical staff 

(practitioners), clinics and related health care, nursing services, chiropractors and other associated health 
care services 

• Veterinary activities 
• Social work activities 
 

Sewage and refuse disposal, sanitation and similar activities.............................................................................. 
 

 
Include 
 
• Metal rolling, waste products of industrial production (breakage of metals), (polymers, paper for recycling, 

glass) 
 

Activities of membership organisations .................................................................................................................. 
 

 
Include  
 
• Activities of business, and employers’ organisations and activities of professional organisations 
• Activities of trade unions 
• Activities of other membership organisations such as activities of religious and political organisations and 

activities of other membership organisation 
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Motion picture, radio, television and other entertainment activities .................................................................... 
 

 
Include  
 
• Motion picture and video production and distributions 
• Related activities – film and tape renting to other industries, booking, delivery and storage 
• Motion picture projection by cinemas, e.g. Ster-Kinekor, Nu Metro, etc. 
• Motion picture projection by drive-in cinemas 
• Radio and television activities such as dramatic arts, music and other arts activities, e.g. SABC TV, ETV, 

Radio Metro, Jacaranda, Y-FM, etc. 
 

News agency activities .............................................................................................................................................. 
 

 
Include  
 
• News activities 
• Journalism 
 

Sporting and other recreational activities ............................................................................................................... 
 

 
Include  
 
• Operation of sports arenas and stadiums, etc. 
• Diving rounds, underwater expeditions, sea cruises, training in a scuba diving, etc. 
• Sports training, e.g. tennis coaching 
 

Library, archives, museums and other cultural activities...................................................................................... 
 

 
Include  
 
• Library and archives activities 
• Museums activities and preservation of historical sites and buildings 
• Botanical and zoological gardens and nature reserve activities 
 
 
 

Other service activities ............................................................................................................................................. 
 

 
Include 
 
• Washing and dry-cleaning of textiles and fur products 
• Hairdressing and other beauty treatment, including men’s hairdressing, ladies’ hairdressing, men’s and ladies’ 

hairdressing and beauty treatment 
• Funeral and related activities 
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Part 2 – Employment 
5. Number of employees who received salaries and wages for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2004 
 

Gender Full-time Part-time Total 
Male    
Female    
Total    

 
 

Definitions 
 
• Employees are those people employed by the business/organisation who received payment (in salaries, wages, 

commission, piece rates or payments in kind) for any part of the reference period (excluding independent contractors). 
• Full-time employees are those employees (permanent, temporary or casual) who usually work for the agreed upon 

hours for a full-time employee in a specific occupation. If agreed hours do not apply, employees are regarded as full-time 
employees if they work 35 hours or more per week. 

• Part-time employees are those employees (permanent, temporary or casual) who are not full-time employees as 
defined above or who normally work less than 35 hours per week. 

 
Include 
 
• Directors (who received a salary, who did not receive a salary, who 

received a fee) 
• Executive, managerial, casual and any other employee who received 

payment but is not included on the main payroll 
• Employees who were absent for part or all of the reference period but 

received payment through the payroll, and including those who 
commenced or terminated employment 

• Employees absent on paid leave or on leave without payment 
• People paid by commission only, with no salary or wage component 
• Employees who received payment through the payroll from the 

Compensation Commissioner’s Compensation Fund 
• Employees based abroad but paid from South Africa 

 Exclude 
 
• Subcontractors and consultants who are 

self employed  
(include in Question 60) 

• Any employees who were not paid during 
the reference period  

• Employees based in South Africa but paid 
from abroad 
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Part 3 - Income items 
 R’000 

6. Income from services rendered (report net value after discount given)...................................................... 
 

  
Include 
 
• Tuition and training fees 
• Income from workshops and conferences 
• Income from contracts, subcontracts and commission, e.g. for research and other activities 
• Administration charges received as an agent 
• Income received from health services, e.g. 

- Patients fees 
- Hospitalisation 
- Theatre fees 
- Medicines and drugs 

• Accommodation/hostel fees 
• Income from consulting services 
• Subscription and membership fees 
• Sewage and refuse disposal, including household and garden waste removal 
• Broadcast services 
• Rental and transmission facilities 
• Management fees or charges from related and unrelated enterprises 
• Income and fees received from repairs services 
• Income from all services rendered, such as cleaning, laundering, hairdressing and funeral services 
 
Exclude 
 
• Rent, leasing and hiring income (include in Questions 8, 9 and 10) 
• Interest income (include in Question 11) 
• Value added tax (VAT) 
 
 R’000 

7. Sales of goods (report net value after discount given) ................................................................................. 
 

 
Include 
  
• Medical consumables and medicines 
• Income from parts and materials charged in repair 
• Resale of goods purchased and sale of own produce  
• Food and beverages 
• Export sales 
• For long-term contracts include progress payments billed 
• Customers not invoiced with separate delivery and/or installation charges 
• Railage and transport-out 
• Export freight charges  
• Sales of tickets, e.g. Lotto, Lotto plus and scratch cards and movie tickets 
• Income from the sale of such items as funeral caskets, beauty or barber supplies and cleaning supplies 
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Exclude 
 
• Rent, leasing and hiring income (include these items in Questions 8, 9 or 10) 
• Net profit or loss on sales of fixed assets (include in Questions 16 or 67) 
• Interest income (include in Question 11) 
• Value added tax (VAT) 
 
 R’000 

8. Income from rental and leasing of land, building and other structures....................................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Rental from residential and non-residential buildings and equipment 
• Shops operating in hospital premises, doctor’s rooms, parking and theatre 
 
R’000 

9. Income from operational leasing and hiring of plant, machinery and equipment ...................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Income from renting and/or leasing of cleaning 

and sports equipment, linen and uniforms 
  

 Exclude 
 
• Payments received under hire purchase 

arrangements 
 

 
 R’000 

10. Income from operational leasing and hiring of motor vehicles and other transport equipment............... 
 

 
Exclude 
 
• Payments received under hire purchase arrangements 
 R’000 

11. Interest received ................................................................................................................................................ 
 

 
Include 
 
• Interest from hire purchase arrangements and 

loans and advances made to related and 
unrelated enterprises 

• Interest on finance leases 
• Earnings on discounted bills 
• Interest from deposits in banks and non-bank 

financial institutions 
• Interest on decentralisation benefits 
• Interest from investments 

 Exclude 
 
• Capital repayments received 

 
 R’000 

12. Dividends received............................................................................................................................................ 
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 R’000 

13. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights received ........................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Payments received under licensing arrangements 
 
 R’000 

14. Subsidies and incentives received from government ................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

15. Profit from foreign loans as a result of variations in foreign exchange rates or transaction.................... 
 

 
 R’000 
16. Profit from redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities, at a value lower than the book value, 

if credited ........................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 
17. Profit from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of liabilities, at a value lower than the book 

value, if credited ................................................................................................................................................ 
 

 
Include   
 
• Income on non-current investment (increase in students and staff loans) 
• Income from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets at a value higher than book value, if 

credited 
• Income from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities, at a value lower than book value, if 

credited, e.g. foreign exchange profits 
• Income from foreign loans as a result of variations in foreign exchange rates/transactions 
• Income from share trading 

- Share capital and premiums, e.g. ordinary shares, share trust, treasury trust etc. 
• Income from disposal of assets, operations and trading stocks, e.g. resale of ethical/surgical medication 

and consumables from pharmacists 
• Income from disposal of property, plant and equipment 

 
 R’000 

18. Other income ..................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Sundry income 
• Bad debts recovered 
• Grants and donations 
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 Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other income’ 
 

  R’000 
  
  
 

 

 
 
R’000 

19. Total income (Question 6 to Question 18) ...................................................................................................... 
 

 
Part 4 – Inventories 
 
Opening values 
 R’000 
20. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel and consumable and 

maintenance stores, e.g. spares ...................................................................................................................... 
 

  
 R’000 

21. Work in progress (partially completed)........................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

22. Finished goods produced by this enterprise.................................................................................................. 
 

 
 R’000 

23. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise but purchased for resale ................................................ 
 

 
  R’000 

24. Total opening values (Question 20 to Question 23)....................................................................................... 
 

 
Closing values 
 
 R’000 
25. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel and consumable and 

maintenance stores, e.g. spares ...................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

26. Work in progress (partially completed)........................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

27. Finished goods produced by this enterprise.................................................................................................. 
 

 
 R’000 

28. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise but purchased for resale ................................................ 
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 R’000 

29. Total closing values (Question 25 to Question 28) ........................................................................................ 
 

 
Part 5 - Expenditure items 
 
30. Purchases  
 
Exclude 
 
• Subcontract and commission expenses (include in Question 59)  
• Capitalised purchases of materials for capital work done by own employees 
 R’000 

Materials, components, equipments and consumables ............................................................................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Medical consumables, e.g. bandages, disinfectants, injections and gauze 
• Raw materials, components, etc. used in production or operation, including consumables 
• Purchases of goods and materials used for repairs, hairdressing and laundry 
 
 R’000 
Factored goods, intermediate products and partially completed goods from related enterprises, e.g. food and 
beverages .................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

 
 R’000 

Fees and allowances ................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Fees and allowance to visiting doctors, e.g. physicians 
• Speakers and lectures fees or charges for service rendered 
 R’000 

Prizes, national lottery and retailers’ commission ........................................................................................................ 
 

 
 R’000 

Other goods ................................................................................................................................................................. 
 

 
 R’000 

Other services .............................................................................................................................................................. 
 

 
 R’000 

Total purchases.......................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 R’000 

31. Total gross salaries and wages paid during the financial year .................................................................... 
 

Definition 
• Gross earnings are payments for ordinary-time, standard or agreed hours and overtime hours during the 

financial year for all permanent, temporary, casual, managerial and executive employers and employees, 
before taxation and other deductions. 
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Include 
 
• Salaries and/or fees paid to directors, executives 

and managers 
• Commissions paid 
• Employer's contribution to pension, provident, 

medical aid, sick pay and other funds, e.g. 
Unemployment Insurance Fund and the 
Commissioner's Compensation Fund 

• Payments paid from South Africa to employers or 
employees based abroad 

• Payments for all types of leave 
• Incentive payments for piecework or profit-sharing 

schemes 
• Fringe benefits paid in cash, e.g. housing, 

mortgage and rent subsidies and transport and cell 
phone allowances 

• Value of any salary sacrificed 
• Bonuses 
• Payments that were made during the reference 

period but relate to other pay periods for which no 
previous provision was made, e.g. annual leave, 
thirteenth cheque and leave gratuity payments 

 Exclude 
 
• Payments to subcontractors and consultants 

who are self-employed and not part of this 
enterprise (include in Question 59) 

• Payments paid from abroad to employers or 
employees based in South Africa 

• Severance, termination and redundancy 
payments (include in Question 32) 

• Reimbursement of expenses, e.g. travel, 
entertainment, meals and other expenses 
(include in Question 47 and/or 49) 

• The imputed value of fringe benefits. 
• Tax on fringe benefits 
• Entrepreneurial-income for labour input of self 

employed 
 
 

 R’000 

32. Severance, termination and redundancy payments paid .............................................................................. 
 

 
Include   
 
• Payments of accumulated leave made to employees who finished work during the reference period 
• Redundancy payments intended to compensate employees for loss of employment 

 
 R’000 

33. Advertising expenditure ................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 
Include 
 
• Marketing costs and expenditure on sales promotions  
 R’0’’000 

34. Bank charges other than interest .................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

35. Bursaries and loans to students...................................................................................................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Bursaries and loans awarded from own funds 

 Exclude 
 
• Bursaries and loans and funds awarded to 

internal staff 
(include in Question 61)  

  
 R’000 

36. Bad debts written off......................................................................................................................................... 
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 R’000 

37. Containers and packaging materials............................................................................................................... 
 

 R’000 

38. Cleaning services .............................................................................................................................................. 
 

 
 R’’000 

39. Interest paid ....................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Interest on bank loans 
• Interest on loans made to this enterprise from 

related and unrelated enterprises 
• Interest paid in respect of finance leases 
• Interest paid on loans from partners 
• Expenses associated with discounted bills 
• Finance charges on long-term agreement 
• Bank overdrafts and acceptances 

 Exclude 
 
• Other bank charges  

(include in Question 34) 
• Capital repayments 

 
 R’000 

40. Insurance premiums paid ................................................................................................................................. 
 

 
 R’000 

41. Motor vehicle running expenditure, including parts and fuel ....................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

42. Paper expenditure ............................................................................................................................................. 
 

 
 R’000 

43. Printing expenditure.......................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

44. Stationery expenditure...................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

45. Postal, mail and courier .................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

46. Telecommunication services, e.g. telephone, facsimile and internet charges ........................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

47. Travelling expenditure ...................................................................................................................................... 
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 R’000 

48. Accommodation expenditure ........................................................................................................................... 
 

  
R’000 

49. Entertainment expenditure ............................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

50. Rental of land, building and other structures................................................................................................. 
 

 
 R’000 
51. Municipal payments for services, e.g. water and electricity 

(excluding property taxes)................................................................................................................................ 
 

  
 R’000 

52. Property taxes paid ........................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

53. Regional services council levies ..................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

54. Railage and transport out ................................................................................................................................. 
 

 
 R’000 

55. Repairs and maintenance expenditure............................................................................................................ 
 

 
 R’000 

56. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and trade and patent right paid ................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

57. Operational leasing and hiring of plant, machinery, equipment and vehicles ............................................ 
 

 
 R’000 

58. Security services (including IT security services) ......................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

59. Payment to subcontractors .............................................................................................................................. 
 

 
 R’000 

60. Skills development levy .................................................................................................................................... 
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 R’000 

61. Staff training ...................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Payment of outside organisations for staff training 
• Staff bursaries and sponsors 
 
 R’000 

62. Staff amenities ................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Canteens, crèches, gym 
 
 R’0’’000 

63. Subscription to magazines, newspapers and journals.................................................................................. 
 

  
R’000 

64. Accounting, management and consultation fees, e.g. auditors fees ........................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

65. Depreciation provided for during this financial year ..................................................................................... 
 

 
Note 
 
• Report depreciation or provision for depreciation as recorded in your financial management accounts on 

buildings, machinery, equipment, office equipment, computers, motor vehicles and other transport equipment 
 
 R’000 
66. Losses on assets or investments sold or devalued  

(not related to normal trade activities) ............................................................................................................ 
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Include   
 
• Foreign exchange losses 
• Losses from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets or investments at a value lower than 

book value, if debited, and stock losses 
• Provision for bad debts and discount allowed 
• Assets written off 
• Losses on share trading 
• Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment 

 
 R’000 
67. Losses from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities at a value higher than book 

value, if debited, e.g. foreign exchange .......................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

68. Other expenditure.............................................................................................................................................. 
 

 
Include 
 
• Donations 
• Commission expenses 
• Expenses relating to library acquisitions written off 
• Professional services, e.g. legal expenses and data processing services 
• Permits and licences paid  
• Agency fees, e.g. appointments of casual workers 
• Catering and laundry  
• Refuse disposal 
 
 Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other expenditure’ 
 

  R’000 
  
  
 

 

 
 R’000 

69. Total expenditure (Question 30 to Question 68)............................................................................................. 
 

 
Part 6 - Profit or loss, company tax and dividends 
 
 R’000 
70. Net profit or loss before tax  

(Question 19 minus Question 24 plus Question 29 minus Question 69) ..................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

71. Company tax paid or provided for during this financial year ....................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

72. Cash dividends paid or provided for ............................................................................................................... 
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 R’000 

73. Other dividends (capitalisation issues, scrip dividends or capitalisation shares ...................................... 
 

 
 R’000 
74. Total dividends paid or provided for during this financial year 

(Question 72 plus Question 73)........................................................................................................................ 
 

  
Part 7 – Assets and liabilities  
 
Note 
 
� Report the total book value of assets and liabilities as at the end of the financial year 
 R’000 

75. Current assets and investments ...................................................................................................................... 
 

 
Include 
 
• Debtors, cash, bank balances and other financial 

assets 
• Programs and film rights, e.g. foreign and local 

programming 
• Trade, prepayments and other receivables 
• Sports events right 
• Cash equivalent 
• Closing stock 

 Exclude 
 
• Fixed assets and intangible assets (include in 

Question 76) 

 
 R’000 

76. Fixed assets and intangible assets ................................................................................................................. 
 

 
Note 
 
• Fixed assets and intangible assets must correspond with Question 81 column, (g) 1 to 9 
 
 R’000 

77. Total assets (Question 75 to Question 76 )..................................................................................................... 
 

 
 R’000 

78. Current liabilities ............................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 
Include 
 
• Trade and other payables, e.g. local payables and accruals, foreign payables, etc. 
• Bank overdraft 
• Current portion of interest, e.g. bearing borrowings, short-term borrowings 
 
 R’000 

79. Long-term liabilities (excluding owners’ equity or shareholders’ funds) .................................................... 
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Include 
 
• Long term loans 
 
 R’000 

80. Owners’ equity (total book value shareholders’ funds)................................................................................. 
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Part 8 - Book value of assets and capital expenditure 
81. Book value of assets and capital expenditure on fixed assets and intangible assets  
Notes 
• The value of land and buildings must be shown separately and should be estimated, if necessary. (Exclude own private dwelling or 

living unit thereof.)  
• Purchases of land and existing buildings and used plant, machinery and vehicles, which were not imported, should be included in 

column (d). 
• The value of used plant, machinery and vehicles imported by your enterprise or on your behalf, should be included in column (c).  
• Major improvements, additions or extensions to fixed assets, machinery, transport equipment and structures, which improve their 

performances and increase their capacity or prolong their expected working lives, count as fixed capital formation and should be 
included in column (c) 

• Intangible fixed assets are non-financial produced fixed assets that mainly consists of mineral exploration, computer software, 
entertainment, literary or artistic originals intended to be used for more than one year 

• Intangible non-produced assets are assets that entitle their owners to engage in certain specific activities or to produce certain 
specific goods or services and to exclude other institutional units from doing so, except with the permission of the owner, e.g. 
patented entities or purchased goodwill 

 
 
 
 
 

Type of asset 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) 

  
 
 

Book value at 
the beginning of 

financial year 
according to 

balance sheet 
 
 
 

(b) 
R’000 

 Plus 
Capital expenditure on the erection of 
new buildings and works; additions to 

and alterations of existing buildings and 
works; work in progress capitalised; new 

plant and machinery; used plant and 
machinery if imported by you or on your 

behalf (whether paid to outside 
contractors or concerns or done by your 

enterprise itself) 
 

(c) 
R’000 

     
1. Land ....................................................      
     
2. Residential buildings ...........................      
     
3. Non-residential buildings .....................      
     
4. Computers and other IT equipment......       
     
5. Motor vehicles and other transport 

equipment.............................................      
     
6. Medical instruments, furniture, and 

other instruments..................................      
     
     
7. Plant, machine and other office 

equipment.............................................      
8. Intangible fixed assets     
 8.1 Computer software ........................      
     
 8.2 Other ..............................................       
     
9. Intangible non-produced assets 

(goodwill, patented entities, etc.) ..........       
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Total. ............................................................      
 

Plus 
 

Capital expenditure on the 
acquisition of land;  existing 
buildings and works;  used 

machinery and vehicles;  and 
transfers-in 

 
 
 
 

(d) 

R’000 

 Plus or minus 
 

Sales of assets(-), and 
revaluation and 

other adjustments to 
book value 

 
 

 
 
 

(e) 

R’000 

 Minus 
 

Depreciation/amortisation 
during the year 

(not accumulative 
depreciation) 

 
 
 
 
 

(f) 

R’000 

 Equals 
 

Book value at 
the end of the 
financial year 
according to 

balance sheet 
 
 
 
 

(g) 

R’000 

       
 
 

      

       
 
 

      

       
 
 

      

       
 
 

      

       
 
 

      

       
 
 

      

       
 
 

      

       
 
 

      

       
 
 

      

       
 
 

      

 
Part 9 - Geographical distribution of the activities of this enterprise 
 
Number 

82. How many branches does the enterprise have? ............................................................................................ 
 

 
83. In the table below indicate the distribution of employment, salaries and wages, bonuses, grants, fringe 

benefits income and expenditure of this enterprise on a branch level and indicate in which town or city and 
province each branch is situated 
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Notes 
 
• Show the number of employees as on the last pay period of the reporting period to which this 

questionnaire relates. 
• If exact figures are not available, provide estimates on a percentage basis. 
• This part must be completed for all the branches of your enterprise. If your number of branches exceeds 

the space provided, please duplicate this page and attach it to the questionnaire. 
 

Town 
or 

City 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) 

Province 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) 

Number 
of 

branches 
per town 

or city 
 
 
 
 
 

(c) 

Salaries, 
wages and 
employee 
benefits 

 
 
 

R’000 
 
 

(d) 

Number of 
employees 

 
 
 
 
 

(Number) 
 
 

(e) 

Total Income 
 
 
 
 
 

R’000 
or 
% 
(f) 

Total Expenditure 
 
 
 
 
 

R’000 
or 
% 
(g) 

 
 
e.g. George WC 1 500 6  1580 

 
980 

 
 

Pretoria GP 1 800 15  1900 
 

1200 
 

1.        
  

 

2.        
  

 

3.        
  

 

4.        
  

 

5.        
  

 

6.        
  

 

7.        
  

 

8.        
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Annexure H: Questionnaire for the Large Sample Survey: Transport industry 
 

Questionnaire for fax purposes 
 

TRANSPORT LARGE SAMPLE SURVEY, 2006 
RAILWAY TRANSPORT 

 
 
↓ When contacting Stats SA please quote this number  
Reference 
number: 

 

Legal Name:  
Trading name:  
Address:  
  
  
  

 

 

Stats SA’s 
enquiries: 

 

↑ Please correct any errors in the above address label 
 

Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) is a government department responsible for the collection, processing, analysis and 
interpretation of official statistics. 

 
Due date 
Please complete this questionnaire and fax it to Stats SA by 30 November 2006. Stats SA recommends that you retain a 
copy for you to consult in the event of a query. 

 
Person(s) whom Stats SA should contact if any queries arise regarding the completed questionnaire 
Financial manager / Director 

Name  Telephone number (             ) 
    Position or title  Fax number (             ) 
    Email address  Date  

Part 1 – General Information 
 
1. Location of the business or head office  

Registered/legal name ...............................................  

Trading name(s) .........................................................  

Company registration number ....................................  
Income tax number ....................................................  
VAT number ...............................................................  
Street number .............................................................  

Street name ................................................................  

Municipality or city/town ..............................................  

Postal code ................................................................  
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2. Indicate your type of ownership or type of organisation 

Individual...........................................................   Co-operative society ........................................   
Partnership .......................................................   Government enterprise ....................................   
Public company ................................................   Non-profit institution ........................................   
Private company ..............................................   Joint venture.....................................................   
Public corporation ............................................   Other (specify) .................................................   
Close corporation .............................................     

3. Period covered by this questionnaire  
Note 

• This questionnaire should be completed for the financial year of the enterprise which ends on any date between 
1 July 2005 and 30 June 2006, according to your usual reporting schedule 

Example 
• 1 October 2004 – 30 September 2005 
• 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2005 

• 1 March 2005 – 28 February 2006 
• 1 April 2005 – 31 March 2006 

 
Indicate the period covered by this questionnaire  From / /  To / /  

 
If the period covered by this questionnaire is not 12 months, please give reason 
 

 
Indicate any changes in this enterprise that have occurred since 1 July 2005, 
e.g. change of financial year, takeover, merger, new location, expansion or closure 
 

 
4. Indicate the main activity, as well as any secondary activity(ies), if any, from which the enterprise derives its income  

Note 
Describe the main and/or secondary activities as clearly as possible in the appropriate block, e.g. retail sale of new motor vehicles 
instead of retail of vehicles, radiator repair of motor vehicles instead of repairs, etc. 

 
Main activity: 
 
 
 
Secondary activities, including all ‘other’ additional activities apart from your main activity: 
 
 

 
5. Exports and imports 

If your enterprise has either purchased or provided services or goods from/to enterprises based outside 
South Africa during the financial year, please give the amount received or paid during this period R’000 
Amount received from enterprises based outside South Africa for services provided ...........................................  

Amount received from enterprises based outside South Africa for goods provided ..............................................  

Amount paid to enterprises based outside South Africa for services provided .......................................................  

Amount paid to enterprises based outside South Africa for goods provided ..........................................................  
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6. Stock options 

6.1 Does this enterprise provide stock options to some of its employees?......................................................... Yes No 

6.2 (a)  If yes, in which year were they introduced? ............................................................................................ Year 

 R’000 
 (b)  What was the total value of stock options received by employees during this financial  

year?  
 
7. Information Communication Technology (ICT) usage 

7.1 Does this enterprise use computers for business purposes? .......................................................................... Yes No 

7.2 Does this enterprise use the Internet for business purposes?......................................................................... Yes No 

7.3 Does this enterprise have a web page for business purposes? ...................................................................... Yes No 
 

Part 2 – Employment 
 

Definitions 
• Employees are those people employed by the business/organisation who received payment (in salaries, wages, 

commission, piece rates or payments in kind) for any part of the reference period (excluding independent contractors.) 

 
8. Number of employees who received salaries and wages for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2006 

  
 

Include 
• Directors (who received a salary, or who did not receive a salary but 

received a fee) 
• Executive, managerial, casual and any other employees who 

received payment but are not included on the main payroll 
• Employees who were absent for part or all of the reference period but 

received payment through the payroll, including those who 
commenced or terminated employment 

• Employees on paid leave or on leave without payment 
• People paid by commission only, with no salary or wage component 
• Employees who received payment through the payroll from the 

Compensation Commissioner’s Compensation Fund 
• Employees based abroad but paid from South Africa 

 Exclude 
• Subcontractors and consultants who are self-

employed  
• Any employees who were not paid during the 

reference period 
• Employees based in South Africa but paid from 

abroad 

 
Male employees ..........................................................................................................................................................  
  
Female employees ......................................................................................................................................................  
  
Total employees ..........................................................................................................................................................  

 
 

 9. Number of employees from outside contractors who are engaged in specific activities on the enterprise 
premises on a contract basis for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2005 ..................................   
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Part 3 – Income items 

 R’000 

10. Sales of goods, (report net value after discounts given) (must correspond with Part 10, Question 90) .............   
11. Income from services rendered (report net value after discounts given (must correspond with Part 9, 

Question 89) .......................................................................................................................................................   
12. Income from the rental and leasing of land, buildings and other structures........................................................   
13. Income from operating, leasing and hiring of plant, machinery and equipment..................................................   
14. Income from operating, leasing and hiring of motor vehicles and other transport equipment ............................   
15. Interest received .................................................................................................................................................   
16. Dividends received..............................................................................................................................................   
17. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights received....................................................   
18. Subsidies and incentives received from government..........................................................................................   
19. Net profit on foreign loans as a result of variations in foreign exchange rates or transactions...........................   
20. Profit from redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities, at a value lower than the book value, if credited 

(exclude foreign denominated loans)..................................................................................................................   
21. Profit from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets at a value higher than book value, if 

credited ...............................................................................................................................................................   
22. Other income .....................................................................................................................................................   

     Example: Sundry income, grants received from institutions other than government   
 Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other income’  
 Nature R’000  
    
    
  
23. Total income, excluding VAT (Question 10 to Question 22) ...............................................................................   

 
Part 4 – Inventory 

Opening values R’000 
24. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel, consumable and maintenance stores, 

e.g. spares ..........................................................................................................................................................   
25. Work in progress (partially completed) ...............................................................................................................   
26. Finished goods produced by this enterprise .......................................................................................................   
27. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale ........................................................   
28. Total opening values (Question 24 to Question 27)............................................................................................   
Closing values R’000 
29. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel, consumable and maintenance stores, 

e.g. spares ..........................................................................................................................................................   
30. Work in progress (partially completed) ...............................................................................................................   
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31. Finished goods produced by this enterprise .......................................................................................................   
32. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale ........................................................   
33. Total closing values (Question 29 to Question 32) .............................................................................................   

 
 
Part 5 – Expenditure items 

 R’000 
34. Purchases, excluding VAT (must correspond with Part 11, Question 91 plus Question 92) ..............................   
35. Salaries and wages paid during the financial year..............................................................................................   
36. Accommodation expenditure (Exclude: Travelling expenditure) .........................................................................   
37. Advertising expenditure ......................................................................................................................................   
38. Bank charges ......................................................................................................................................................   
39. Bursaries.............................................................................................................................................................   
40. Containers and packaging materials (must correspond with Part 11 Question 93) ............................................   
41. Depreciation provided during this financial year .................................................................................................   
42. Entertainment expenditure..................................................................................................................................   
43. Excise and customs duty (Exclude: Company tax) ............................................................................................   
44. Insurance premiums paid....................................................................................................................................   
45. Interest paid ........................................................................................................................................................   

 
46. Losses from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities at a value higher than book value, if 

debited, e.g. foreign exchange ...........................................................................................................................   
47. Losses on assets or investments sold or revalued (not related to normal trade activities) .................................   
48. Motor vehicle running expenditure, including parts and fuel  

(Exclude: Motor vehicle running expenditure if part of operating expenses) ..................................................   
49. Operating, leasing and hiring of plant, machinery, equipment and vehicles.......................................................   
50. Paper, printing and stationery  
 50.1 Paper ..........................................................................................................................   
 50.2 Printing .........................................................................................................................   
 50.3 Stationery .....................................................................................................................   
   
51. Total paper, printing and stationery (Question 50.1 to Question 50.3) ...............................................................   
52. Postal and courier services.................................................................................................................................   
53. Property tax paid.................................................................................................................................................   
54. Railage and transport-out ...................................................................................................................................   
55. Regional service council levies ...........................................................................................................................   
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56. Rental of land, buildings and other structures.....................................................................................................   
57. Repairs and maintenance expenditure ...............................................................................................................   
58. Research and development ................................................................................................................................   
59. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights paid...........................................................   
60. Security services (including IT security services) ...............................................................................................   
61. Severance, termination and redundancy payments............................................................................................   
62. Skill development levy (net value after refund) ...................................................................................................   
63. Staff training (payments to outside organisations)..............................................................................................   
64. Sub-contractors paid (including employment brokers)........................................................................................   
65. Telecommunication services  
 65.1 Internet charges ...........................................................................................................   
 65.2 Other, e.g. telephone and facsimile..............................................................................   
   
66. Total telecommunication services (Question 65.1 to Question 65.2)..................................................................   
67. Travelling expenditure.........................................................................................................................................   
68. Water and electricity services paid (excluding property tax)...............................................................................   

 
69. Other expenditure ...............................................................................................................................................   

     Example: Professional services, e.g. audit and other professional services, legal expenses and data 
processing services, staff amenities (canteens, crèches, gym), subscriptions to magazines   

    Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other expenditure 
 

 
 Nature R’000  
    
    
  70. Total expenditure, excluding VAT  

(Question 34 to Question 69 excluding Question 50 and Question 65)..............................................................   
 
Part 6 – Profit or loss, company tax and dividends 
 

Note 
• Show the actual net profit (loss) before taxation per income statement of this business for the reporting 

period. 
• Report the result before taking into account previous years’ losses, if any. 

 

 R’000 
71. Net profit or loss before tax 

(Question 23 minus Question 28 plus Question 33 minus Question 70)…………………………….  
72. Company tax paid or provided for during this financial year ...............................................................................   
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73. Cash dividends paid or provided for ...................................................................................................................   
74. Other dividends (capitalisation issues, scrip dividends or capitalisation shares) ................................................   

75. Total dividends paid or provided for during this financial year (Question 73 plus Question 74) .........................  
 

 
Part 7 – Balance sheet 
 

Note 
Report the total book value of assets and liabilities as at the end of the financial year 

 

  
76. Non-current assets R’000 
 76.1 Fixed assets and intangible assets..................................................................................................  
 76.2 Goodwill ..........................................................................................................................................  
   
 

Note 
• Fixed assets, intangible assets and goodwill must correspond with the total of column (g) 

in Question 87 

 

   
 76.3 Long-term investments ....................................................................................................................  

 76.4 Other non-current assets.................................................................................................................  

77. Total non-current assets (Question 76.1 to Question 76.4) ........................................................................  

 
78. Current assets R’000 
 78.1 Debtors.....................................................................................................................................................  
 78.2 Cash and bank .........................................................................................................................................  

 78.3 Inventory (must correspond with Question 33).........................................................................................  

 78.4 Other current assets.................................................................................................................................  

79. Total current assets (Question 78.1 to Question 78.4) ......................................................................................   

80. Total assets (Question 77 plus Question 79) .....................................................................................................   

81. Owner’s equity (Include: Shareholders funds/interest) .......................................................................................   

82. Non-current liabilities  

 82.1 Long-term loans .......................................................................................................................................  

 82.2 Other non-current liabilities ......................................................................................................................  

83. Total non-current liabilities (Question 82.1 to Question 82.2) ............................................................................   

84. Current liabilities  

 84.1 Creditors...................................................................................................................................................  

 84.2 Bank overdraft ..........................................................................................................................................  
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 84.3 Other current liabilities..............................................................................................................................  

85. Total current liabilities (Question 84.1 to Question 84.3) ...................................................................................   

86. Total equity and liabilities (Question 81 plus Question 83 plus Question 85) ....................................................   

 
Note 
• Total assets (Question 80) must equal total equity and liabilities (Question 86) 

 

 
Part 8 - Book value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 

 
Notes 
• The value of land and buildings must be shown separately and should be estimated, if necessary (exclude own private dwelling or 

living unit thereof). 
• Purchases of land and existing buildings and used plant, machinery and vehicles, which were not imported, should be included 

in column (d). 
• The value of used plant, machinery and vehicles imported by your enterprise or on your behalf, should be included in column (c). 
• Major improvements, additions or extensions to property, plant and machinery, transport equipment and structures, which 

improve their performance and increase their capacity or prolong their expected working lives, count as fixed capital formation 
and should be included in column (c). 

• Intangible fixed assets are non-financial produced fixed assets that mainly consist of mineral exploration, computer software, 
entertainment and literary or artistic originals intended to be used for more than one year. 

• Intangible non-produced assets are assets that entitle their owners to engage in certain specific activities or to produce certain 
specific goods or services and to exclude other institutional units from doing so, except with the permission of the owner, e.g. 
patented entities or purchased goodwill. 
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87. Book value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 

Type of asset  
Book value at the 

beginning of financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 

PLUS 
Capital expenditure on the 

erection of new buildings and 
works; additions to and 
alterations of existing 

buildings and works; work in 
progress capitalised; new 

plant and machinery; used 
plant and machinery if 

imported by you or on your 
behalf (whether paid to 
outside contractors or 

concerns or done by your 
enterprise itself) 

PLUS 
Capital expenditure 
on the acquisition of 

land; existing 
buildings and works; 

used plant, 
machinery and 
vehicles; and 

transfers-in 

PLUS OR MINUS 
Sales of assets(-), 

and revaluation and 
other adjustments to 

book value 

MINUS 
Depreciation or 

amortisation during the 
year (not 

accumulative 
depreciation) 

EQUALS 
Book value at the 

end of the financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
  

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 1. Land ..................................................................                   
 2. Residential buildings..........................................                   
 3. Non-residential buildings ...................................                   
 4. Construction works, roads and parking areas ...                   
 5. Computers and other IT equipment ...................                   
 6 Motor vehicles and other transport equipment ..                   
 7. Plant, machinery and other office equipment ....                   
 8. Intangible fixed assets             
  8.1  Computer software .....................................                   
  8.2  Other ..........................................................                   
 9. Intangible non-produced assets  

(goodwill, patented entities, etc.) .......................                   
 10. Other (specify) ...................................................                   
 Total  
(Column (g) must correspond with Question 76.1 & 

76.2) ..................................................................                   
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Part 9 - Details of service rendered 
 
88. Income received as determined by the type(s) of services rendered 

88.1 Domestic passenger transport  R’000 
Interurban railway transport services of passengers  
       Inter-city passenger transportation services ..........................................................  

  
       Sleeping and lounge car income ...........................................................................  

  
       On-board food and beverages income ..................................................................  

  
       Other passenger transportation services...............................................................  

Urban and suburban railway transport services of passengers  
      Urban commuter rail services .................................................................................  

  
       Suburban passenger transportation services ........................................................  

  
       Other passenger transportation services...............................................................  

  
Total income from domestic passenger transport ..................................................  

 
88.2 Cross-border passenger transport  R’000 
  
       Cross-border passenger transport in and out of RSA ..............................................  

  
       Other international income........................................................................................  

  
Total income from cross-border passenger transport...............................................  

Total passenger transport income ...............................................................................  

 

88.3 Railway transportation of freight Domestic 
R’000 

Railway transport services of freight by refrigerator cars  

  Frozen or refrigerated goods, in specially  refrigerated cars........................................  

  
  Other bulk liquids or gases in special tank cars ...........................................................  

Railway transportation services of containerized freight by flat cars  

  Individual articles and packages ..................................................................................  

  
  Other containerised freight...........................................................................................  

Railway transport services of letters and parcels  

  Mail on behalf of national and foreign postal authorities ..............................................  

  
  Letters and parcels on behalf of others........................................................................  

Other railway transport services of freight  

   Dry bulk goods such as cereals, flours, cement, sand, etc. ........................................  

  
  Cars, trucks and truck trailers ......................................................................................  
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  Other freight .................................................................................................................   
  
Total income from freight transportation ...........................................................................  

Total domestic and cross-border income ..........................................................................  

 
 

88.4 Railway pushing or towing services R’000 
  Pushing or towing services, e.g. the movement of wagons between 
terminal yards, industrial sidings, etc. ..............................................................

 

  
Other services related to pushing and towing...................................................  

 
Total income from pushing and towing........................................................  

 
89. Total income from service rendered (Question 87.1 to Question 

87.4) 
 ( t l P t 3  Q ti  11)

 

 
Part 10: Details of sales 
 
90. Income received as determined by type (s) of goods sold 

Railway, tramway and parts (except maintenance or service vehicle) 
Sold in  

RSA 
R’000 

Rail locomotives and locomotives tenders  

 Rail locomotives powered from external source electricity ................................................  
  
 Diesel electric locomotives.................................................................................................  
  
 Other rail locomotives ........................................................................................................  
  
 Self-propelled railway coaches, vans and trucks ...............................................................  
  
 Railway or tramway track fixtures and fittings ....................................................................  

  Railway passenger coaches, not self propelled; luggage vans, post office coaches 
and other special-purpose railway or tramway coaches, not self-propelled......................  

  
 Railway or tramway goods vans and wagons, not self-propelled ......................................  
   Railway or tramway locomotives parts; railway or tramway track fixtures and fittings; 

mechanical signalling  

   Safety or traffic control equipment for railways, tramways, roads, inland waterways, 
parking facilities, port installations or airfields and parts thereof........................................  

  
Total income of sales of railway, tramway and parts ............................................................  

  
Total sales of goods (sold in RSA plus sold abroad) 
(must equal Part 3, Question 10). ............................................................................................
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Part 11 - Details of purchases 
 
91. Estimated amount of fuel and oil consumed by owned and leased vehicles. Do not include fuel consumed by owner 

operators for the financial year 
Quantity consumed 

ℓ – litres 
R’000 

(including non-refundable taxes) Type of fuel 
Consumed in 

RSA 
Consumed 

abroad 
Purchased in 

RSA 
    Coal for fuel .........................................     

    Petroleum fuel products.......................     

    Gas  ...................................................     

    Other fuels ...........................................     

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
    

    

    Total fuel used and cost....................   

    
Total fuel purchased..........................   

 
92. Purchases and transfers-in of railway locomotives and parts 

 

Railway, tramway and parts (except maintenance or service vehicle) 
Purchased  

in RSA 
R’000 

Rail locomotives and locomotives tenders  

 Rail locomotives powered from external source of electricity ............................................  

  
 Diesel electric locomotives..................................................................................................  

  
 Other rail locomotives .........................................................................................................  

  
 Self-propelled railway coaches, vans and trucks ................................................................  

  
 Railway or tramway track fixtures and fittings.....................................................................  

   Railway passenger coaches, not self propelled; luggage vans, post office coaches and 
other special-purpose railway, not self-propelled ...............................................................

 

  
 Railway goods vans and wagons, not self-propelled ..........................................................  

  
 Railway locomotives parts; railway and fittings; mechanical signalling...............................  

   Safety or traffic control equipment for railways, roads, inland waterways, parking 
facilities, port installations or airfields and parts thereof .....................................................

 

  
Total .............................................................................................................

Total purchases of railway, and parts 
(purchased in RSA plus purchased abroad) ......................................................................

Total purchases (Question 91 plus Question 92) 
       (must equal Part 5, Question 34) ..................................................................................
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93. Purchases and transfers-in of containers and packaging materials 

Containers and packaging materials used 
Purchased in  

RSA 
R’000 

Containers and packaging materials predominantly of  
 Wood (e.g. wooden crates) .....................................................................................   

   Paper and board (e.g. paper bags, cardboard boxes and paper tubes) .................   

   Metal (e.g. tins and drums) ......................................................................................   

   Plastic (e.g. crates and bags) .................................................................................   

   Glass (e.g. bottles, jars, phials and other containers) .............................................   

   Other .......................................................................................................................   

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
  

  

  Total   

Total purchases and transfers-in of containers and packaging materials 
(must equal Part 5, Question 40) ..............................................................................   

 
Part 12: Freight:  Number of metric tons carried and total gross income from the transport of freight by road, rail, 
sea and air during the financial year 

 
94. Number of metric tons carried and gross income from freight transport 

Type of commodity  
 Metric 

tons 
carried 

 Distance 
travelled 

(km) 

 Gross 
income 
R’000 

       Livestock, fresh produce and crops ........................................       

       Mining and quarrying products ...............................................       

       Manufactured food, beverages and tobacco products............       

       Textiles, clothing and leather goods .......................................        

       Coke, petroleum, rubber and plastic products ........................       

       Chemicals ...............................................................................       

       Electrical machinery and apparatus, electronic, 
communications and transport equipment..............................

      

       New furniture and miscellaneous manufactured products......       
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Used furniture, appliances and miscellaneous office 
products ..................................................................................

      

       Non-metallic products (include glass, cement and 
ceramics) ................................................................................

      

       Basic metal products (include iron and steel) .........................       

       Wood, products of wood and cork (exclude furniture) ............       

       Paper and paper products (include printed materials) ............       

 

Type of commodity  
 Metric 

tons 
carried 

 Distance 
travelled 

(km) 

 Gross 
Income 
R’000 

  Containers ..............................................................................       

  Hazardous materials...............................................................       

       Other goods (include parcels).................................................       

       Total freight transported ......................................................     

 
 

 
 
 
 

Part 13: Number of passenger conveyed by rail and distance travelled 
 
84. Domestic and International passengers and distance travelled during the financial year 
 

Number of passenger transported and distance travelled 
 Domestic 

Number 
International 

Number 
Total 

Number of passenger transported...........................................................     

 Distance travelled 

Distance travelled....................................................................................     
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Questionnaire for fax purposes 
 

TRANSPORT LARGE SAMPLE SURVEY, 2006 
ROAD PASSENGER TRANSPORT 

 
 
↓ When contacting Stats SA please quote this number  
Reference 
number: 
Attention: 

 

Legal Name:  
Trading name:  
Address:  
  
  
  

 

 

Stats SA’s 
enquiries: 

 

↑ Please correct any errors in the above address label 
 

Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) is a government department responsible for the collection, processing, analysis and 
interpretation of official statistics. 

 
Due date 
Please complete this questionnaire and fax it to Stats SA by 15 November 2006. Stats SA recommends that you retain 
a copy for you to consult in the event of a query. 

 
Person(s) whom Stats SA should contact if any queries arise regarding the completed questionnaire 
Financial manager / Director 

Name  Telephone number (             ) 
    Position or title  Fax number (             ) 
    Email address  Date  

 

Part 1 – General Information 
 
51. Location of the business or head office  

Registered/legal name ...............................................  

Trading name(s) .........................................................  

Company registration number ....................................  
Income tax number ....................................................  
VAT number ...............................................................  
Street number .............................................................  

Street name ................................................................  

Municipality or city/town ..............................................  

Postal code ................................................................  
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52. Indicate your type of ownership or type of organisation 
Individual...........................................................   Co-operative society ........................................   
Partnership .......................................................   Government enterprise ....................................   
Public company ................................................   Non-profit institution ........................................   
Private company ..............................................   Joint venture.....................................................   
Public corporation ............................................   Other (specify) .................................................   
Close corporation .............................................     

53. Period covered by this questionnaire  
Note 

• This questionnaire should be completed for the financial year of the enterprise which ends on any date between 1 
July 2005 and 30 June 2006, according to your usual reporting schedule 

Example 
• 1 October 2004 – 30 September 2005 
• 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2005 

• 1 March 2005 – 28 February 2006 
• 1 April 2005 – 31 March 2006 

 
Indicate the period covered by this questionnaire  From / /  To / /  

 
If the period covered by this questionnaire is not 12 months, please give reason 
 

 
Indicate any changes in this enterprise that have occurred since 1 July 2005, 
e.g. change of financial year, takeover, merger, new location, expansion or closure 
 

 
54. Indicate the main activity, as well as any secondary activity(ies), if any, from which the enterprise derives its income  

Note 
Describe the main and/or secondary activities as clearly as possible in the appropriate block, e.g. retail sale of new motor vehicles 
instead of retail of vehicles, radiator repair of motor vehicles instead of repairs, etc. 

 
Main activity: 
 
 
 
Secondary activities, including all ‘other’ additional activities apart from your main activity: 
 
 

 
55. Exports and imports 

If your enterprise has either purchased or provided services or goods from/to enterprises based outside 
South Africa during the financial year, please give the amount received or paid during this period R’000 
Amount received from enterprises based outside South Africa for services provided ...........................................  

Amount received from enterprises based outside South Africa for goods provided ..............................................  

Amount paid to enterprises based outside South Africa for services provided .......................................................  

Amount paid to enterprises based outside South Africa for goods provided ..........................................................  
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56. Stock options 

56.3 Does this enterprise provide stock options to some of its employees? ........................................................... Yes No 

56.4 (a)  If yes, in which year were they introduced? .............................................................................................. Year 

 R’000 
 (b)  What was the total value of stock options received by employees during this financial 
 year? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………..........  

 
57. Information Communication Technology (ICT) usage 

7.4 Does this enterprise use computers for business purposes? .......................................................................... Yes No 

7.5 Does this enterprise use the Internet for business purposes?......................................................................... Yes No 

7.6 Does this enterprise have a web page for business purposes? ...................................................................... Yes No 
 

Part 2 – Employment 
 

Definitions 
• Employees are those people employed by the business/organisation who received payment (in salaries, wages, 

commission, piece rates or payments in kind) for any part of the reference period (excluding independent contractors.) 

 
58. Number of employees who received salaries and wages for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2006 

  
 

Include 
• Directors (who received a salary, or who did not receive a salary but 

received a fee) 
• Executive, managerial, casual and any other employees who 

received payment but are not included on the main payroll 
• Employees who were absent for part or all of the reference period but 

received payment through the payroll, including those who 
commenced or terminated employment 

• Employees on paid leave or on leave without payment 
• People paid by commission only, with no salary or wage component 
• Employees who received payment through the payroll from the 

Compensation Commissioner’s Compensation Fund 
• Employees based abroad but paid from South Africa 

 Exclude 
• Subcontractors and consultants who are self-

employed  
• Any employees who were not paid during the 

reference period 
• Employees based in South Africa but paid from 

abroad 

 
Male employees ..........................................................................................................................................................  
  
Female employees ......................................................................................................................................................  
  
Total employees ..........................................................................................................................................................  

 
 

 59. Number of employees from outside contractors who are engaged in specific activities on the enterprise 
premises on a contract basis for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2005 ..................................   
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Part 3 – Income items 

 R’000 

60. Sales of goods, (report net value after discounts given) (must correspond with Part 10, Question 89) .............   
61. Income from services rendered (report net value after discounts given)  

(must correspond with Part 9, Question 88) .......................................................................................................   
62. Income from the rental and leasing of land, buildings and other structures........................................................   
63. Income from operating, leasing and hiring of plant, machinery and equipment..................................................   
64. Income from operating, leasing and hiring of motor vehicles and other transport equipment ............................   
65. Interest received .................................................................................................................................................   
66. Dividends received..............................................................................................................................................   
67. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights received....................................................   
68. Subsidies and incentives received from government..........................................................................................   
69. Net profit on foreign loans as a result of variations in foreign exchange rates or transactions...........................   
70. Profit from redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities, at a value lower than the book value, if credited 

(exclude foreign denominated loans)..................................................................................................................   
71. Profit from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets at a value higher than book value, if 

credited ...............................................................................................................................................................   
 

72. Other income .....................................................................................................................................................   
     Example: Sundry income, grants received from institutions other than government   

 Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other income’  
 Nature R’000  
    
    
  
73. Total income, excluding VAT (Question 10 to Question 22) ...............................................................................   

 
Part 4 – Inventory 

Opening values R’000 
74. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel, consumable and maintenance stores, 

e.g. spares ..........................................................................................................................................................   
75. Work in progress (partially completed) ...............................................................................................................   
76. Finished goods produced by this enterprise .......................................................................................................   
77. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale ........................................................   
78. Total opening values (Question 24 to Question 27)............................................................................................   
Closing values R’000 
79. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel, consumable and maintenance stores, 

e.g. spares ..........................................................................................................................................................   
80. Work in progress (partially completed) ...............................................................................................................   
81. Finished goods produced by this enterprise .......................................................................................................   
82. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale ........................................................   
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83. Total closing values (Question 29 to Question 32) .............................................................................................   
 
Part 5 – Expenditure items 

 R’000 
84. Purchases, excluding VAT (must correspond with Part 11, Question 92) ..........................................................   
85. Salaries and wages paid during the financial year..............................................................................................   
86. Accommodation expenditure (Exclude: Travelling expenditure) .........................................................................   
87. Advertising expenditure ......................................................................................................................................   
88. Bank charges ......................................................................................................................................................   
89. Bursaries.............................................................................................................................................................   
90. Containers and packaging materials (no breakdown).........................................................................................   
91. Depreciation provided during this financial year .................................................................................................   
92. Entertainment expenditure..................................................................................................................................   
93. Excise and customs duty (Exclude: Company tax) ............................................................................................   
94. Insurance premiums paid....................................................................................................................................   
95. Interest paid ........................................................................................................................................................   

 
96. Losses from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities at a value higher than book value, if 

debited, e.g. foreign exchange ...........................................................................................................................   
97. Losses on assets or investments sold or revalued (not related to normal trade activities) .................................   
98. Motor vehicle running expenditure, including parts and fuel  

(Exclude: Motor vehicle running expenditure if part of operating expenses) ..................................................   
99. Operating, leasing and hiring of plant, machinery, equipment and vehicles.......................................................   
100. Paper, printing and stationery  
 78.4 Paper ..........................................................................................................................   
 78.5 Printing .........................................................................................................................   
 78.6 Stationery .....................................................................................................................   
   
79. Total paper, printing and stationery (Question 50.1 to Question 50.3) ...............................................................   
80. Postal and courier services.................................................................................................................................   
81. Property tax paid.................................................................................................................................................   
82. Railage and transport-out ...................................................................................................................................   
83. Regional service council levies ...........................................................................................................................   
84. Rental of land, buildings and other structures.....................................................................................................   
85. Repairs and maintenance expenditure ...............................................................................................................   
86. Research and development ................................................................................................................................   
87. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights paid...........................................................   
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88. Security services (including IT security services) ...............................................................................................   
89. Severance, termination and redundancy payments............................................................................................   
90. Skill development levy (net value after refund) ...................................................................................................   
91. Staff training (payments to outside organisations)..............................................................................................   
92. Sub-contractors paid (including employment brokers)........................................................................................   
93. Telecommunication services  
 65.1 Internet charges ...........................................................................................................   
 65.2 Other, e.g. telephone and facsimile..............................................................................   
   
94. Total telecommunication services (Question 65.1 to Question 65.2)..................................................................   
95. Travelling expenditure.........................................................................................................................................   
96. Water and electricity services paid (excluding property tax)...............................................................................   

 
97. Other expenditure ...............................................................................................................................................   

     Example: Professional services, e.g. audit and other professional services, legal expenses and data 
processing services, staff amenities (canteens, crèches, gym), subscriptions to magazines   

    Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other expenditure’ 
 

 
 Nature R’000  
    
    
  
98. Total expenditure, excluding VAT  

(Question 34 to Question 69 excluding Question 50 and Question 65)..............................................................   
 
Part 6 – Profit or loss, company tax and dividends 
 

Note 
• Show the actual net profit (loss) before taxation per income statement of this business for the reporting 

period. 
• Report the result before taking into account previous years’ losses, if any. 

 

 R’000 
99. Net profit or loss before tax 

(Question 23 minus Question 28 plus Question 33 minus Question 70)…………………………….  
100. Company tax paid or provided for during this financial year ...............................................................................   
101. Cash dividends paid or provided for ...................................................................................................................   
102. Other dividends (capitalisation issues, scrip dividends or capitalisation shares) ................................................   

103. Total dividends paid or provided for during this financial year (Question 73 plus Question 74) .........................  
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Part 7 – Balance sheet 
 

Note 
Report the total book value of assets and liabilities as at the end of the financial year 

 

  
104. Non-current assets R’000 
 76.5 Fixed assets and intangible assets ..............................................................................................  
 76.6 Goodwill 

................................................................................................................................................  
   
 

Note 
• Fixed assets, intangible assets and goodwill must correspond with the total of column 

(g) in Question 87 

 

   
 76.7 Long-term investments.................................................................................................................  

 76.8 Other non-current assets .............................................................................................................  

105. Total non-current assets (Question 76.1 to Question 76.4) ...................................................................  

 
106. Current assets R’000 
 82.5 Debtors.....................................................................................................................................................  
 82.6 Cash and bank .........................................................................................................................................  

 82.7 Inventory (must correspond with Question 33).........................................................................................  

 82.8 Other current assets.................................................................................................................................  

83. Total current assets (Question 78.1 to Question 78.4) ......................................................................................   

84. Total assets (Question 77 plus Question 79) .....................................................................................................   

85. Owner’s equity (Include: Shareholders funds/interest) .......................................................................................   

86. Non-current liabilities  

 84.3 Long-term loans .......................................................................................................................................  

 84.4 Other non-current liabilities ......................................................................................................................  

85. Total non-current liabilities (Question 82.1 to Question 82.2) ............................................................................   

86. Current liabilities  

 94.4 Creditors...................................................................................................................................................  

 94.5 Bank overdraft ..........................................................................................................................................  

 94.6 Other current liabilities..............................................................................................................................  

95. Total current liabilities (Question 84.1 to Question 84.3) ...................................................................................   

96. Total equity and liabilities (Question 81 plus Question 83 plus Question 85) ....................................................   

 
Note 
• Total assets (Question 80) must equal total equity and liabilities (Question 86) 
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Part 8 - Book value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 
 

Notes 
• The value of land and buildings must be shown separately and should be estimated, if necessary (exclude own private dwelling or 

living unit thereof). 
• Purchases of land and existing buildings and used plant, machinery and vehicles, which were not imported, should be included 

in column (d). 
• The value of used plant, machinery and vehicles imported by your enterprise or on your behalf, should be included in column (c). 
• Major improvements, additions or extensions to property, plant and machinery, transport equipment and structures, which 

improve their performance and increase their capacity or prolong their expected working lives, count as fixed capital formation 
and should be included in column (c). 

• Intangible fixed assets are non-financial produced fixed assets that mainly consist of mineral exploration, computer software, 
entertainment and literary or artistic originals intended to be used for more than one year. 

• Intangible non-produced assets are assets that entitle their owners to engage in certain specific activities or to produce certain 
specific goods or services and to exclude other institutional units from doing so, except with the permission of the owner, e.g. 
patented entities or purchased goodwill. 
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97. Book value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 

Type of asset  
Book value at the 

beginning of financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 

PLUS 
Capital expenditure on the 

erection of new buildings and 
works; additions to and 
alterations of existing 

buildings and works; work in 
progress capitalised; new 

plant and machinery; used 
plant and machinery if 

imported by you or on your 
behalf (whether paid to 
outside contractors or 

concerns or done by your 
enterprise itself) 

PLUS 
Capital expenditure 
on the acquisition of 

land; existing 
buildings and works; 

used plant, 
machinery and 
vehicles; and 

transfers-in 

PLUS OR MINUS 
Sales of assets(-), 

and revaluation and 
other adjustments to 

book value 

MINUS 
Depreciation or 

amortisation during the 
year (not 

accumulative 
depreciation) 

EQUALS 
Book value at the 

end of the financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
  

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 
             

 1. Land ..................................................................                   
 2. Residential buildings..........................................                   
 3. Non-residential buildings ...................................                   
 4. Construction works, roads and parking areas ...                   
 5. Computers and other IT equipment ...................                   
 6 Motor vehicles and other transport equipment ..                   
 7. Plant, machinery and other office equipment ....                   
 8. Intangible fixed assets             
  8.1  Computer software .....................................                   
  8.2  Other ..........................................................                   
 9. Intangible non-produced assets  

(goodwill, patented entities, etc.) .......................                   
 10. Other (specify) ...................................................                   
 Total  
(Column (g) must correspond with Question 76.1 & 

76.2) ..................................................................                   
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Part 9 - Details of service rendered 
 
98. Income received as determined by the type (s) of services rendered 

Scheduled passenger land transport  R’000 
Urban and suburban bus and coach passenger lines  

 Mixed mode, including combination of bus, subway, trolley, tramway, etc. ........................  

  

 Commuter bus services........................................................................................................  

  

 Special-purpose transport services (e.g. colleges or enterprises)........................................  

  

 Rural bus service..................................................................................................................  

  

 Scheduled urban and suburban shuttle services (e.g. airport shuttles)................................  

  

 Scheduled local sightseeing services...................................................................................  

 School bus service  

  Home to school bus service, both public and private schools .........................................  

  

  School bus charter services..............................................................................................  

Interurban bus and coach passenger lines  

 Bus and coach lines services ...............................................................................................  

  

 Shuttle services ...................................................................................................................  

Other scheduled passenger land transport  

 Cross-border passenger transport services .........................................................................  

  

 Cable-operated passenger transport (e.g. services by funiculars, teleferics).......................  

  

 Sightseeing bus services, including city tours .....................................................................  

  

Total scheduled passenger transport ....................................................................................  

 Non-scheduled passenger land transport  R’000 
  

Taxi service.................................................................................................................................  

Charter bus service  

 Local ....................................................................................................................................  

  

 Interstate/interurban .............................................................................................................  

Scenic and sightseeing bus excursions  

 Sightseeing bus ...................................................................................................................  
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 Horse drawn cab or carriage ................................................................................................  

  

 Aerial tramway (scenic or sightseeing and cable fit) ............................................................  

  

Shuttle services (e.g. airport parking,- terminal, hotel, etc.) .......................................................  

  

Special needs transportation (including Para transit, senior citizens, handicapped ...................  

  

Ambulance or rescue service (except by air)..............................................................................  
 

Non-scheduled passenger land transport  R’000 
  
International passenger transportation (include trans border) ...........  

  Other passenger bus services (e.g. casino services, special 
services for holidays and other events, etc.) ....................................

 

  
Total non-scheduled passenger land transport............................  

Total income from services rendered (scheduled and non-
scheduled) (must equal Part 3, Question 11) ................................

 

 
Part 10: Details of sales of goods 
 
99. Income received as determined by the sales of goods 

Goods sold  R’000 
  
Food and beverages..........................................................................  

  
Sales of other goods..........................................................................  

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 

  

  

  
Total sales (must equal Part 3, Question 10) ................................  
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Part 11: Details of purchases  

 
100. Estimated amount of fuel and oil consumed by owned and leased vehicles. Do not include fuel consumed by owner 

operators for the financial year 
Quantity consumed 

ℓ – litres 
R’000 

(including non-refundable taxes) Type of fuel 
Consumed in 

RSA 
Consumed 

abroad 
Purchased in 

RSA 
    Diesel     

    Petrol     

    Lubricating oil.......................................     

    Other fuels and oil................................     

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
    

    

    Total fuel used and cost....................   

Total fuel purchased..........................   
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101. Purchased and transfers-in of vehicles 

Type of vehicles  Purchased in RSA 
R’000 

New vehicles  
 Cars  

including SUVs, campers and minibuses (8–10 seater) .................................................  
 

 Light commercial vehicle (LCV)  

   minibuses (12–19 seater) .........................................................................................  

  
   Vans including pickups and panel vans....................................................................  

  
   Other light commercial vehicles................................................................................  

 Heavy commercial vehicle (HCV)  

   Minibuses (19–35) ...................................................................................................  

  
   Large buses (more than 35 seats)............................................................................   

 Other vehicles  

   Trailers......................................................................................................................  

  
   Other ........................................................................................................................  

Used vehicles  
 Cars  

including SUVs, campers and minibuses (8–10 seater) .................................................  
 

 Light commercial vehicle (LCV)  

   Minibuses (12–19 seater) .........................................................................................  

  
   Vans including pickups and panel vans....................................................................  

  
   Other light commercial vehicles................................................................................  

 Heavy commercial vehicle (HCV)  

   Minibuses (19–35) ...................................................................................................  

  
   Large buses (more than 35 seats)............................................................................   

 Other vehicles  

   Trailers......................................................................................................................  

  
   Other ........................................................................................................................  

  
Total purchases of new and used vehicles ....................................................................   

Total purchases of vehicles.............................................................................................   

102. Total purchases (Question 90 plus Question 91) 
(must equal Part 5, Question 34) ................................................................................
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Part 12: Total number of passengers conveyed and distance travelled  
 
103. Number of passengers carried during the financial year 

Service provided  
Total number 
of passenger 

carried 
 

Distance  
travelled 

KM 
   
Urban and suburban bus and coach lines .....................................................   

   
School bus service.........................................................................................   

   
Interurban bus and coach lines......................................................................   

   
Taxi services..................................................................................................   

   
Charter bus services......................................................................................   

   
Scenic and sightseeing bus excursions.........................................................   

   
Shuttle services .............................................................................................   

   
Cross-border transport services ....................................................................   

   
Other..............................................................................................................   

Specify the nature of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
   
   
   
Total number of passenger conveyed and distance travelled ................   

 
Part 13: Number of road vehicles in use during the financial year  

 
104. Number of vehicles in your fleet and distance driven 

Types of vehicles 
Number of 
vehicles in 
your fleet 

Average 
age of 

vehicles 

Total 
number of 
kilometres 

driven 
    
Vans ..............................................................................................    

    
Minibuses (12–19 seats).................................................................    

    
Minibuses (19–35 seats).................................................................    

    
Large buses (35 seats or more)......................................................    

    
Taxicabs .........................................................................................    

    
Limousines......................................................................................    
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Other      

Specify the nature of the two largest items included in 
O    

    

    
Total      

 
105. Number of road vehicles in use during the financial year 

Number 
Types of vehicles 

Owned Rented Leased 

    
Vans ..............................................................................................    

    
Minibuses (12–19 seats).................................................................    

    
Minibuses (19–35 seats).................................................................    

    
Large buses (35 seats or more)......................................................    

    
Taxicabs .........................................................................................    

    
Limousines......................................................................................    

    
Other      

Specify the nature of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
    

    

    
Total      
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Questionnaire for fax purposes 
TRANSPORT LARGE SAMPLE SURVEY, 2006 

WATER TRANSPORT 
 
 
↓ When contacting Stats SA please quote this number  
Reference 
number: 
Attention: 

 

Legal Name:  
Trading name:  
Address:  
  
  
  

 

 

Stats SA’s 
enquiries: 

 

↑ PLEASE CORRECT ANY ERRORS IN THE ABOVE ADDRESS LABEL 
 

Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) is a government department responsible for the collection, processing, analysis and 
interpretation of official statistics. 

 
Due date 
Please complete this questionnaire and fax it to Stats SA by 30 November 2006. Stats SA recommends that you retain 
a copy for you to consult in the event of a query. 

 
Person(s) whom Stats SA should contact if any queries arise regarding the completed questionnaire 
Financial manager / Director 

Name  Telephone number (             ) 
    Position or title  Fax number (             ) 
    Email address  Date  

 

Part 1 – General Information 
 
101. Location of the business or head office  

Registered/legal name ...............................................  

Trading name(s) .........................................................  

Company registration number ....................................  
Income tax number ....................................................  
VAT number ...............................................................  
Street number .............................................................  

Street name ................................................................  

Municipality or city/town ..............................................  

Postal code ................................................................  
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102. Indicate your type of ownership or type of organisation 

Individual...........................................................   Co-operative society ........................................   
Partnership .......................................................   Government enterprise ....................................   
Public company ................................................   Non-profit institution ........................................   
Private company ..............................................   Joint venture.....................................................   
Public corporation ............................................   Other (specify) .................................................   
Close corporation .............................................     

103. Period covered by this questionnaire  
Note 

• This questionnaire should be completed for the financial year of the enterprise which ends on any date between 1 
July 2005 and 30 June 2006, according to your usual reporting schedule 

Example 
• 1 October 2004 – 30 September 2005 
• 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2005 

• 1 March 2005 – 28 February 2006 
• 1 April 2005 – 31 March 2006 

 
Indicate the period covered by this questionnaire  From / /  To / /  

 
If the period covered by this questionnaire is not 12 months, please give reason 
 

 
Indicate any changes in this enterprise that have occurred since 1 July 2005, 
e.g. change of financial year, takeover, merger, new location, expansion or closure 
 

 
104. Indicate the main activity, as well as any secondary activity(ies), if any, from which the enterprise derives its income  

Note 
Describe the main and/or secondary activities as clearly as possible in the appropriate block, e.g. retail sale of new motor vehicles 
instead of retail of vehicles, radiator repair of motor vehicles instead of repairs, etc. 

 
Main activity: 
 
 
 
Secondary activities, including all ‘other’ additional activities apart from your main activity: 
 
 

 
105. Exports and imports 

If your enterprise has either purchased or provided services or goods from/to enterprises based outside 
South Africa during the financial year, please give the amount received or paid during this period 

R’000 
Amount received from enterprises based outside South Africa for services provided ...........................................  

Amount received from enterprises based outside South Africa for goods provided ..............................................  

Amount paid to enterprises based outside South Africa for services provided .......................................................  

Amount paid to enterprises based outside South Africa for goods provided ..........................................................  
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106. Stock options 

106.5 Does this enterprise provide stock options to some of its employees? ........................................... Yes No 

106.6 (a)  If yes, in which year were they introduced? .............................................................................. Year 

 R’000 
 (b)  What was the total value of stock options received by employees during this financial 

year?  
 
107. Information Communication Technology (ICT) usage 

7.7 Does this enterprise use computers for business purposes? .......................................................................... Yes No 

7.8 Does this enterprise use the Internet for business purposes?......................................................................... Yes No 

7.9 Does this enterprise have a web page for business purposes? ...................................................................... Yes No 
 

Part 2 – Employment 
 

Definitions 
• Employees are those people employed by the business/organisation who received payment (in salaries, wages, 

commission, piece rates or payments in kind) for any part of the reference period (excluding independent contractors.) 

 
108. Number of employees who received salaries and wages for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2006 

  
 

Include 
• Directors (who received a salary, or who did not receive a salary but 

received a fee) 
• Executive, managerial, casual and any other employees who 

received payment but are not included on the main payroll 
• Employees who were absent for part or all of the reference period but 

received payment through the payroll, including those who 
commenced or terminated employment 

• Employees on paid leave or on leave without payment 
• People paid by commission only, with no salary or wage component 
• Employees who received payment through the payroll from the 

Compensation Commissioner’s Compensation Fund 
• Employees based abroad but paid from South Africa 

 Exclude 
• Subcontractors and consultants who are self-

employed  
• Any employees who were not paid during the 

reference period 
• Employees based in South Africa but paid from 

abroad 

 
Male employees ..........................................................................................................................................................  
  
Female employees ......................................................................................................................................................  
  
Total employees ..........................................................................................................................................................  

 
 

 109. Number of employees from outside contractors who are engaged in specific activities on the enterprise 
premises on a contract basis for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2005 ..................................   
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Part 3 – Income items 

 R’000 
110. Sales of goods, (report net value after discounts given)   
111. Income from services rendered (report net value after discounts given) (must correspond with Part 9, 

Question 88) .......................................................................................................................................................   
112. Income from the rental and leasing of land, buildings and other structures........................................................   
113. Income from operating, leasing and hiring of plant, machinery and equipment..................................................   
114. Income from operating, leasing and hiring of motor vehicles and other transport equipment ............................   
115. Interest received .................................................................................................................................................   
116. Dividends received..............................................................................................................................................   
117. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights received....................................................   
118. Subsidies and incentives received from government..........................................................................................   
119. Net profit on foreign loans as a result of variations in foreign exchange rates or transactions...........................   
120. Profit from redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities, at a value lower than the book value, if credited 

(exclude foreign denominated loans)..................................................................................................................   
121. Profit from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets at a value higher than book value, if 

credited ...............................................................................................................................................................   
 

122. Other income .....................................................................................................................................................   
     Example: Sundry income, grants received from institutions other than government   

 Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other income’  
 Nature R’000  
    
    
  
123. Total income, excluding VAT (Question 10 to Question 22) ...............................................................................   

 
Part 4 – Inventory 

Opening values R’000 
124. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel, consumable and maintenance stores, 

e.g. spares ..........................................................................................................................................................   
125. Work in progress (partially completed) ...............................................................................................................   
126. Finished goods produced by this enterprise .......................................................................................................   
127. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale ........................................................   
128. Total opening values (Question 24 to Question 27)............................................................................................   
Closing values R’000 
129. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel, consumable and maintenance stores, 

e.g. spares ..........................................................................................................................................................   
130. Work in progress (partially completed) ...............................................................................................................   
131. Finished goods produced by this enterprise .......................................................................................................   
132. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale ........................................................   
133. Total closing values (Question 29 to Question 32) .............................................................................................   
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Part 5 – Expenditure items 

 R’000 
134. Purchases, excluding VAT (must correspond with Part 10, Question 91) ..........................................................   
135. Salaries and wages paid during the financial year..............................................................................................   
136. Accommodation expenditure (Exclude: Travelling expenditure) .........................................................................   
137. Advertising expenditure ......................................................................................................................................   
138. Bank charges ......................................................................................................................................................   
139. Bursaries.............................................................................................................................................................   
140. Containers and packaging materials (correspond to Part 10, Q92)....................................................................   
141. Depreciation provided during this financial year .................................................................................................   
142. Entertainment expenditure..................................................................................................................................   
143. Excise and customs duty (Exclude: Company tax) ............................................................................................   
144. Insurance premiums paid....................................................................................................................................   
145. Interest paid ........................................................................................................................................................   

 

146. Losses from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities at a value higher than book value, if 
debited, e.g. foreign exchange ...........................................................................................................................   

147. Losses on assets or investments sold or revalued (not related to normal trade activities) .................................   
148. Motor vehicle running expenditure, including parts and fuel  

(Exclude: Motor vehicle running expenditure if part of operating expenses) ..................................................   
149. Operating, leasing and hiring of plant, machinery, equipment and vehicles.......................................................   
150. Paper, printing and stationery  
 106.7 Paper ..........................................................................................................................   
 106.8 Printing .........................................................................................................................   
 106.9 Stationery .....................................................................................................................   
   
107. Total paper, printing and stationery (Question 50.1 to Question 50.3) ...............................................................   
108. Postal and courier services.................................................................................................................................   
109. Property tax paid.................................................................................................................................................   
110. Railage and transport-out ...................................................................................................................................   
111. Regional service council levies ...........................................................................................................................   
112. Rental of land, buildings and other structures.....................................................................................................   
113. Repairs and maintenance expenditure ...............................................................................................................   
114. Research and development ................................................................................................................................   
115. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights paid...........................................................   
116. Security services (including IT security services) ...............................................................................................   
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117. Severance, termination and redundancy payments............................................................................................   
118. Skill development levy (net value after refund) ...................................................................................................   
119. Staff training (payments to outside organisations)..............................................................................................   
120. Sub-contractors paid (including employment brokers)........................................................................................   
121. Telecommunication services  
 65.1 Internet charges ...........................................................................................................   
 65.2 Other, e.g. telephone and facsimile..............................................................................   
   
122. Total telecommunication services (Question 65.1 to Question 65.2)..................................................................   
123. Travelling expenditure.........................................................................................................................................   
124. Water and electricity services paid (excluding property tax)...............................................................................   

 
125. Other expenditure ...............................................................................................................................................   

     Example: Professional services, e.g. audit and other professional services, legal expenses and data 
processing services, staff amenities (canteens, crèches, gym), subscriptions to magazines   

    Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other expenditure 
 

 
 Nature R’000  
    
    
  126. Total expenditure, excluding VAT  

(Question 34 to Question 69 excluding Question 50 and Question 65)..............................................................   
 
Part 6 – Profit or loss, company tax and dividends 
 

Note 
• Show the actual net profit (loss) before taxation per income statement of this business for the reporting 

period. 
• Report the result before taking into account previous years’ losses, if any. 

 

 R’000 
127. Net profit or loss before tax 

(Question 23 minus Question 28 plus Question 33 minus Question 70)…………………………….  
128. Company tax paid or provided for during this financial year ...............................................................................   
129. Cash dividends paid or provided for ...................................................................................................................   
130. Other dividends (capitalisation issues, scrip dividends or capitalisation shares) ................................................   

131. Total dividends paid or provided for during this financial year (Question 73 plus Question 74) .........................  
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Part 7 – Balance sheet 
 

Note 
Report the total book value of assets and liabilities as at the end of the financial year 

 

  
132. Non-current assets R’000 
 76.9 Fixed assets and intangible assets.............................................................................................  
 76.10 Goodwill ……………........ ...........................................................................................................  
   
 

Note 
• Fixed assets, intangible assets and goodwill must correspond with the total of column 

(g) in Question 87 

 

   
 76.11 Long-term investments ...............................................................................................................  

 76.12 Other non-current assets ............................................................................................................  

133. Total non-current assets (Question 76.1 to Question 76.4) ...................................................................  

 
134. Current assets R’000 
 86.9 Debtors.....................................................................................................................................................  
 86.10 Cash and bank .........................................................................................................................................  

 86.11 Inventory (must correspond with Question 33).........................................................................................  

 86.12 Other current assets.................................................................................................................................  

87. Total current assets (Question 78.1 to Question 78.4) ......................................................................................   

88. Total assets (Question 77 plus Question 79) .....................................................................................................   

89. Owner’s equity (Include: Shareholders funds/interest) .......................................................................................   

90. Non-current liabilities  

 86.5 Long-term loans .......................................................................................................................................  

 86.6 Other non-current liabilities ......................................................................................................................  

87. Total non-current liabilities (Question 82.1 to Question 82.2) ............................................................................   

88. Current liabilities  

 105.7 Creditors...................................................................................................................................................  

 105.8 Bank overdraft ..........................................................................................................................................  

 105.9 Other current liabilities..............................................................................................................................  

106. Total current liabilities (Question 84.1 to Question 84.3) ...................................................................................   

107. Total equity and liabilities (Question 81 plus Question 83 plus Question 85) ....................................................   

 
Note 
• Total assets (Question 80) must equal total equity and liabilities (Question 86) 
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Part 8 - Book value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 
 

Notes 
• The value of land and buildings must be shown separately and should be estimated, if necessary (exclude own private dwelling or 

living unit thereof). 
• Purchases of land and existing buildings and used plant, machinery and vehicles, which were not imported, should be included 

in column (d). 
• The value of used plant, machinery and vehicles imported by your enterprise or on your behalf, should be included in column (c). 
• Major improvements, additions or extensions to property, plant and machinery, transport equipment and structures, which 

improve their performance and increase their capacity or prolong their expected working lives, count as fixed capital formation 
and should be included in column (c). 

• Intangible fixed assets are non-financial produced fixed assets that mainly consist of mineral exploration, computer software, 
entertainment and literary or artistic originals intended to be used for more than one year. 

• Intangible non-produced assets are assets that entitle their owners to engage in certain specific activities or to produce certain 
specific goods or services and to exclude other institutional units from doing so, except with the permission of the owner, e.g. 
patented entities or purchased goodwill. 
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108. Book value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 

Type of asset  
Book value at the 

beginning of financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 

PLUS 
Capital expenditure on the 

erection of new buildings and 
works; additions to and 
alterations of existing 

buildings and works; work in 
progress capitalised; new 

plant and machinery; used 
plant and machinery if 

imported by you or on your 
behalf (whether paid to 
outside contractors or 

concerns or done by your 
enterprise itself) 

PLUS 
Capital expenditure 
on the acquisition of 

land; existing 
buildings and works; 

used plant, 
machinery and 
vehicles; and 

transfers-in 

PLUS OR MINUS 
Sales of assets(-), 

and revaluation and 
other adjustments to 

book value 

MINUS 
Depreciation or 

amortisation during the 
year (not 

accumulative 
depreciation) 

EQUALS 
Book value at the 

end of the financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
  

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 
             

 1. Land ..................................................................                   
 2. Residential buildings..........................................                   
 3. Non-residential buildings ...................................                   
 4. Construction works, roads and parking areas ...                   
 5. Computers and other IT equipment ...................                   
 6 Motor vehicles and other transport equipment ..                   
 7. Plant, machinery and other office equipment ....                   
 8. Intangible fixed assets             
  8.1  Computer software .....................................                   
  8.2  Other ..........................................................                   
 9. Intangible non-produced assets  

(goodwill, patented entities, etc.) .......................                   
 10. Other (specify) ...................................................                   
 Total  
(Column (g) must correspond with Question 76.1 & 

76.2) ..................................................................                   
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Part 9 - Details of service rendered 
 
109. Income received as determined by type (s) of services rendered 

 
Income by 

type of 
traffic 

Sea and coastal water transportation (Scheduled or non-scheduled)  Coastal 
R’000  Oversees 

R’000 
Transport of passengers   
 Passenger transportation (exclude sightseeing and sea cruises)..................   
   
 Ferry services (including passengers and passenger vehicles).....................   
   
 Sightseeing passenger income......................................................................   
    Sea cruises (transportation, accommodation, provision of food and 

incidental services not separately charged for)..............................................   

   
 Chartering ......................................................................................................   
Transport of freight   
 Frozen or refrigerated goods..........................................................................   
   
 Crude oil in special tankers ............................................................................   
    Other bulk liquids or gases such as natural gas, methane and refined 

petroleum products ........................................................................................   

   
 Letters and parcels.........................................................................................   
   
 Dry bulk goods such as cereals, flour, cement, sand, coal, etc. ....................   
   
 Freight not elsewhere classified.....................................................................   
   
 Towing or pushing of commodities.................................................................   
   
Total passenger transport ...................................................................................   

Total sea and coastal transport...........................................................................   

Inland water transport R’000 

 Passenger transportation on rivers and canals by ferries ..............................  
  
 Passenger transportation on other inland waters by ferries...........................  
   Passenger transportation on rivers, canals and other inland waters, 

except by ferries.............................................................................................  

  
 Excursion and sightseeing boat services .......................................................  
  
Total inland water transport.................................................................................  
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Other water transportation income R’000 

 Tugboat services............................................................................................  
  
 Operation of a port or water front terminal .....................................................  
  
 Marine cargo handling, including stevedoring................................................  
  
 Piloting vessels ..............................................................................................  
  
 Marine salvaging, marine wrecking and dismantling of ships ........................  
  
 Other water transportation related services ...................................................  
  
 Pleasure boat dockage, launches fees and storage .....................................  
  
 Rental and leasing of vessels with/without operator and/or crew ..................  
  
Total other water transport ..................................................................................  

Total income from services rendered (must equal Part 3, Question 11) .........  

 
Part 10: Details of purchases  
 
110. Estimated amount of fuel and oil consumed by owned and leased vehicles. Do not include fuel consumed by owner 

operators for the financial year 
 

Quantity consumed 
ℓ – litres 

R’000 
(including non-refundable taxes) Type of fuel 

Consumed in 
RSA 

Consumed 
abroad 

Purchased in 
RSA 

Purchased 
abroad 

     Diesel      

     Gas  ...................................................      

     Gasoline...............................................      

     Lubricating oil.......................................      

     Other fuels and oil................................      

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
     

     

     Total fuel used and cost....................   

Total fuel purchased..........................   
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111. Purchases and transfers-in of ships, boats and other goods 

Ships, boats and other goods 
Purchased in  

RSA 
R’000 

Purchased  
abroad 
R’000 

New ships and boats   

 New ships....................................................................................................   

 New boats ...................................................................................................   

Used ships and boats   

 Used ships ..................................................................................................   

 Used boats ..................................................................................................   

Materials, components and consumables ...........................................................   

Food and beverages............................................................................................   

Purchases of other goods....................................................................................   

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
  

   
   
Total purchases of ships, boats, parts and supplies .....................................

112. Total purchases of ships, boats, parts and supplies 
(Question 89 plus Question 90) (must equal Part 5, Question 34) .......

 
113. Purchases and transfers-in of containers and packaging material 

Containers and packaging materials used 
Purchased in  

RSA 
R’000 

Purchased  
abroad 
R’000 

Containers and packaging materials predominantly of   

 Wood (e.g. wooden crates) ..................................................................................   

   
 Paper and board (e.g. paper bags, cardboard boxes and paper tubes) ..............   

   
 Metal (e.g. tins and drums) ...................................................................................   

   
 Plastic (e.g. crates and bags) ...............................................................................   

   
 Glass (e.g. bottles, jars, phials and other containers) ..........................................   

   
 Other ....................................................................................................................   

 
Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
   

   
   
Total .............................................................................................................................

Total purchases and transfers-in of containers and packaging materials 
(must equal Part 5, Question 40) ................................................................................   
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Part 11: Freight:  Number of metric tons carried and total gross income from the transport of freight by road 
during the financial year 
 
114. Total number of metric tons and distance travelled and gross income of freight transported 

Type of commodity  

 Metric 
tons 

carried 

 Distanc
e 

travelle
d 

(km) 

 Gross 
Income 
R’000 

       
Livestock, fresh produce and crops ..................................................       
       
Mining and quarrying products .........................................................       
       
Manufactured food, beverages and tobacco products......................       
       
Textiles, clothing and leather goods .................................................        
       
Coke, petroleum, rubber and plastic products ..................................       
       
Chemicals .........................................................................................       
       Electrical machinery and apparatus, electronic, communications 
and transport equipment...................................................................       

       
New furniture and miscellaneous manufactured products................       
       
Used furniture, appliances and miscellaneous office products.........       
       
Non-metallic products (include glass, cement and ceramics)...........       
       
Basic metal products (include iron and steel) ...................................       
       
Wood, products of wood and cork (exclude furniture) ......................       
       
Paper and paper products (include printed materials) ......................       
  
Containers ........................................................................................       
  
Hazardous materials.........................................................................       
       
Other goods (include parcels)...........................................................       
       
Total freight transported ................................................................       
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Part 12: Number of ships and boats in use during the financial year  
 
115. Number of ships and boats in use during the financial year 

 Number Ships and boats  Owned  Rented  Leased 
Freight ships       
 Ultra large crude carriers  

(ULCC 300 – 550 000 tons dwt)...............................................       

        Very large crude carriers  
(200 000 – 299 999 tons dwt) ..................................................       

        AFRAMAX  
(Tanker of maximum 79 999 tons dwt).....................................       

        CAPESIZE 
(ranges between 80 000 and 175 000 dwt)..............................       

        PANAMAX  
(average weight of 65 000 tons)...............................................       

        HANDYMAX  
(less than 50 000 dwt)..............................................................       

       
Passenger ships .............................................................................       
       
Boats ................................................................................................       
       
Total number of ships and boats ..................................................       

 
Part 13: Total number of passengers conveyed and distance travelled  
 
116. Total number of passengers conveyed and distance travelled during the financial year 

Number of passenger transported and distance travelled 
 Coastal  

(incl. inland) 
number 

Overseas 
R’000 

Number of passenger transported ...........................................................   

 Distance travelled (kilometres) 

Distance travelled ....................................................................................   

Total passenger kilometre ...................................................................   

 
117. Distance travelled by loaded, partially loaded and empty ships and/or boats 

Loaded, empty and/or partially ships and boats  Distance  
travelled 

 
Loaded or partially loaded ships and/or boats ..........................................................................................   
 
Empty ships and/or boats .........................................................................................................................   
 
Total distance travelled ..........................................................................................................................   
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Questionnaire for fax purposes 
TRANSPORT LARGE SAMPLE SURVEY, 2006 

AIR TRANSPORT  
 
 
↓ When contacting Stats SA please quote this number  
Reference 
number: 
ATTENTION: 

 

Legal Name:  
Trading name:  
Address:  
  
  
  

 

 
Stats SA’s 
enquiries: 

 

↑ Please correct any errors in the above address label 
 

Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) is a government department responsible for the collection, processing, analysis and 
interpretation of official statistics. 

 
Due date 
Please complete this questionnaire and fax it to Stats SA by 15 November 2006. Stats SA recommends that you retain 
a copy for you to consult in the event of a query. 

 
Person(s) whom Stats SA should contact if any queries arise regarding the completed questionnaire 
Financial manager / Director 

Name  Telephone number (             ) 
    Position or title  Fax number (             ) 
    Email address  Date  

 

Part 1 – General Information 
 
151. Location of the business or head office  

Registered/legal name ...............................................  

Trading name(s) .........................................................  

Company registration number ....................................  
Income tax number ....................................................  
VAT number ...............................................................  
Street number .............................................................  

Street name ................................................................  

Municipality or city/town ..............................................  

Postal code ................................................................  
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152. Indicate your type of ownership or type of organisation 

Individual...........................................................   Co-operative society ........................................   
Partnership .......................................................   Government enterprise ....................................   
Public company ................................................   Non-profit institution ........................................   
Private company ..............................................   Joint venture.....................................................   
Public corporation ............................................   Other (specify) .................................................   
Close corporation .............................................     

153. Period covered by this questionnaire  
Note 

• This questionnaire should be completed for the financial year of the enterprise which ends on any date between 1 
July 2005 and 30 June 2006, according to your usual reporting schedule 

Example 
• 1 October 2004 – 30 September 2005 
• 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2005 

• 1 March 2005 – 28 February 2006 
• 1 April 2005 – 31 March 2006 

 
Indicate the period covered by this questionnaire  From / /  To / /  

 
If the period covered by this questionnaire is not 12 months, please give reason 
 

 
Indicate any changes in this enterprise that have occurred since 1 July 2005, 
e.g. change of financial year, takeover, merger, new location, expansion or closure 
 

 
154. Indicate the main activity, as well as any secondary activity(ies), if any, from which the enterprise derives its income  

Note 
Describe the main and/or secondary activities as clearly as possible in the appropriate block, e.g. retail sale of new motor vehicles 
instead of retail of vehicles, radiator repair of motor vehicles instead of repairs, etc. 

 
Main activity: 
 
 
 
Secondary activities, including all ‘other’ additional activities apart from your main activity: 
 
 

 
155. Exports and imports 

If your enterprise has either purchased or provided services or goods from/to enterprises based outside 
South Africa during the financial year, please give the amount received or paid during this period R’000 
Amount received from enterprises based outside South Africa for services provided ...........................................  

Amount received from enterprises based outside South Africa for goods provided ..............................................  

Amount paid to enterprises based outside South Africa for services provided .......................................................  

Amount paid to enterprises based outside South Africa for goods provided ..........................................................  
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156. Stock options 

156.7 Does this enterprise provide stock options to some of its employees? ........................................... Yes No 

156.8 (a)  If yes, in which year were they introduced? .............................................................................. Year 

 R’000 
 (b)  What was the total value of stock options received by employees during this financial 
 year?  

 
157. Information Communication Technology (ICT) usage 

7.10 Does this enterprise use computers for business purposes? .......................................................................... Yes No 

7.11 Does this enterprise use the Internet for business purposes?......................................................................... Yes No 

7.12 Does this enterprise have a web page for business purposes? ...................................................................... Yes No 
 

Part 2 – Employment 
 

Definitions 
• Employees are those people employed by the business/organisation who received payment (in salaries, wages, 

commission, piece rates or payments in kind) for any part of the reference period (excluding independent contractors.) 

 
158. Number of employees who received salaries and wages for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2006 

  
 

Include 
• Directors (who received a salary, or who did not receive a salary but 

received a fee) 
• Executive, managerial, casual and any other employees who 

received payment but are not included on the main payroll 
• Employees who were absent for part or all of the reference period but 

received payment through the payroll, including those who 
commenced or terminated employment 

• Employees on paid leave or on leave without payment 
• People paid by commission only, with no salary or wage component 
• Employees who received payment through the payroll from the 

Compensation Commissioner’s Compensation Fund 
• Employees based abroad but paid from South Africa 

 Exclude 
• Subcontractors and consultants who are self-

employed  
• Any employees who were not paid during the 

reference period 
• Employees based in South Africa but paid from 

abroad 

 
Male employees ..........................................................................................................................................................  
  
Female employees ......................................................................................................................................................  
  
Total employees ..........................................................................................................................................................  

 
 

 159. Number of employees from outside contractors who are engaged in specific activities on the enterprise 
premises on a contract basis for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2005 ..................................   
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Part 3 – Income items 

 R’000 

160. Sales of goods, (report net value after discounts given) (must correspond with Part 10, Question 89) .............   
161. Income from services rendered (report net value after discounts given) (must correspond with Part 9, 

Question 88) .......................................................................................................................................................   
162. Income from the rental and leasing of land, buildings and other structures........................................................   
163. Income from operating, leasing and hiring of plant, machinery and equipment..................................................   
164. Income from operating, leasing and hiring of motor vehicles and other transport equipment ............................   
165. Interest received .................................................................................................................................................   
166. Dividends received..............................................................................................................................................   
167. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights received....................................................   
168. Subsidies and incentives received from government..........................................................................................   
169. Net profit on foreign loans as a result of variations in foreign exchange rates or transactions...........................   
170. Profit from redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities, at a value lower than the book value, if credited 

(exclude foreign denominated loans)..................................................................................................................   
171. Profit from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets at a value higher than book value, if 

credited ...............................................................................................................................................................   
 

172. Other income .....................................................................................................................................................   
     Example: Sundry income, grants received from institutions other than government   

 Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other income’  
 Nature R’000  
    
    
  
173. Total income, excluding VAT (Question 10 to Question 22) ...............................................................................   

 
Part 4 – Inventory 

Opening values R’000 
174. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel, consumable and maintenance stores, 

e.g. spares ..........................................................................................................................................................   
175. Work in progress (partially completed) ...............................................................................................................   
176. Finished goods produced by this enterprise .......................................................................................................   
177. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale ........................................................   
178. Total opening values (Question 24 to Question 27)............................................................................................   
Closing values R’000 
179. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel, consumable and maintenance stores, 

e.g. spares ..........................................................................................................................................................   
180. Work in progress (partially completed) ...............................................................................................................   
181. Finished goods produced by this enterprise .......................................................................................................   
182. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale ........................................................   
183. Total closing values (Question 29 to Question 32) .............................................................................................   
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Part 5 – Expenditure items 

 R’000 
184. Purchases, excluding VAT (must correspond with Part 11, Question 92) ..........................................................   
185. Salaries and wages paid during the financial year..............................................................................................   
186. Accommodation expenditure (Exclude: Travelling expenditure) .........................................................................   
187. Advertising expenditure ......................................................................................................................................   
188. Bank charges ......................................................................................................................................................   
189. Bursaries.............................................................................................................................................................   
190. Containers and packaging materials (correspond with Part 11 Question 93) .....................................................   
191. Depreciation provided during this financial year .................................................................................................   
192. Entertainment expenditure..................................................................................................................................   
193. Excise and customs duty (Exclude: Company tax) ............................................................................................   
194. Insurance premiums paid....................................................................................................................................   
195. Interest paid ........................................................................................................................................................   

 
196. Losses from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities at a value higher than book value, if 

debited, e.g. foreign exchange ...........................................................................................................................   
197. Losses on assets or investments sold or revalued (not related to normal trade activities) .................................   
198. Motor vehicle running expenditure, including parts and fuel  

(Exclude: Motor vehicle running expenditure if part of operating expenses) ..................................................   
199. Operating, leasing and hiring of plant, machinery, equipment and vehicles.......................................................   
200. Paper, printing and stationery  
 134.10 Paper ..........................................................................................................................   
 134.11 Printing .........................................................................................................................   
 134.12 Stationery .....................................................................................................................   
   
135. Total paper, printing and stationery (Question 50.1 to Question 50.3) ...............................................................   
136. Postal and courier services.................................................................................................................................   
137. Property tax paid.................................................................................................................................................   
138. Railage and transport-out ...................................................................................................................................   
139. Regional service council levies ...........................................................................................................................   
140. Rental of land, buildings and other structures.....................................................................................................   
141. Repairs and maintenance expenditure ...............................................................................................................   
142. Research and development ................................................................................................................................   
143. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights paid...........................................................   
144. Security services (including IT security services) ...............................................................................................   
145. Severance, termination and redundancy payments............................................................................................   
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146. Skill development levy (net value after refund) ...................................................................................................   
147. Staff training (payments to outside organisations)..............................................................................................   
148. Sub-contractors paid (including employment brokers)........................................................................................   
149. Telecommunication services  
 65.1 Internet charges ...........................................................................................................   
 65.2 Other, e.g. telephone and facsimile..............................................................................   
   
150. Total telecommunication services (Question 65.1 to Question 65.2)..................................................................   
151. Travelling expenditure.........................................................................................................................................   
152. Water and electricity services paid (excluding property tax)...............................................................................   

 
153. Other expenditure ...............................................................................................................................................   

     Example: Professional services, e.g. audit and other professional services, legal expenses and data 
processing services, staff amenities (canteens, crèches, gym), subscriptions to magazines   

    Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other expenditure 
 

 
 Nature R’000  
    
    
  
154. Total expenditure, excluding VAT  

(Question 34 to Question 69 excluding Question 50 and Question 65)..............................................................   
 
Part 6 – Profit or loss, company tax and dividends 
 

Note 
• Show the actual net profit (loss) before taxation per income statement of this business for the reporting 

period. 
• Report the result before taking into account previous years’ losses, if any. 

 

 R’000 
155. Net profit or loss before tax 

(Question 23 minus Question 28 plus Question 33 minus Question 70)…………………………….  
156. Company tax paid or provided for during this financial year ...............................................................................   
157. Cash dividends paid or provided for ...................................................................................................................   
158. Other dividends (capitalisation issues, scrip dividends or capitalisation shares) ................................................   

159. Total dividends paid or provided for during this financial year (Question 73 plus Question 74) .........................  
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Part 7 – Balance sheet 
 

Note 
Report the total book value of assets and liabilities as at the end of the financial year 

 

  
160. Non-current assets R’000 
 76.13 Fixed assets and intangible assets ..............................................................................................  
 76.14 Goodwill........... ............................................................................................................................  
   

 

Note 
• Fixed assets, intangible assets and goodwill must correspond with the total of column 

(g) in Question 87 

 

   
 76.15 Long-term investments.................................................................................................................  

 76.16 Other non-current assets .............................................................................................................  

161. Total non-current assets (Question 76.1 to Question 76.4) ...................................................................  

 
162. Current assets R’000 
 90.13 Debtors.....................................................................................................................................................  
 90.14 Cash and bank .........................................................................................................................................  

 90.15 Inventory (must correspond with Question 33).........................................................................................  

 90.16 Other current assets.................................................................................................................................  

91. Total current assets (Question 78.1 to Question 78.4) ......................................................................................   

92. Total assets (Question 77 plus Question 79) .....................................................................................................   

93. Owner’s equity (Include: Shareholders funds/interest) .......................................................................................   

94. Non-current liabilities  

 88.7 Long-term loans .......................................................................................................................................  

 88.8 Other non-current liabilities ......................................................................................................................  

89. Total non-current liabilities (Question 82.1 to Question 82.2) ............................................................................   

90. Current liabilities  

 117.10 Creditors...................................................................................................................................................  

 117.11 Bank overdraft ..........................................................................................................................................  

 117.12 Other current liabilities..............................................................................................................................  

118. Total current liabilities (Question 84.1 to Question 84.3) ...................................................................................   

119. Total equity and liabilities (Question 81 plus Question 83 plus Question 85) ....................................................   

 
Note 
• Total assets (Question 80) must equal total equity and liabilities (Question 86) 
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Part 8 - Book value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 

 
Notes 
• The value of land and buildings must be shown separately and should be estimated, if necessary (exclude own private dwelling or 

living unit thereof). 
• Purchases of land and existing buildings and used plant, machinery and vehicles, which were not imported, should be included 

in column (d). 
• The value of used plant, machinery and vehicles imported by your enterprise or on your behalf, should be included in column (c). 
• Major improvements, additions or extensions to property, plant and machinery, transport equipment and structures, which 

improve their performance and increase their capacity or prolong their expected working lives, count as fixed capital formation 
and should be included in column (c). 

• Intangible fixed assets are non-financial produced fixed assets that mainly consist of mineral exploration, computer software, 
entertainment and literary or artistic originals intended to be used for more than one year. 

• Intangible non-produced assets are assets that entitle their owners to engage in certain specific activities or to produce certain 
specific goods or services and to exclude other institutional units from doing so, except with the permission of the owner, e.g. 
patented entities or purchased goodwill. 
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120. Book value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 

Type of asset 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Book value at the 

beginning of financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 

PLUS 
Capital expenditure on the 

erection of new buildings and 
works; additions to and 
alterations of existing 

buildings and works; work in 
progress capitalised; new 

plant and machinery; used 
plant and machinery if 

imported by you or on your 
behalf (whether paid to 
outside contractors or 

concerns or done by your 
enterprise itself) 

PLUS 
Capital expenditure 
on the acquisition of 

land; existing 
buildings and works; 

used plant, 
machinery and 
vehicles; and 

transfers-in 

PLUS OR MINUS 
Sales of assets(-), 

and revaluation and 
other adjustments to 

book value 

MINUS 
Depreciation or 

amortisation during the 
year (not 

accumulative 
depreciation) 

EQUALS 
Book value at the 

end of the financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
  

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 
             

 1. Land ..................................................................                   
 2. Residential buildings..........................................                   
 3. Non-residential buildings ...................................                   
 4. Construction works, roads and parking areas ...                   
 5. Computers and other IT equipment ...................                   
 6 Motor vehicles and other transport equipment ..                   
 7. Plant, machinery and other office equipment ....                   
 8. Intangible fixed assets             
  8.1  Computer software .....................................                   
  8.2  Other ..........................................................                   
 9. Intangible non-produced assets  

(goodwill, patented entities, etc.) .......................                   
 10. Other (specify) ...................................................                   
 Total  
(Column (g) must correspond with Question 76.1 & 

76.2) ..................................................................                   
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Part 9 - Details of service rendered 
 
121. Income received as determined by type(s) of services rendered 

Passenger transport  
Domestic 

(incl. 
regional) 

 
International 

 
R’000 

Scheduled passenger transport   

 Passenger transportation income ......................................................   

   
 Space transport of passengers ..........................................................   

   
 Excess baggage charges...................................................................   

   
 Reservation cancellation fees ............................................................   

   
 Other scheduled passenger income ..................................................   

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
   

   
Non-scheduled passenger transport   

 Charter passenger income.................................................................   

   
 Scenic and sightseeing passenger income........................................   

   
 Launching of satellites and space vehicles ........................................   

   
 Space transport of physical goods and passengers ..........................   

   
 Excess baggage charges...................................................................   

   
 Reservation cancellation fees ............................................................   

   
 Other non-scheduled passenger income ...........................................   

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
   

   
   
Total passenger income ..........................................................................
   
Total domestic and international passenger income ...........................

 

Freight transportation  
Domestic 

(incl. 
regional) 

 
International 

 
R’000 

   
 Air freight........................................................................................   

   
 Air mail ...........................................................................................   
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 Other freight transport income .......................................................   

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
   

   
 
Total freight transportation income ....................................................
   
Total domestic and international freight transportation income .....

 

Other services rendered  R’000 

  
Voyager income ............................................................................  

  
Commission income ......................................................................  

  
Air traffic control ............................................................................  

  
Ramp services, parking, tie down and storage fees .....................  

  
Aircraft rental or leasing, with pilot ...............................................  

  
Flight training and instructions .......................................................  

Other services relating to airport and aircraft activities  

 Air ambulance  ..............................................................................  

  
 Bus or other motor vehicles service ..............................................  

  
 Taxi service by automobile or van..................................................  

  
 Scheduled airport shuttle ...............................................................  

  
Air ambulance  ..............................................................................  

  
Other income..................................................................................  

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
  

  
  
Total income from other services rendered .......................................  

  Total income from service rendered (must equal Part 3, 
Question 11) ..........................................................................................
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Part 10 - Details of sales of goods 
 
122. Income received as determined by type(s) of goods sold 

Goods sold R’000 
 

New aircrafts...........................................................................................  

 
Used aircraft ...........................................................................................  

 
Fuel and lubricants .................................................................................  

 
Aircraft parts and supplies ......................................................................  

 
Food and beverages...............................................................................  

 
Other sales .............................................................................................  

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
  
  

 
Total sales (must equal Part 3, Question 10) .....................................  

 
Part 11 - Details of purchases  
 
123. Estimated amount of fuel and oil consumed by owned and leased aircrafts. Do not include fuel consumed by owner 

operators for the financial year 
Quantity consumed 

ℓ – litres 
R’000 

(including non-refundable taxes) Type of fuel 
Consumed in 

RSA 
Consumed 

abroad 
Purchased in 

RSA 
Purchased 

abroad 
     Turbine fuel..........................................      

     Turbine oil ............................................      

     Gasoline...............................................      

     Piston oil ..............................................      

     Other fuels and oil................................      

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
     

     

     Total fuel used and cost....................   

Total fuel purchased..........................   
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124. Purchases and transfers-in of aircrafts other goods 

Aircrafts and other goods purchased R’000 
  
New aircrafts.................................................................................................................................  
  
Used Aircrafts ..............................................................................................................................  
  
New and used vehicles.................................................................................................................  
  
Aircraft parts and supplies ............................................................................................................  
    
Food and beverages.....................................................................................................................  
    
Other goods ..................................................................................................................................  

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
  
  
  

Total aircrafts and other goods purchased..............................................................................  

125. Total purchases and transfers-in (Question 90 plus Question 91) 
(must equal part 5, Question 34) .................................................................................

 

 
126. Purchases and transfers-in of containers and packaging materials 

Containers and packaging materials used 
Purchased in  

RSA 
R’000 

Purchased  
abroad 
R’000 

Containers and packaging materials predominantly of   

 Wood (e.g. wooden crates) ..................................................................................   

   
 Paper and board (e.g. paper bags, cardboard boxes and paper tubes) ..............   

   
 Metal (e.g. tins and drums) ...................................................................................   

   
 Plastic (e.g. crates and bags) ...............................................................................   

   
 Glass (e.g. bottles, jars, phials and other containers) ..........................................   

   
 Other ....................................................................................................................   

 
Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
   

   
   
Total .............................................................................................................................

Total purchases and transfers-in of containers and packaging materials 
(must equal Part 5, Question 40) ................................................................................   
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Part 12 - Freight:  Number of metric tons carried and total gross income from the transport of freight by air 
during the financial year 
 
127. Total number of metric tons, distance travelled and gross income of freight transported 

Type of commodity  

 Metric 
tons 

carried 

 Distanc
e 

travelle
d 

(km) 

 Gross 
income 
R’000 

       
Livestock, fresh produce and crops ..................................................       
       
Mining and quarrying products .........................................................       
       
Manufactured food, beverages and tobacco products......................       
       
Textiles, clothing and leather goods .................................................        
       
Coke, petroleum, rubber and plastic products ..................................       
       
Chemicals .........................................................................................       
       Electrical machinery and apparatus, electronic, communications 
and transport equipment...................................................................       

       
New furniture and miscellaneous manufactured products................       
       
Used furniture, appliances and miscellaneous office products.........       
       
Non-metallic products (include glass, cement and ceramics)...........       
       
Basic metal products (include iron and steel) ...................................       
       
Wood, products of wood and cork (exclude furniture) ......................       
       
Paper and paper products (include printed materials) ......................       
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Type of commodity  

 Metric 
tons 

carried 

 Distanc
e 

travelle
d 

(km) 

 Gross 
Income 
R’000 

  
Containers ........................................................................................       
  
Hazardous materials.........................................................................       
       
Other goods (include parcels)...........................................................       
       
Total freight transported ................................................................       

 
Part 13: Total number of passengers conveyed and distance travelled  
 
128. Total number of passengers conveyed and distance travelled during the financial year 

Number of passenger transported and distance travelled 
 Domestic 

number 
International 

number 
Total 

Number of passenger transported ...........................................................    

Number of available seats .......................................................................    

 Distance flown (kilometres) 

Distance travelled ....................................................................................    

Total passenger kilometre ...................................................................    

 
Part 14 - Number of aircrafts in use during the financial year  
 
129. Number of aircrafts in use during the financial year 

Type of Aircrafts Owned Rented out Leased Total

     Number 
    Aeroplanes............................................................................    

     Helicopters............................................................................     

     Other         

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
     
     

     Total      
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Questionnaire for fax purposes 
TRANSPORT LARGE SAMPLE SURVEY, 2006 

SUPPORTING AND AUXILIARY TRANSPORT ACTIVITIES; 
ACTIVITIES OF TRAVEL AGENCIES  

 
↓ When contacting Stats SA please quote this number  
Reference 
number: 
Attention: 

 

Legal Name:  
Trading name:  
Address:  
  
  
  

 

 

Stats SA’s 
enquiries: 

 

↑ Please correct any errors in the above address label 
 

Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) is a government department responsible for the collection, processing, analysis and 
interpretation of official statistics. 

 
Due date 
Please complete this questionnaire and fax it to Stats SA by 30 November 2006. Stats SA recommends that you retain 
a copy for you to consult in the event of a query. 

 
Person(s) whom Stats SA should contact if any queries arise regarding the completed questionnaire 
Financial manager / Director 

Name  Telephone number (             ) 
    Position or title  Fax number (             ) 
    Email address  Date  

 

Part 1 – General Information 
 
201. Location of the business or head office  

Registered/legal name ...............................................  

Trading name(s) .........................................................  

Company registration number ....................................  
Income tax number ....................................................  
VAT number ...............................................................  
Street number .............................................................  

Street name ................................................................  

Municipality or city/town ..............................................  

Postal code ................................................................  
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202. Indicate your type of ownership or type of organisation 

Individual...........................................................   Co-operative society ........................................   
Partnership .......................................................   Government enterprise ....................................   
Public company ................................................   Non-profit institution ........................................   
Private company ..............................................   Joint venture.....................................................   
Public corporation ............................................   Other (specify) .................................................   
Close corporation .............................................     

203. Period covered by this questionnaire  
Note 

• This questionnaire should be completed for the financial year of the enterprise which ends on any date between 1 
July 2005 and 30 June 2006, according to your usual reporting schedule 

Example 
• 1 October 2004 – 30 September 2005 
• 1 January 2005 – 31 December 2005 

• 1 March 2005 – 28 February 2006 
• 1 April 2005 – 31 March 2006 

 
Indicate the period covered by this questionnaire  From / /  To / /  

 
If the period covered by this questionnaire is not 12 months, please give reason 
 

 
Indicate any changes in this enterprise that have occurred since 1 July 2005, 
e.g. change of financial year, takeover, merger, new location, expansion or closure 
 

 
204. Indicate the main activity, as well as any secondary activity(ies), if any, from which the enterprise derives its income  

Note 
Describe the main and/or secondary activities as clearly as possible in the appropriate block, e.g. retail sale of new motor vehicles 
instead of retail of vehicles, radiator repair of motor vehicles instead of repairs, etc. 

 
Main activity: 
 
 
 
Secondary activities, including all ‘other’ additional activities apart from your main activity: 
 
 

 
205. Exports and imports 

If your enterprise has either purchased or provided services or goods from/to enterprises based outside 
South Africa during the financial year, please give the amount received or paid during this period R’000 
Amount received from enterprises based outside South Africa for services provided ...........................................  

Amount received from enterprises based outside South Africa for goods provided ..............................................  

Amount paid to enterprises based outside South Africa for services provided .......................................................  

Amount paid to enterprises based outside South Africa for goods provided ..........................................................  
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206. Stock options 

206.9 Does this enterprise provide stock options to some of its employees? ........................................... Yes No 

206.10 (a)  If yes, in which year were they introduced? .............................................................................. Year 

 R’000 
 (b)  What was the total value of stock options received by employees during this financial  
               year?  

 
207. Information Communication Technology (ICT) usage 

7.13 Does this enterprise use computers for business purposes? .......................................................................... Yes No 

7.14 Does this enterprise use the Internet for business purposes?......................................................................... Yes No 

7.15 Does this enterprise have a web page for business purposes? ...................................................................... Yes No 
 

Part 2 – Employment 
 

Definitions 
• Employees are those people employed by the business/organisation who received payment (in salaries, wages, 

commission, piece rates or payments in kind) for any part of the reference period (excluding independent contractors.) 

 
208. Number of employees who received salaries and wages for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2006 

  
 

Include 
• Directors (who received a salary, or who did not receive a salary but 

received a fee) 
• Executive, managerial, casual and any other employees who 

received payment but are not included on the main payroll 
• Employees who were absent for part or all of the reference period but 

received payment through the payroll, including those who 
commenced or terminated employment 

• Employees on paid leave or on leave without payment 
• People paid by commission only, with no salary or wage component 
• Employees who received payment through the payroll from the 

Compensation Commissioner’s Compensation Fund 
• Employees based abroad but paid from South Africa 

 Exclude 
• Subcontractors and consultants who are self-

employed  
• Any employees who were not paid during the 

reference period 
• Employees based in South Africa but paid from 

abroad 

 
Male employees ..........................................................................................................................................................  
  
Female employees ......................................................................................................................................................  
  
Total employees ..........................................................................................................................................................  

 
 

 209. Number of employees from outside contractors who are engaged in specific activities on the enterprise 
premises on a contract basis for the last pay period ended on or before 30 June 2005 ..................................   
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Part 3 – Income items 

 R’000 
210. Sales of goods, (report net value after discounts given).....................................................................................   
211. Income from services rendered (report net value after discounts given) (must correspond with Part 9, 

Question 89) .......................................................................................................................................................   
212. Income from the rental and leasing of land, buildings and other structures........................................................   
213. Income from operating, leasing and hiring of plant, machinery and equipment..................................................   
214. Income from operating, leasing and hiring of motor vehicles and other transport equipment ............................   
215. Interest received .................................................................................................................................................   
216. Dividends received..............................................................................................................................................   
217. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights received....................................................   
218. Subsidies and incentives received from government..........................................................................................   
219. Net profit on foreign loans as a result of variations in foreign exchange rates or transactions...........................   
220. Profit from redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities, at a value lower than the book value, if credited 

(exclude foreign denominated loans)..................................................................................................................   
221. Profit from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets at a value higher than book value, if 

credited ...............................................................................................................................................................   
 

222. Other income .....................................................................................................................................................   
     Example: Sundry income, grants received from institutions other than government   

 Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other income’  
 Nature R’000  
    
    
  
223. Total income, excluding VAT (Question 10 to Question 22) ...............................................................................   

 
Part 4 – Inventory 

Opening values R’000 
224. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel, consumable and maintenance stores, 

e.g. spares ..........................................................................................................................................................   
225. Work in progress (partially completed) ...............................................................................................................   
226. Finished goods produced by this enterprise .......................................................................................................   
227. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale ........................................................   
228. Total opening values (Question 24 to Question 27)............................................................................................   
Closing values R’000 
229. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel, consumable and maintenance stores, 

e.g. spares ..........................................................................................................................................................   
230. Work in progress (partially completed) ...............................................................................................................   
231. Finished goods produced by this enterprise .......................................................................................................   
232. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale ........................................................   
233. Total closing values (Question 29 to Question 32) .............................................................................................   
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Part 5 – Expenditure items 

 R’000 
234. Purchases, excluding VAT (must correspond with Part 10, Question 91) ..........................................................   
235. Salaries and wages paid during the financial year..............................................................................................   
236. Accommodation expenditure (Exclude: Travelling expenditure) .........................................................................   
237. Advertising expenditure ......................................................................................................................................   
238. Bank charges ......................................................................................................................................................   
239. Bursaries.............................................................................................................................................................   
240. Containers and packaging materials (correspond to Part 10 Question 92) ........................................................   
241. Depreciation provided during this financial year .................................................................................................   
242. Entertainment expenditure..................................................................................................................................   
243. Excise and customs duty (Exclude: Company tax) ............................................................................................   
244. Insurance premiums paid....................................................................................................................................   
245. Interest paid ........................................................................................................................................................   

 
246. Losses from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities at a value higher than book value, if 

debited, e.g. foreign exchange ...........................................................................................................................   
247. Losses on assets or investments sold or revalued (not related to normal trade activities) .................................   
248. Motor vehicle running expenditure, including parts and fuel  

(Exclude: Motor vehicle running expenditure if part of operating expenses) ..................................................   
249. Operating, leasing and hiring of plant, machinery, equipment and vehicles.......................................................   
250. Paper, printing and stationery  
 162.13 Paper ..........................................................................................................................   
 162.14 Printing .........................................................................................................................   
 162.15 Stationery .....................................................................................................................   
   
163. Total paper, printing and stationery (Question 50.1 to Question 50.3) ...............................................................   
164. Postal and courier services.................................................................................................................................   
165. Property tax paid.................................................................................................................................................   
166. Railage and transport-out ...................................................................................................................................   
167. Regional service council levies ...........................................................................................................................   
168. Rental of land, buildings and other structures.....................................................................................................   
169. Repairs and maintenance expenditure ...............................................................................................................   
170. Research and development ................................................................................................................................   
171. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and patent rights paid...........................................................   
172. Security services (including IT security services) ...............................................................................................   
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173. Severance, termination and redundancy payments............................................................................................   
174. Skill development levy (net value after refund) ...................................................................................................   
175. Staff training (payments to outside organisations)..............................................................................................   
176. Sub-contractors paid (including employment brokers)........................................................................................   
177. Telecommunication services  
 65.1 Internet charges ...........................................................................................................   
 65.2 Other, e.g. telephone and facsimile..............................................................................   
   
178. Total telecommunication services (Question 65.1 to Question 65.2)..................................................................   
179. Travelling expenditure.........................................................................................................................................   
180. Water and electricity services paid (excluding property tax)...............................................................................   

 
181. Other expenditure ...............................................................................................................................................   

     Example: Professional services, e.g. audit and other professional services, legal expenses and data 
processing services, staff amenities (canteens, crèches, gym), subscriptions to magazines   

    Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other expenditure 
 

 
 Nature R’000  
    
    
  182. Total expenditure, excluding VAT  

(Question 34 to Question 69 excluding Question 50 and Question 65)..............................................................   
 
Part 6 – Profit or loss, company tax and dividends 
 

Note 
• Show the actual net profit (loss) before taxation per income statement of this business for the reporting 

period. 
• Report the result before taking into account previous years’ losses, if any. 

 

 R’000 
183. Net profit or loss before tax 

(Question 23 minus Question 28 plus Question 33 minus Question 70)…………………………….  
184. Company tax paid or provided for during this financial year ...............................................................................   
185. Cash dividends paid or provided for ...................................................................................................................   
186. Other dividends (capitalisation issues, scrip dividends or capitalisation shares) ................................................   

187. Total dividends paid or provided for during this financial year (Question 73 plus Question 74) .........................   
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Part 7 – Balance sheet 
 

Note 
Report the total book value of assets and liabilities as at the end of the financial year 

 

  
188. Non-current assets R’000 
 76.17 Fixed assets and intangible assets ..............................................................................................  
 76.18 Goodwill........... ............................................................................................................................  
   
 

Note 
• Fixed assets, intangible assets and goodwill must correspond with the total of column 

(g) in Question 87 

 

   
 76.19 Long-term investments.................................................................................................................  

 76.20 Other non-current assets .............................................................................................................  

189. Total non-current assets (Question 76.1 to Question 76.4) ...................................................................  

 
190. Current assets R’000 
 94.17 Debtors.....................................................................................................................................................  
 94.18 Cash and bank .........................................................................................................................................  

 94.19 Inventory (must correspond with Question 33).........................................................................................  

 94.20 Other current assets.................................................................................................................................  

95. Total current assets (Question 78.1 to Question 78.4) ......................................................................................   

96. Total assets (Question 77 plus Question 79) .....................................................................................................   

97. Owner’s equity (Include: Shareholders funds/interest) .......................................................................................   

98. Non-current liabilities  

 90.9 Long-term loans .......................................................................................................................................  

 90.10 Other non-current liabilities ......................................................................................................................  

91. Total non-current liabilities (Question 82.1 to Question 82.2) ............................................................................   

92. Current liabilities  

 129.13 Creditors...................................................................................................................................................  

 129.14 Bank overdraft ..........................................................................................................................................  

 129.15 Other current liabilities..............................................................................................................................  

130. Total current liabilities (Question 84.1 to Question 84.3) ...................................................................................   

131. Total equity and liabilities (Question 81 plus Question 83 plus Question 85) ....................................................   

 
Note 
• Total assets (Question 80) must equal total equity and liabilities (Question 86) 
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Part 8 - Book value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 
 

Notes 
• The value of land and buildings must be shown separately and should be estimated, if necessary (exclude own private dwelling or 

living unit thereof). 
• Purchases of land and existing buildings and used plant, machinery and vehicles, which were not imported, should be included 

in column (d). 
• The value of used plant, machinery and vehicles imported by your enterprise or on your behalf, should be included in column (c). 
• Major improvements, additions or extensions to property, plant and machinery, transport equipment and structures, which 

improve their performance and increase their capacity or prolong their expected working lives, count as fixed capital formation 
and should be included in column (c). 

• Intangible fixed assets are non-financial produced fixed assets that mainly consist of mineral exploration, computer software, 
entertainment and literary or artistic originals intended to be used for more than one year. 

• Intangible non-produced assets are assets that entitle their owners to engage in certain specific activities or to produce certain 
specific goods or services and to exclude other institutional units from doing so, except with the permission of the owner, e.g. 
patented entities or purchased goodwill. 
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132. Book value of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 

Type of asset  
Book value at the 

beginning of financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 

PLUS 
Capital expenditure on the 

erection of new buildings and 
works; additions to and 
alterations of existing 

buildings and works; work in 
progress capitalised; new 

plant and machinery; used 
plant and machinery if 

imported by you or on your 
behalf (whether paid to 
outside contractors or 

concerns or done by your 
enterprise itself) 

PLUS 
Capital expenditure 
on the acquisition of 

land; existing 
buildings and works; 

used plant, 
machinery and 
vehicles; and 

transfers-in 

PLUS OR MINUS 
Sales of assets(-), 

and revaluation and 
other adjustments to 

book value 

MINUS 
Depreciation or 

amortisation during the 
year (not 

accumulative 
depreciation) 

EQUALS 
Book value at the 

end of the financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
  

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 

 

R’000 
             

 1. Land ..................................................................                   
 2. Residential buildings..........................................                   
 3. Non-residential buildings ...................................                   
 4. Construction works, roads and parking areas ...                   
 5. Computers and other IT equipment ...................                   
 6 Motor vehicles and other transport equipment ..                   
 7. Plant, machinery and other office equipment ....                   
 8. Intangible fixed assets             
  8.1  Computer software .....................................                   
  8.2  Other ..........................................................                   
 9. Intangible non-produced assets  

(goodwill, patented entities, etc.) .......................                   
 10. Other (specify) ...................................................                   
 Total  
(Column (g) must correspond with Question 76.1 & 

76.2) ..................................................................                   
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Part 9 - Details of service rendered 
 
133. Details of income from services rendered 

Cargo handling services R’000 

Container handling services  

 Cargo handling services provided for freight in special containers ...............................................................  

 
 Services of containers freight terminal facilities for all modes of transport, including stevedoring services 

(e.g. loading, unloading and discharging of vessels’ containerised freight, at ports) ....................................  

Other cargo handling services  

 Cargo handling services provided for non-containerized freight or for passenger baggage.........................  

  
 Services of freight terminal facilities, for all modes of transport, including stevedoring services ..................  

  
 Cargo handling services incidental to freight transport not elsewhere classified ..........................................  

  
 Baggage handling services at airport and at bus, rail or highway vehicle terminals ....................................   
 
Total income from cargo handling services .....................................................................................................  

 
Storage and warehousing R’000 

Refrigerated storage services  
 Storage and warehousing services for frozen or refrigerated goods, including perishable food products 

(excludes freezing of foods on a fee or contract basis).................................................................................  

Bulk liquid or gas storage services  

 Bulk storage and warehousing services for liquids and gases, including oil and oil products, wine etc. ......  

Other storage or warehousing services  

 Storage services of grains.............................................................................................................................  
  
 Storage of goods in foreign zones ................................................................................................................  
  
 Other storage and warehousing services .....................................................................................................   
 
Total income from storage and warehousing services....................................................................................  

 
Navigational services R’000 

 Radio navigational aid locating services, such as global positioning system................................................  
   Services provided by lighthouses, lightships and light vessels, buoys, channel markers and similar aids 

to navigation..................................................................................................................................................  

  
 Other navigational services...........................................................................................................................   
 
Total income from navigational services ..........................................................................................................  
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Supporting services for railway transport R’000 

 Railway passenger terminal services (sale of tickets, reservations, luggage office, left-luggage office .......  

  
 Other supporting services .............................................................................................................................   
 
Total income from railway transport services ..................................................................................................  

 
Supporting services for road transport R’000 

Bus stations services  
 Passenger terminal services in connection with urban, suburban and interurban bus passenger transport 

(sale of tickets, reservations, etc.).................................................................................................................  

Highway, bridge and tunnel operation services  
 Operation services of highways, roads, street and causeways ....................................................................  
  
 Bridges and tunnel operation services ..........................................................................................................  

Other support services for road transport  

 Cleaning services for buses and other land transport vehicles.....................................................................  
  
Total income from road transport services.......................................................................................................  

 
Parking lots services  R’000 
 Parking services for motor vehicles, motorcycles and bicycles provided by car parks, parking lots and 

parking garages, whether or not roofed ........................................................................................................  

  
 Collection of fees for parking on streets, roads and public places ................................................................   
 
Total income from parking lots services ...........................................................................................................  

 
Supporting services for water transport R’000 

Port and waterway operation services (excl. cargo handling)  
 

 Port operation services such as wharves, docks, piers, quays and other services connected with marine 
terminal facilities, including passenger terminal services in connection with marine transportation .............  

   Operation and maintenance services of boat, barge and ships canals, of canalised rivers and of other 
artificial inland waterways .............................................................................................................................  

  
 Services of locks, boat lifts, weirs, sluices ....................................................................................................  
  
 Towing services on canals other than by tugboat, e.g. by tractors or locomotives on the tow-path .............  

Pilotage and berthing services  
 Pilotage services, including the services of pilot vessels, whether supplied to conduct a vessel in or out 

of harbours or around navigational dangers .................................................................................................  
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 Tugboat services in connection with the docking and undocking of vessels of all types ..............................  

Vessel salvage and refloating services  

 Vessels salvage services. whether provided on ocean and coastal waters or on inland waters ..................  

Other supporting services for water transport  

 Water transport supporting directly connected with vessel operation ...........................................................  
  
Total income from water transport services .....................................................................................................  

 
Supporting services for air transport R’000 

Airport operation services (excl. cargo handling)  

 Passenger air terminal services and ground services on air fields, including runway operating services ....  

Air traffic control services  
 Flight control tower operation, including approach, landing and take-off control services ............................  
  
 Services provided by airport-located radar stations ......................................................................................  

Other supporting services for air transport  
 Air fire fighting and fire prevention services ..................................................................................................  
  
 Aircraft maintenance and upkeep services (excluding repairs).....................................................................  
  
 Hangar services ............................................................................................................................................  
  
 Aircraft towing ...............................................................................................................................................  
  
Total income from air transport services ..........................................................................................................  

 
Travel agency, tour operator and tourist guide services R’000 

Travel agency services  
 Fees/commission received for the sales of tickets, lodging and package tours............................................  

Tour operator services  
 Services of organising and arrangement package tours...............................................................................  

Tourist information services  
 Travel information, advice and planning services .........................................................................................  
  
 Accommodation reservation services ...........................................................................................................  
  
 Airline, train, bus and other reservation services relating to travel................................................................  

Tourist guide services  
 Tourist guide services by tourist guide agencies and own account tourist guide..........................................  
  
Total income from activities of travel agency ...................................................................................................  
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Auxiliary and other supporting transport services R’000 

Freight transportation agency services and other auxiliary freight transport services  
 Ship-broker services .....................................................................................................................................  
  
 Freight brokerage services............................................................................................................................  
  
 Freight forwarding services ...........................................................................................................................  
  
 Aircraft space brokerage services.................................................................................................................  
  
 Freight consolidation and break-bulk services ..............................................................................................  

Other support services n.e.c.  
 Type rating services (aircraft-specific permits for flying a particular type of plane).......................................  
  
 Tourist-guide services by tourist guide agencies and own account tourist guide .........................................  
  
Total income from activities of travel agency ...................................................................................................  

134. Total service rendered (must correspond with Part 3, Question 11) ........................................................  
 

Part 10 - Details of purchases 
 
135. Purchases and transfers-in vehicles and other goods 

Vehicles and other goods 
Purchased in  

RSA 
R’000 

Purchased  
abroad 
R’000 

 New vehicles ................................................................................................   

 Used vehicles...............................................................................................   

 Parts and supplies........................................................................................   

 Other ............................................................................................................   

Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
  

   
   
Total  

136. Total purchases of vehicles and other goods  
(must equal Part 5, Question 34) ..............................................................
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137. Purchases and transfers-in of containers and packaging materials 

Containers and packaging materials used 
Purchased in  

RSA 
R’000 

Purchased  
abroad 
R’000 

Containers and packaging materials predominantly of   

 Wood (e.g. wooden crates) ..................................................................................   

   
 Paper and board (e.g. paper bags, cardboard boxes and paper tubes) ..............   

   
 Metal (e.g. tins and drums) ...................................................................................   

   
 Plastic (e.g. crates and bags) ...............................................................................   

   
 Glass (e.g. bottles, jars, phials and other containers) ..........................................   

   
 Other ....................................................................................................................   

 
Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other’ 
   

   
   
Total .............................................................................................................................

Total purchases and transfers-in of containers and packaging materials 
(must equal Part 5, Question 40) ................................................................................   
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Annexure I: Questionnaire for the Economic Activity Survey 
 

Economic Activity Survey 2006 
 

↓ When contacting Stats SA please quote this number 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

↑ Please correct any errors in the above address label 
 

Statistics South Africa (Stats SA) is South Africa’s national statistics agency, responsible for the collection, processing, 
dissemination and analysis of official statistics. 
 
Purpose of the survey  
The Economic Activity Survey is an annual survey covering the activities of a sample of selected private and public enterprises 
operating in industries of the South African economy. Results of the survey are used to compile estimates of the Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) and its components, which are used in monitoring the state of the economy and formulation of 
economic policy. These statistics are also used by the private sector in analyses of comparative business and industry 
performance. The results are published annually in Statistical Release: P0020 – Economic Activity Survey.  
 
Collection authority 
The information required is collected under Section 16 of the Statistics Act, 1999 (Act No. 6 of 1999). Your co-operation is 
sought in completing and returning this questionnaire by the due date.  
 
Confidentiality 

According to Section 17 of the Statistics Act, 1999 (Act No. 6 of 1999), your completed questionnaire remains 
confidential to Statistics South Africa (Stats SA). Information relating to businesses is never disclosed. Results are 
presented in an aggregated form only. 
 
Due date 
Please complete this questionnaire and return it in the business reply service envelope or fax it to Stats SA  
by 31 October 2006. Stats SA recommends that you retain a copy to consult in the event of a query.   
   
Help available 
If you have problems completing this questionnaire, or find that it will be difficult for you to meet the due date, please contact 
us at: 
 
� Tel no.: (012) 310-8300/8102 � Postal address: Statistics South Africa    
                                     (012) 310-8246/4734                                                             Private Bag X44      
    (012) 310-8306/8065                                                              Pretoria  
                                       (012) 310-8216                                                                       0001  
��Fax no.:    (012) 310-2135/2136 
   (012) 310-2139/2137 
                                      (012) 310-4852/4854                                         
• Email address:  EAS@statssa.gov.za 
  
Person whom Stats SA should contact if any queries 
arise regarding this questionnaire 
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Name   Office use only 

     Position or title   Status Name Date 
   Telephone number (           )  Received   
   Fax number (           )  Checked   
   Email address   Captured     
      Signature   Edited   
      Date  
 

Please note 
� All figures should exclude value added tax       (VAT).         

                    
� Estimates will be accepted in the absence of exact or 

final estimates. 
� Only the South African-based activities of the enterprise 

shown on the label should be included on the 
questionnaire. 

 
� Information reported in this questionnaire should comply 

with South African accounting standards. 
 

  An enterprise is a legal unit or a combination of legal units 
that include and directly control all functions necessary to 
carry out its business activities. 

 

� Report all monetary values in thousands of rands 
(R’000).  Where the values in your accounts are not 
expressed in thousands of rands, round them off to the 
nearest thousand rand. 

   
� The items listed under ‘Include’ and ‘Exclude’ are only 

examples and should not be taken as a complete list of 
items to be included or excluded.       

 

 
Definition 
An enterprise is a legal unit or a combination of legal units that includes and directly controls all functions necessary to carry 
out its activities 
 
Part 1 - General information 
 
1. (a)   Indicate your type of ownership or type of organisation  
   
  

   Individual ......................……………………………………………………………..…… 
 
 

  
  

   Partnership .....................…………………………………………………………………. 
 
 

  
  

   Public company..……….…………………………………………………...……………. 
 
 

 
  

   Private company…………………………………………………………….….………… 
 
 

  
  

   Public corporation………………………………………………………..…….………… 
 
 

  
  

   Close corporation..….......…………………………………………..………….………… 
 
 

  
  

   Co-operative society …………………………………………..……………….………… 
 
 

 
 
 

 
   Government enterprise ………………………………………………………….……..… 
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   Non-profit institution ………………………....………………..………………..………. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
   Other (specify) …………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

 
 
  (b)   Indicate company registration number……………………….. 

 
   

 
2. Please mark the appropriate box 
  
 Are you using Triple Bottom Line Reporting?…………..………………………………… Yes 

 
No 

 
Definition 
   
• Triple Bottom Line Reporting provides information about the economic, environmental and social performance of an enterprise. 
 
  
 Do you have an ISO 14001 certificate? ……………………………………………..…..… Yes No 

 
 
Definition 
   
• ISO 14001 certification requires compliance to specified requirements for an environmental management system to enable an 

enterprise to formulate a policy and objectives, taking into account legislative requirements and information about significant 
environmental impacts. 

 
Part 2 – Industrial classification of the enterprise   
   
3. Describe the main activity, as well as any secondary activities from which the enterprise derives its 
       income. 
 

 Note 
• Describe the main and secondary activities as clearly as possible in the appropriate block, e.g. 
 diamond mining instead of only mining; construction of homes; wholesale or retail trade of  
 pharmaceuticals, etc. 

 
Main activity: 
 
 
 

 
Secondary activities, including all other additional activities apart from your main activity: 
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4. Period covered by this questionnaire 
 
Note 
   
• This questionnaire must be completed for your financial year ended on any date between 1 July 2005 and 30 June 2006. 
 
 From        To 
Indicate the period covered by this questionnaire …………      /        /       /         / 

 
Indicate any changes in this enterprise that 
occurred since 1 July 2005, e.g. change of 
financial year, takeover, merger, new 
location, expansion or closure. 

 
……………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………… 
 

  
Part 3 - Income items 
 R’000 
 
5. Sales of goods (report net value after discounts given) ..............................................................................  

 

   
Include  
 
• Sales of goods, including export sales. 
• For long-term contracts include progress 

payments billed. 
• Customers not invoiced with separate delivery 

and/or installation charges. 
• Railage and transport-out. 
• Export freight charges.            
  

 Exclude 
 
• Net profit or loss on sales of fixed assets 

(include in Questions 17 or 43). 
• Rent, leasing and hiring income (include in 

Questions 8, 9 or 10). 
• Interest income (include in  

Question 11). 
• Value added tax (VAT). 

 
 R’000 
 
6. Income from services rendered (report net value after discounts given) ..................................................  

 

   
Include  
    
• Income and fees received from repairs and 

services. 
• Contract, subcontract and commission income. 
• Income from consulting services. 
• Management fees or charges from related and 

unrelated enterprises. 
• Subscription and membership fees. 
• Administrative charges received as an agent.  
 

 Exclude 
 
• Rent, leasing and hiring income (include in 

Questions 8, 9 or 10). 
• Interest income (include in  

Question 11) 
• Value added tax (VAT). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 R’000 
 
7. Income from mineral rights leases (royalties) ...............................................................................................  

 

 
 R’000 
 
8. Income from the rental and leasing of land, buildings and other structures .………. 
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R’000 
 
9. Income from operational leasing and hiring of plant, machinery and equipment … 

 

 
Exclude 
 
• Payments received under hire purchase 

arrangements. 
 R’000 
10. Income from operational leasing and hiring of motor vehicles and other 
       transport equipment ………………………………..………………………………….. 

 

   
Exclude 
 
• Payments received under hire purchase 

arrangements. 
 

  
 
11. Interest received ......…………………………………………………………….…….... 

 

   
Include 
  
• Interest from hire purchase arrangements and 

from loans and advances made to related and 
unrelated enterprises. 

• Interest on finance leases. 
• Earnings on discounted bills. 
• Interest from deposits in banks and non-bank 

financial institutions. 
• Interest on decentralisation benefits. 
• Interest on debentures. 
• Interest on derivatives. 

 Exclude 
 
• Capital repayments received. 

 
 R’000 
 
12. Dividends received ……………………………………………………………………… 

 

 
 R’000 
13. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and trade and patent rights  
       received ………………..................................................................................…....…….… 

 

   
Include 
 
• Payments received under licensing arrangements. 

  Exclude 
 
• Royalties received under mineral rights leases 

(include in Question 7). 
  
 R’000 
 
14. Subsidies and incentives received from government.………………………………… 

 

  
 R’000 
15. Net profit on foreign loans as a result of variations in foreign exchange rates or 
       transactions…………………………………………………….………………………... 

 

 
Include 
 
• Foreign exchange profits.  

  Exclude 
 
• Foreign denominated loans. 
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 R’000 
16. Profit from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities, at a value 
       lower than the book value, if credited………………………………………………... 

 

 
 R’000 
17. Profit from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets at a value higher 
       than book value, if credited……………….…………………………………………… 

 

 
Include 
• Net profit on share trading. 
• Bad debts recovered. 
• Other profits from capital transactions. 
 R’000 
 
18. Other income…………………………………………..………..………………………... 

 

   
Include 
• Sundry income 

 R’000 
  
19. Total income (Question 5 to Question 18)……………………………………………… 

 

 
Part 4 - Inventory 
 
Opening values 
  R’000 
20. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel and 
       consumable and maintenance stores, e.g. spares………….…………………………… 

 

  
 R’000 
 
21. Work in progress (partially completed)………………………………………………... 

 

  
 R’000 
 
22. Finished goods produced by this enterprise  ………………………………………….. 

 

  
 R’000 
 
23. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale…………. 

 

   
 R’000 
 
24. Total opening values (Question 20 to Question 23)………………………….………... 

 

 
Closing values 
    R’000 
25. Raw materials or materials for processing, packaging materials, fuel and  
       consumable and maintenance stores, e.g. spares………………………………….….. 

 

  
 R’000 
 
26. Work in progress (partially completed)……………………………………………….. 
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                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           R’000 
 
27. Finished goods produced by this enterprise………………………….…………..…… 

 

  
 R’000 
 
28. Finished goods not produced by this enterprise, but purchased for resale …………         

 

 
 R’000 
 
29. Total closing values (Question 25 to Question 28)………………………………….…. 

 

 
Part 5 - Expenditure items 

 R’000 
 
30. Purchases………………………………………………………..….……..…………….. 

 

 
Include operational expenditure 

• Raw materials, components, etc. used in 
production, including consumables. 

• Fuels for off-road vehicles, e.g. fork- lifts, mobile 
plant and quarry dump trucks. 

• Spare parts and building materials. 
• Goods for resale. 
• Purchases and transfers-in of finished goods, 

intermediate products and partially completed 
goods from related enterprises. 

 Exclude 
• Subcontract and commission expenses 

(include in Question 60). 
• Motor vehicle running expenditure, including 

parts and fuel unless part of operating 
expenditure (include in Question 45). 

• Capitalised purchases of materials for capital 
work done by own employees (include in 
Question 93). 

• Containers and packaging materials (include 
in Question 36). 

 
 R’ 000 
 
31. Salaries and wages paid during the financial year ..…...……………………………… 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Definition 
• Salaries and wages are payments for ordinary time, standard or agreed hours and overtime hours during the 

financial year for all permanent, temporary, casual, managerial and executive employers and employees, 
before taxation and other deductions. 
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Include 
• Salaries and/or fees paid to directors, executives 

and managers. 
• Commissions paid. 
• Employer's contribution to pension, provident, 

medical aid, sick pay and other funds, e.g. 
Unemployment Insurance Fund and the 
Commissioner's Compensation Fund.  

• Payments paid from South Africa to employers or 
employees based abroad. 

• Payments for all types of leave. 
• Incentive payments for piecework or profit-sharing 

schemes. 
• Fringe benefits paid in cash, e.g. housing, 

mortgage and rent subsidies, transport and 
cellular phone allowances. 

• Allowances and penalty payments. 
• Value of any salary sacrificed. 
• Bonuses. 
• Payments that were made during the reference 

period, but relate to other pay periods for which no 
previous provision was made, e.g. annual leave, 
thirteenth cheque and leave gratuity payments. 

 Exclude 
• Payments to subcontractors and consultants 

who are self-employed and not part of this 
enterprise (include in Question 60). 

• Payments paid from abroad to employers or 
employees based in South Africa. 

• Severance, termination and redundancy 
payments (include in Question 57). 

• Reimbursement of expenses, e.g. travel, 
entertainment, meals and other expenses. 

• The imputed value of fringe benefits. 
• Tax on fringe benefits. 
• Employee stock options. 
 
 

 R’000 
 
32. Accommodation expenditure…………………………………………………..……….      

 

 
R’000  
 
33. Advertising expenditure…………….…………………………..………..………...….... 

 

                        
R’000  
 
34. Bank charges……………………………………………………………….……………. 

 

 
R’000  
 
35. Bursaries ……………………………………………………………….……………….. 

 

  
R’000  
 
36. Containers and packaging materials…………………………………………………... 

 

 
 R’000 
 
37. Depreciation provided for during this financial year…..…………………………….. 

 

 
Note 
• Report depreciation or provision for depreciation as recorded in your financial management accounts on 

buildings, machinery, equipment, office equipment, computers, motor vehicles and other transport 
equipment. 
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 R’000 
 
38. Entertainment expenditure………….………………………..………………………… 

 

 
 R’000 
 
39. Excise and customs duty………………………………………..….…………………… 

 

  
Include 
• Only the tax portion of docking costs, harbour 

costs, landing fees and other import costs. 

 Exclude 
• Company tax. 

 
 R’000 
 
40. Insurance premiums paid………………………………………………………………. 

 

 
 R’000 
 
41. Interest paid…………………………………………….……………………………….. 

 

  
Include 
 
• Interest on bank loans. 
• Interest on loans made to this enterprise from 

related and unrelated enterprises. 
• Interest paid in respect of finance leases. 
• Interest paid on loans from partners. 
• Expenses associated with discounted bills. 
• Interest on debentures. 
• Interest on derivatives. 

 Exclude 
 
• Other bank charges. 
• Capital repayments. 

 
 R’000 
42. Losses from the redemption, liquidation or revaluation of liabilities at a value 
       higher than book value, if debited, e.g. foreign exchange losses…..………………… 

 

  
 R’000 
43. Losses on assets or investments sold or revalued (not related to normal trade 
       activities) ………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 
Include 
• Losses from the sale or realisation for cash or revaluation of assets or investments at a value lower than 

book value, if debited, and stock losses (inclusive of foreign exchange losses). 
• Provision for bad debt and bad debt written off. 
• Assets written off. 
• Losses on share trading. 
 
 R’000 
 
44. Mineral rights leases (royalties)……..………………………………………………….   

 

 
 R’000 

45. Motor vehicle running expenditure, including parts and fuel  
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Exclude 
• Motor vehicle running expenditure, including parts and fuel if part of operating expenditure (include in 

Question 30) 
 
 R’000 
 
46. Operating leasing and hiring of plant, machinery, equipment and vehicles………... 

 

     
  R’000 
 
47. Paper expenditure ………………… ………………………………………………….... 

 

 
 R’000 
 
48. Postal, courier and telecommunication services ......................................…………….. 

 

 
 R’000 
 
49. Printing expenditure…..…..........................................................................…………….. 

 

 
 R’000 
 
50. Property taxes paid .……..........................................................................…………….… 

 

 
 R’000 
 
51. Railage and transport-out …………………………………………………………..…. 

 

 
 R’000 
 
52. Regional services council levies …..............................................................……………. 

 

 
 R’000 
 
53. Rental of land, buildings and other structures……………….………………………. 

 

 
 R’000 
 
54. Repair and maintenance expenditure………….…………………………….……….… 

 

 
 R’000 
 
55. Royalties, franchise fees, copyright, trade names and trade and patent rights paid 

 

 
 R’000 
 
56. Security services (including IT security services)……………….…………………….. 

 

  
 R’ 000 
 
57. Severance, termination and redundancy payments……….…...……………………… 

 

 
 R’ 000 
 
58. Staff training..……………………………………………………………………………. 
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 R’ 000 
 
59. Stationery expenditure………………………………………….….…………………… 

 

 
 R’ 000 
 
60. Subcontractors paid (including employment brokers)..………………………………. 

 

 
 R’ 000 
 
61. Travelling expenditure…………………………………………..…...…………………. 

 

 
 R’000 
 
62. Water and electricity services paid (excluding property taxes).…………………..…. 

 

 
 
 R’ 000 
 
63. Other expenditure………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 
Include 
• Donations, bursaries and sponsorships. 
• Payment to outside organisations for staff training. 
• Professional services, e.g. audit and other professional business services, legal expenses and data 

processing services. 
 
Specify the nature and amount of the two largest items included in ‘Other expenditure’ 
 R’000 
 
………………………………………………. 
 
………………………………………………. 
 

  
………………………………………….. 
 
………………………………………….. 
 

 
 R’ 000 
 
64. Total expenditure (Question 30 to Question 63)………….……..…………………….. 

 

 
 

Part 6 - Profit or loss, company tax and dividends 
 R’000 
65. Net profit or loss before tax (Question 19 minus Question 24 plus Question 29  
 minus Question 64) .......................................................................................................… 

 

 
 R’000 
 
66. Company tax paid or provided for during this financial year……………………….. 

 

 
  R’000 
 
67. Cash dividends paid or provided for…………………………………………….…….. 

 

 
 R’000 
 
68. Other dividends (capitalisation issues, scrip dividends or capitalisation shares)…... 
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 R’000 
69. Total dividends paid or provided for during this financial year (Question 67 
 to Question 68) ...........................................................................................................…... 

 

 
 
70. Does this enterprise provide stock options to some of its employees? ……..…………. 

Yes No 

 
 Year 
 
71. If yes, in which year were they introduced? ………………………….………….……….. 

 

 
 
 R’000 
72. What was the total value of stock options received by employees during this 
       financial year?  …………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 
Part 7 – Balance sheet  
 

Note 
� Report the total book value of assets and liabilities as at the end of the financial year 

 

Assets 
 
Non-current assets 
 R’000 

73. Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets ..................................................................................  
 

 
 
 
 
 R’000 

74. Goodwill ............................................................................................................................................................   

 
Note 
• Property, plant and equipment, and intangible assets, and goodwill must correspond with the total of 

column (g) in Question 93.  
 R’000 

75. Long-term investments.....................................................................................................................................  
 

 R’000 

76. Other non-current assets .................................................................................................................................   

 R’000 

77. Total non-current assets (Question 73 to Question 76) ................................................................................ 
 

 
Current assets 

 R’000 

78. Debtors ...............................................................................................................................................................  
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 R’000 

79. Cash and bank.................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
R’000 

80. Inventory (must correspond with Question 29) ...................................................................................................  

 R’000 

81. Other current assets ..........................................................................................................................................  

 R’000 

82. Total current assets (Question 78 to Question 81) ........................................................................................ 
 

 R’000 

83. Total assets (Question 77 plus Question 82) .................................................................................................. 
 

 
Equity and liabilities 
 R’000 

84. Owner’s equity ................................................................................................................................................... 
 

 
 
 
 

Include 
• Shareholders’ funds/interest 

 
 
Non-current liabilities 
R’000 

 

85. Long-term loans .................................................................................................................................................  

 R’000 

86. Other non-current liabilities ..............................................................................................................................  

 R’000 

87. Total non-current liabilities (Question 85 to Question 86) ............................................................................ 
 

 
Current liabilities 
R’000 

88. Creditors   

 R’000 

89. Bank overdraft ....................................................................................................................................................  

R’000 

90. Other current liabilities ......................................................................................................................................  
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R’000 

91. Total current liabilities (Question 88 to Question 90) .................................................................................... 
 

 R’000 

92. Total equity and liabilities (Question 84 plus Question 87 plus Question 91) ............................................ 
 

 
Note 
• Total assets (Question 83) must equal total equity and liabilities (Question 92) 

 

 
Part 8 - Book value of property, plant and equipment, and intangible assets 

 
 
Notes 
  
• The value of land and buildings must be shown separately and should be estimated, if necessary. (Exclude own private dwelling 

or living unit thereof.)  
• Purchases of land and existing buildings and used plant, machinery and vehicles, which were not imported, should be included 

in column (d).  
• The value of used plant, machinery and vehicles imported by your enterprise or on your behalf, should be included in column (c).  
• Major improvements, additions or extensions to property, plant and machinery, transport equipment and structures, which 

improve their performances and increase their capacity or prolong their expected working lives, count as fixed capital formation 
and should be included in column (c). 

• Intangible fixed assets are non-financial produced fixed assets that mainly consists of mineral exploration, computer software, 
entertainment, literary or artistic originals intended to be used for more than one year. 

• Intangible non-produced assets are assets that entitle their owners to engage in certain specific activities or to produce certain 
specific goods or services and to exclude other institutional units from doing so, except with the permission of the owner, e.g. 
patented entities or purchased goodwill. 
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93.  Book value of property, plant and equipment, and intangible assets 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Type of asset 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) 
R’000 

 
 

Book value at 
beginning of 
financial year 
according to 

balance sheet 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) 
R’000 

 
PLUS 

Capital expenditure on erection 
of new buildings and works;  

additions to and alterations of 
existing buildings and works;  
work in progress capitalised;  

new plant and machinery; used 
plant and machinery if imported 

by you or on your behalf 
(whether paid to outside 

contractors/concerns or done 
by your enterprise itself) 

(c) 
R’000 

 
PLUS 

Capital expenditure on the 
acquisition of land;  

existing buildings and 
works;  and used plant, 
machinery and vehicles;  

and transfers-in 
 
 
 
 
 

(d) 
R’000 

 
PLUS OR MINUS 
Sales of assets(-

),and revaluation and 
other adjustments to 

book value 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(e) 
R’000 

 
MINUS 

Depreciation and 
amortisation during 

the year (not 
accumulative 
depreciation) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(f) 
R’000 

 
EQUALS 

Book value at the 
end of the financial 
year according to 

balance sheet 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(g) 
R’000 

 
1.  Land …………………………………… 

      

 
2.  Residential buildings …………………... 

      

 
3.  Non-residential buildings …………….... 

      

 
4. Construction works, roads and parking  
     areas…………………………………….  

      

 
5.  Computers and other IT equipment……. 

      

 
6.  Motor vehicles and other transport 
     equipment………………………………. 

      

 
7. Plant, machinery and other office 
     equipment ………………..……….……. 

      

 
8. Intangible fixed assets 
      8.1   Computer software ………………. 
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         8.2    Mineral exploration …….……..... 

      

 
     
      8.3   Other …………………………….. 

      

9. Intangible non-produced assets  
    (goodwill, patented entities, etc.) ………. 

      

 
10. Other assets (e.g. bullion) …………….. 

      

 
Total (Column (g) must correspond with 
Question 73 & 74) …………..…………….... 
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Annexure J: Income and Expenditure Survey 2005 
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Annexure L: South African Tourism: Departure Survey 
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Glossary 
Country of residence If a person resides (or intends to reside) for more than one 

year in a given country and has there his/her centre of 
economic interest (e.g. his/her major source of income), 
he/she is considered as a resident of this country. 
 

Domestic tourism 
 

The tourism of resident visitors within the economic territory 
of the country of reference. 
 

Domestic tourism 
consumption 
 

Comprises the consumption of resident visitors within the 
economic territory of the country of reference. 
 

Domestic tourist 
 

A resident visitor who visits within the economic territory of 
the country of reference. 
 

Domestic visitor 
 

Visitors, whose country of residence is the country visited, 
they may be nationals of this country or foreigners. 
 

Expenditure 
 

The value of the amounts that buyers pay or agree to pay to 
sellers in exchange for the goods or services that sellers 
provide to them or to other institutional units designated by 
the buyers. 
 

Establishments An enterprise, or part of an enterprise, which is situated in 
one location and engaged in mainly one type of productive 
activity, which is the principal activity. 
 

Gross Domestic 
Product 

The total value of goods and services produced within the 
geographic boundaries of a country for a specified period of 
time. 

  
Gross fixed capital 
formation 
 

The total value of a producer’s acquisitions, less disposals, 
of fixed assets during the accounting period plus certain 
additions to the value of non-produced assets realised by 
the productive activity of institutional units. Fixed assets are 
tangible or intangible assets produced as outputs from 
processes of production that are themselves used 
repeatedly or continuously in other processes of production 
for more than one year. 
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Household final 
consumption 
expenditure 

Includes all consumption expenditure made by households 
from their own cash resources (including all income in cash 
received), as well as all the counterpart of income in kind 
(except social transfers in kind) that households might have 
received, such as remuneration in kind and other transfers 
in kind. It also includes the value of all consumption of 
output for own final use, such as those provided by second 
homes on own account used for tourism purposes or what it 
can have received through barter transactions. 
 

Inbound tourism 
consumption 
 

Comprises the consumption of non-resident visitors within 
the economic territory of the country of reference and/or that 
provided by residents. 
 

Inbound tourist 
 

A non-resident visitor who visit within the economic territory 
of the country of reference. 
 

Industry 
 

A group of establishments engaged in the same, or similar, 
kinds of economic activity. 
 

Internal tourism 
 
 

The tourism of visitors, both resident and non-resident, 
within the economic territory of the country of residence. It is 
the combination of domestic and inbound tourism. 
 

Internal tourism 
consumption  

The consumption of both resident and non-resident visitors 
within the economic territory of the country of reference 
and/or that provided by residents. 
 

International tourist An international visitor who stays at least one night in 
collective or private accommodation in the country visited. 
 

International traveller 
 

Any person on a trip between two or more localities in 
different countries. 
 

International visitor Any person who travels to a country other than that in which 
he/she has his/her residence but outside his/her usual 
environment for a period that is less than 12 months and 
whose main purpose of visit is other that the exercise of an 
activity remunerated from within the country visited. 
 

National tourism 
 
 
National tourism 
consumption 

National tourism is the combination of domestic and 
outbound tourism. 
 
The consumption of both resident visitors within and outside 
the economic territory of the country of reference. 
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Occupancy rate The number of stay unit nights sold, divided by the product 

of the number of stay units nights available and the number 
of days in the survey period, expressed as a percentage. 
 

Outbound tourism 
 

The tourism of resident visitors outside the economic 
territory of the country of reference. 
 

Outbound tourism 
consumption 
 

Comprises the consumption of resident visitors outside the 
economic territory of the country of reference and provided 
by non-residents. 
 

Overseas traveller 
(Tourism and 
migration) 
 

A foreign traveller visiting South Africa (SA), excluding 
travellers from mainland Africa and from ‘unspecified’ 
countries. 
 

Purpose of visit 
 

The major groups that are recommended for classifying the 
main purpose of visit (or trip) are: 
Leisure, recreation and holidays 
Visiting friends and relatives 
Business and professional 
Health treatment 
Religion/pilgrimages 
Other 
 

Residence 
 

An institutional unit’s residence is the location where its 
centre of principal economic interest can be found. The 
residence of a household is that of all its members. 
 

Same day visitor A visitor who visits a place for less than one night. 
 

Stay unit  
 

The unit of accommodation available to be charged out to 
guests, for example, a powered site in a caravan park or a 
room in a hotel. 
 

Stay unit night sold 
 

The total number of stay units occupied on each night 
during the survey period. 
 

Tourism 
 
 
 
 
 
Tourism 
characteristic 
activity 
 
Tourism 
characteristic 
industry 

The activities of persons travelling to and staying in places 
outside their usual environment for not more than one 
consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes 
not related to the exercise of an activity remunerated from 
within the place visited. 
 
Those productive activities that have tourism characteristic 
products as their principal output. 
 
 
A group of establishments whose principal productive 
activity is a tourism characteristic activity. 
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Tourism 
characteristic 
products 

Products which, in the absence of visitors, in most countries 
would probably cease to exist in meaningful quantity or for 
which the level of consumption would be significantly 
reduced and for which it seems possible to obtain statistical 
information. 
 

Tourism 
consumption 
 

The total consumption expenditure made by a visitor or on 
behalf of a visitor for and during his/her trip and stay at a 
destination. 
 

Tourism connected 
activities 
 

Those productive activities that have tourism-connected 
products as their principal output. 
 

Tourism gross 
domestic product 
 

The gross domestic product generated in the economy by 
the tourism industries and other industries in response to 
tourism internal consumption. 
 

Tourism gross fixed 
capital formation 
 
 

Is the sum of the gross fixed capital formation in specific 
tourism fixed produced assets by all economic productive 
activities and the gross fixed capital formation of tourism 
industries in non-specific tourism fixed assets. 
 

Tourist A visitor who stays at least one night in the place visited. 
 

Usual environment To be outside the ‘usual environment’ the person should 
travel more than 40 kilometres from place of residence (one 
way) AND the place should NOT be visited more than one a 
week. This includes place of work and place of study. 
Leisure and recreational trips are included irrespective of 
frequency. 
 

Value added of the 
tourism industries 
 

Sums the value added of all characteristic producers 
regardless of the buyers of their output; it excludes non-
characteristic producers. 
 

Visitor Any person travelling to a place other than that of his/her 
usual environment for less than 12 months and whose main 
purpose of trip is other than the exercise of an activity 
remunerated from within the place visited. 
 

Visitor consumption 
 
 
 
Visitors’ 
expenditures 

The total consumption expenditure made by a visitor or on 
behalf of a visitor for or during his/her trip and stay at the 
destination. 
 
Are traditionally used in the analysis of the tourism 
economy. They include expenditures on goods and services 
consumed by visitors for and during their trips and stay at 
destination. It corresponds with the monetary transactions 
component of tourism consumption. 

 
 




